
MINNI MIRIAM 
MIRIAM (aJ?Q; MAPIAM[BAFL],  cpTarg. D!lP, 

etc. and see NAMES, 5 6). Possibly from n!F!py (Che., 
cp Nu. 327); see MOSES, 5 2 ; Bateson Wright, how- 
ever, connects the hame with ' Merari ' ( Was Israel mer 
in Egypt? 213 ; see also MARY, 5 I). 

I. The sister of Aaron and Moses who accompanied 
Israel as far as Kadesh, where she died and was buried 
(Nu. 20 I). If we pass over the inclusion of her nanie in 
the Levitical genealogies (Nu. 2659 [[I Ex. 620 MT om. 
but cp 6 B A F L ] ,  I Ch. 63 [529]) Miriam is first mentioned 
in the older narratives on the occasion of the crossing of 
the Red Sea. She is styled ' the prophetess' ( n p i ~ )  
and appears at the head of a female choir celebrating 
the recent deliverance (Ex. 1520f: E, see POETICAL 
LITERATURE, 5 4, iii.). Although not specifically 
named, Miriam is no doubt the ' sister ' alluded to in 
the story of the birth of Moses (Ex. 2 1 3 ,  cp vv. 4 7). 
and if z). I belongs to the original narrative it is certain 
that the writer looked upon her (and also Aaron) as 
the step-sister (and step-brother) of the child. Apart 
from the notice of her death at Kadesh (Nu. Z.C.), 
she is only once again mentioned in the Hexateuch 
-viz., Nu. 121-15, where u-ith Aaron she rebels against 
the authority of Moses and is punished with leprosy. 

That connected 
with D. I is dealt with elsewhere (see MOSES, 0 15). We are 
indeed reminded of the manner of E ; but there is nothing in 
common with Ea's doctrine of the universal nature of Yahwe's 
gift of prophecy as  expressed in 11 246.30. T h e  reference to 
Miriam in Dt .249 is not clear. I t  is difficult to see how 
Miriam's junishmcnt was a warning for Israel to observe the 
orders of the Levites in the case of an outbreak of leprosy. The 
difficulty in the reference, implying a discrepancy in the tradi- 
tions, suggests that Nu. LE. has been pretty thoroughly revised 
~ J V  RP (the seven days' seclusion 9. 15 reminds one of the 
Levitical enactment, Lev. 13 5).2 

From these few notices we can obtain hut a bare idea 
of the figure of Miriam. She first appears in E (so 
probably also Aaron), and it is noteworthy that the only 
reference to her in the prophetical writings is made by 
a writer who lived about the time of E, and names 
'Moses, Aaron, and Miriam' as the forerunners to 
redeem Israel (Mi. 6 4 ,  see, however, MICAH [BOOK]. 
5 4f., col. 3073). To about the same age belong the 
oldest narratives which mention H UR (I), an equally 
obscure figure, whom tradition connected with Miriam.$ 

I t  may be asked here whether Aaron and Miriam 
were not originally represented as members of the family 
of Jethro I The sudden appearance of Aaron in Horeb 
(Ex. 427 E) seems to suggest that he already lived in 
the neighbourhood; whilst, on the other hand, the 
narrative in Ex. 21-10, which seems to treat Miriam as 
living in Egypt, does not necessarily militate against 
the view that Aaron and Miriam were brother axid 
sister respectively of Zipporah the wife of Moses. It 
may also be conjectiired that the well-known branch 
of Levitical Merari derived its name, or traced its 
descent, from the ' prophetess ' Miriam ( 3 * i ~ ,  *im) ? 
Cp GENEALOGIES, 5 7 [v.], MERARI. 

2. Son (or daughter) of Jether (cp JETHER, I), and 
BITHIAH ( q . ~ . ) ,  named in a Judzaii-Calebite genealogy, 
I Ch. 417 (so Ki. after 6,  M T  obscure : paiwv [BA], 
p r w p  and pupo in a doublet [L]). The coincidence 
is remarkable : was there a tradition associating Moses 
and the other characters of the Exodus with the Calebites? 
Cp MOSES. 

The passage is not free from difficulties.1 

I t  is true the reading 'Miriam' is not convincingly supported 
by Qr ;4 but the tradition (accepted and amplified by the Targ.) 
may not be wholly late. Distinct traces of a Calehite element 
have been suspected in portions of J E s  narrative of the Exodus,S 

MINNI ('Bp), a land mentioned in Jer. 5127f [a, 
chap. 281; n ~ p  EMOY [BKAQ], inenni [Vg.]), the 
Munnu of the Assyrians, which was W. of the Lake of 
Urumiya. Its inhabitants are the Munnai, of whom 
we read in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser 11.. Sargon, 
Esarhaddon, and ASur-bani-pal. 

See ASHKENAZ, ARARAT, and, for the Assyrian (and Vannic) 
notices, Schrader, KA T(z) 423 : Sayce, RPP) 1163f.; Winckler, 
GRA 200 241 243 269; A O F l 4 8 6 f l  On the *in of Ps. 458[91, 
which Tg. Pesh. render iArmenia,' see IVORY. 

MINNITH ( n ' q  ; E N  A p l e M W  [B], E I C  C E M w E l e  
[AI, C E M E N E l e  [L ;  ? CE M€NEle]l CE €IC M u l e  
EWC T H C  OAOy M b N W E  [see "91, M A N l b e H C  [JOS; 
Ant. v. 7101 : MENNUN [Vg.] ; ascent of Machir 
[Pesh.]). a locality E. of Jordan meutioned in the 
account of Jephthah's victory over Ammon (Judg. 11 33 ; 
on Ezek. 2717 see end of article). The identification 
is most uncertain,l and one may question the correct- 
ness of the reading (see below). The  matter cannot 
be treated without reference to literary criticism (see 
JEPHTHAH, 5 2). It is probable that Holzinger 
and Budde are correct in their view that the chapter 
contains the traces of another war where Moab, 
not Ammon, is the foe. The geographical notices of 
both defeats survive (doubtless not in their original 
form) in v. 33. where mn qf i i r iy  and u m ~ - h ~  iy;  are 
clearly doublets. The  mention of Aroer, however, con- 
stitutes a difficulty. I t  is generally assumed to be the 
Ammonite city (AROER, 2); but this is unlikely if ABEL- 
CHEKAMIM is rightly identified, and if Minnith is indeed 
the maanith which Eusebius ( O S 2 )  280 44) places 4 m. 
from Heshbon on the road to Rabbath-Amman. 6, 
however, inserts &Xpis Apvwv and Budde (KHC,  Richter) 
suggests that from Minnith to Aroer (on the Arnon, cp 
v. 26) was the extent of the Moabite defeat, and that of 
the Ammonites was in an easterly direction to Abel- 
cheramim. This view does not sufficiently allow for the 
possibility of deeper corruption. One expects the 
Ammonite defeat to have extended fruin N. to S., 
and hence it is possible that n.$p has arisen from 
njqq, a parallel form to MAHANAIM (q.v . n. I, cp 
We. CM3) 43 n.). [For another view, that originally 
Missur (the N. Arabian Mi+) and Amalek= Jerahmeel, 
kindred peoples, took the place of Moab and Ammon, 
see MOAB, 0 14x1 

Originally, perhaps, the Ammonites were routed 'from 
Mahanaim to Abel-cheramim'; the extent of the Moabite 
defeat, on the other hand, must remain unknown. T h e  exist- 
ence of * a  Moabite Minnith (cp Bu. LE.),, in spite of the 
testimony of Eusebius is doubtful. Minnith in fact, is nowhere 
else mentioned, since,'although the land of k n m o n  was rich in 
cereals (cp the tribute of barley, z Ch. 275), the mention of 

wheat of Minnith'(Ezek. 2'7 17) is due to a textual corruption, for 
which Cornill with an obvious gain in sense reads nrtj?? O'F? 
('wheat and spices ') ; see PANNAG, STORAX. 

n&-ZniTn, Ps. 68 25 1261, RV ' minstrels,' AV ' players on instiu- 
ments. See MUSIC. 
2. ahhqric, hlt. 9 23. See Music, 0 4 ; MOURNING CUSTOMS. 
MINT ( H A Y O C M O N  ; menfha; Mt. 2323 Lk. 114zf') 

was a well-known garden herb in ancient times (yvhpi- 
pov ,6ordvrov, Diosc. 341). Dioscorides does not think 
it necessary to describe it. The species chiefly grown 
in Palestine is the horse-mint, Mentha syZaestris, L. 
The tithing of mint is not expressly referred to in the 
Talmud (cp Lijw, 2 5 9 8 : ) .  

MIPHKAD, THE GATE (7Q3?,? l&'*), Neh. 331. 
See JERUSALEM, 5 24 (IO). 

MIRACLES. See WONDERS: also GOSPELS, 55 
1373, and JOHN (SON OF ZEBEDEE), $5 20, 25. etc. 

MIRAGE (>@), Is. 357, RV'"~.(H ANYAPOC), 4910, 
RVIng' (KAYCWN).  

This well-known phenomenon of dry regions might of course 
be referred to in these passages (so Ges. and most moderns); but  
see DESERT, B 2 (8). 

1 See Moore, Jidg., ad lor. ; Buhl, PaZ. 266. 

3x51 

S. A. C. 
MINSTREL. I .  p p ,  ?nt+zaa;n, 2 K. 3 CP c q j ,  

1 See NUMBERS 6 2. 
2 We cannot beiui te  certain that Dt. Z.C. isoriginal-directions 

regarding leprosy are wanting in JE. I t  is just possible that 
Miriam alone belonged to the original narrative in Nu. 12  I. 
The exceptional order of the names in Nu. 12 I may be taken to 
suggest that Aaron's name has been added. @L on the other 
hand, following the usual custom, gives Aaron thlpriority. 
3 His wife (so Jos. Ant.  iii. Z4),  or mother (Targ.). 
4 @BA suggests the reading Maon, which Cheyne prefers. 
5 See EXODUS i., 0 SA, KADESH, s 3. 
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MIRMA MISREPHOTH-MAIM 
and n close connection between Calebites, Kenites, etc., is borne 
out by a comparison of the distribution of the proper names (see 
GENEALOGIES, BB j, 7 1u.I). S. A. C .  

MIRMA, RV Mirmah (nn!??, #deceit '?,  § 7 4 ;  
rpaya [>3], pappa [A], -,*La [L]), a name in a genealogy of 
Benjamin (p.u., 5 9 ,  ii. e), I Ch. 8 rot, probably from ' Jerahmeel ' 
(Che.). 

Egyptian mirrors consisted of a disc 
of polished bronze, though the bronze might be covered 
with a varnish of gold and have a handlc of wood, 
ivory. or bronze, which was often ornamented with a 
statuette. Such hand-mirrors were indispensable for 
the toilette of an  Egyptian lady, and we find them re- 
ferred to in Ex. 388, as used by the women who per- 
formed service in the Tent of Meeting, and, according 
to a traditional but surely erroneous opinion, in Is. 323. 
In  Job 37 18 the sky (firmament) is compared to a metal 
mirror. In Wisd. 7 26 wisdom is called ' an unspotted 
mirror of the working of God.' In the Greek E:cclus. 
1211 a 'mirror '  is somehow brought into connection 
with the malice of an  enemy. 

Whether it is worth while to speculate as to the possible 
meaning of the Greek translator, may be doubted ; see RV 
which gives an alternative rendering for the last clause of th6  
verse, and cp Edersheim. The Cairo Hebrew text gives ' He 
to him (the enemy) as one that revealeth a mystery (Schichter 
and Taylor, 25). I n  I Cor. 1312 I v  alvlypzrr ('in a riddle') 
seems to he a gloss on 6r' i u 6 n ~ p o u  ; see RIDDLE.  

In  I Cor. 1312 the imperfect spiritual knowledge of 
the present life is likened to the imperfect representa- 
tion of objects in an ancient metal mirror ( ' through a 
glass' shonld be by means of a mirror '-see below). 
Not so Ja. 1 2 3 8  Here ' the perfect law, the law of 
liberty' is compared to a bright, polished mirror, which 
really shows a man what are the points in his outward 
appearance which need correction. Lastly, in z Cor. 
318 Christians are compared to mirrors, inasmuch as 
they reflect the glory of Christ. The writer doubtless 
has in his mind circular discs with ornamental handles 
such '1s were known in Greek as well as in Egyptian 
society. 

See/C)R I1 108 ($ 6). 

MIRRORS. 

As to the words and phrases. I.  ips-', gilZdy&z, Is. 3 23 (AV 
'glass,' RV ' handmirror') should probably not be reckoned. 
Tradition is not consistent. Vg. Tg. favours ' mirrors'; hut @, 
( 6 r 3 a 4  , b w o v r K d )  suggests 'transparent, gauze-like dresses, 
and Peiser, comparing Bab. guZhu, holds, perhaps correctly, 
that some unknown garment is meant (see DRESS, # r  [z]). 

2. nHin, nzar'eh (.\/n~l, 'to see ') Ex. 38 8 (Q K L ~ T O ~ T ~ O V )  Job 

3. iuor rpov ,  Ecclus. 12 TI Wisd. 7 26 I Cor. 13 12, and Ja. 123. 
The classical Greek word is K ~ O T T ~ O V  (iEsch. Ag. 839). Hence 
Y a m m  l<fo@ar in 2 Cor. 3 18. Compare Mayor on Ja. 123 and 
Spiegef, r/C on z Cor. Lc.; but cp Heinrici's note on the passage, 
where the older rendering (AV, RVme.) is supported. Certainly 
Philo (1 IO,) uses ra~orr~p i<cu@a~ in the sense of beholding some- 
thing in a mirror. 

8 4  MISHAEL, 2. 

37 18 (e 8paUK). 

MISAEL ( M [ E ] I C A H ~  [BAL]). I. I Esd. 944=Neh. 

MISGAB (3&pq ; TO K ~ A T A I ~ M A [ K ] ,  &Mae [BI. 
ap. T O  KP. [A], fortis [Vg.]), according to E V  o i  Jer. 
481 a chief city of Moab. No  
such place, however, is known. Moreover, the Hebrew, 
which has the article, means ' the high fort' (so KVmg.) ; 
but if w-e render thus the fem. verbs are peculiar, and the 
parallel clauses contain undoubted names of places. 
Not improbably we should read v. 16 thus : 'Woe  unto 
Neb0 ! it is laid waste ; Kiriathaim is put to shame and 
dismayed. ' 

The point is that ~ l i v ~ n  n&+*-~n resembles iilvnx ixon. 
These words which occur in v. 2, were probably written too 
soon by the'scribe, and, as usual, not cancelled; corruption 
naturally followed. nnni therefore belongs to o'n,lp ni>$i. 
The suggestion is new, but has many parallels. 

M I C A A ~ I  [BA]). The name may have been explained 
' Who is what God is ' (see § 39 ; Gray, HPN 165) ; 
cp MICHAEL. P's names, however, are so often (in 
our opinion) distortions of ancient ethnic or tribal 
names that we may (see below) reasonably assume this 
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2. Song of Three Children, 66=Dan. 17, etc. MISHAEL, 3. 

So Kashi and Kimhi. 

T. K. c. 
MISEAEL (h@'g; M[E]ICAHh [BKAL], but in Lev. 

to be so here, and even connect the presumed under- 
lying name with the iniw; see SALMAfI, and cp 
SHALLUM, MESHALLEMIAH, ,MESHULLAM. 

I. A Kohathite, son of Uzziel and nephew of Amram (= 
Jerahmcel), E x .  622 (@E-& om.) Lev. 104 (both P). The name 
corresponds to the himeonite name Shemuel, b. Ammihud 
(=Jet ahmeel), Nu. 34 20. 

2. One of Ihra's supporters (see EZRA ii., El 13 [A] ; cp i. 0 8, 
ii. # 16 [ j l ,  ii. B r j  [ r l c ) ,  Neh.S4=r Esd.Y++, EV ~\II\AEI.. 
The next name is MALCHIJAH, originally perhaps a distortion 
of Jerahmeel. 

3. One of the companions of Daniel, also called MEsHAcrt  
(q.zf.), Dan. 1 6  etc. 

4. See MICHAEL, 8. 

MISHAL, AV Misheal (\&t$tJ, Josh. 1926, M A A C ~  

P I ,  MACAY [AI, MACAA [I,] ; 21 30. BACEAAAN [HI, 
MACAAA[A], MICAAA [LI; once XfASIIAT., 5 ! : ~ ,  1 C I ~ .  
674[5?] M A A C A  [B], MACA? [A:]! 
town in Asher, wrongly described in OS (28036 1 3 9 ~ 1 )  
as near Carniel, which is excluded by the right trans- 
lation of Josh. 1926. Perhaps the Mi-Sa-'a-ra of the 
list of Thotmes I I I . ,  which occurs immediately before 
'A-k-sap or Achshaph (WMM, As. u. Eur. 181; cp 
RP(') 5 46). 

MISHAM (a$@?; MECCAAM [B], MICAAA [AI, 
MECOAM [LI), a Benjamite of the b'ne Elpaal (see 
BENJAMIN, 9, ii. p ) ;  I Ch. 8 ; perhaps the same 
as Meshullam in 21. 17. 

MISHMA : MACMA [BAL]). A tribal name, 
perhaps to he read ypd (Josh. l 5 q ,  the duplicated n 
being due to the influence of the name Mibsam. which 
precedes Mishnia in all the lists. See SHEMA. The  
name Jebel Misma' near TeiniL (see T E M A ) ,  however, 
invites comparison (see Di. ). 

I.  A son of Ishmael (Gen. 25 14 ; paupav [DEL] ; I Ch. 130: 
papa [B*l, pampa [Ll) ; also 

2. A son of Simeon (I Ch. 4 25). 

MISHMANNAH (il?@b), a Gadite warrior; I Ch. 
1210 (MACEMMANH [Bl. -EMANNH [K], -CA. [Ll, 
MACMA [A], TVN [Pesh.]). 

Introduction to the present work, p. xxiii. 

MISHNEH (naw? ; see COLLEGE ; d has pamu( u)a 
in z K. ; paauavar [B], peuavar [A], pauueuva [L] in 
z Ch. ; res Gtvr&pas in Zeph. [cp ~i Geusephuer Sym. in 
z Ch.]), a part of Jerusalem, z K. Z 2 1 4 = 2  Ch. 3422 
Zeph. 1 IO, KVmg.. So  perhaps Neh. 119 (Rodiger in 
Ges. Thes., Ruhl), though EV gives ' Judah the son of 
(has-) Senuah was second over the city' ('E, as in I Ch. 
15 18 etc. ). There is, however, we believe, reason to 
think that niwn ~ y n - $ y  should be n@: i,vo-$y (just 
as n~wnn elsewhere should be nv*n), so that the 
passage should read 'and Judah, a native of the old 
city, was over the old city.' See COLLEGE, JERUSALEM, 

MISHRAITES ('Eep? ; H M A C A ~ E I M  [B], -N [AI. 
MACspsel [L]). a pOSt-eXiliC family of Kirjath-jearim ; 
I Ch. 253f.  See SHOBAL. 

MISPAR (%Df3), Ezra 22 RV, AV M I Z P A R = N ~ ~ .  
7 7  Mispereth. See MIZPAR. 

MISREPHOTH-MAIM (a19 n ia i i ) ,  a point in 
Sidonian territory to which Joshua chased the Canaan- 
ites after thebattle of Merom. Josh. 11 8([JE]; M A C E P U N  
P I .  M A C P E & ~ ~ - M A € I M  [AI, - M A 1 0  [FvidI9 M A C ~ E -  
@we MAIN [L]), and which a later writer regarded as 
the ideal western bonndary of the northern hill-country, 
and apparently as the limit of the Sidonian territory 
(Josh. 136 [D'], MAC€pEeM€M@w,NMAlM P I ;  M.A- 
CEpS@wf3 MA[E]IM [AL]). GuCrin identified It w t h  
'Ain MuSErfe, a t  the S. foot of the RHs en-Niikiira, N.  
of Achzib (see LADDER OF TYRE) ; hut this is too far 
from Sidon. Apparently the place was well- known ; 
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See DANIEL. 
T. K. C. 

MACIA [I,1)1 

See / Q R  11 103 [§ I]. 

7 :  

Cp SIMEON. T. K. c. 

See DAVIl),  5 11, n. 

MISHNAH. See LAW LITERATURE, § 23, and the 

§ 23. T. K. C .  



MITE 
we have therefore to see if we cannot emend the text 
so as to justify this impression. In Josh. 134 we have 
elsewhere (see MEARAH) found mention of a Zarephath 
which belongs to the Zidonians.' The  same name is 
probably intended here. 
for o'n nraiwa, or follow Sym. (paa.rpe@wB T ~ S  C i ~ b  
BaXduuvs 2, in reading, for o:~, D;?, ' westward,' corre- 
sponding to "?!In, 'eastward.' In the latter case the 
name of the place is Misrephoth, or rather Masrephoth. 
The  former view is preferable (cp ZAREPHATH). W e  
may illustrate by Judg. 5 17, where the true reading prob- 
ably is, 

Asher dwelt toward the coast of the sea 
And abode by the Zarephathites.3 

We need not therefore compare Ar. muSrufun, 'a 
lofty place ' (Di. ), nor explain OD, hot springs ' (Kimhi. ) 

I t  should be noted, however, that the original sto of the 
war with Jahin may have placed the scene of it in x e  S. of 
Palestine (see SHIMRON);  p* r= 'Z idon , '  and lira ' Mishur' are 
sometimes confounded (cp ZAREPHATH), so that a southern 
Zarephath may originally have been meant in Josh. 11 8. 

W e  may either read p'naifi 

T. K. C .  
MITE (AEITTON), Mk.1242 Lk.1259 2 l d .  See 

PENNY, $5 2-4. 
MITHCAH, RV Mithkah (32np : MATEKKA [Bl, 

Mae. [AF], M&TTEK&[L]), a stage in the wandering in 
the wilderness, Nu. 3328f: See WILDERNESS OF 
WANDERING. 

MITHNITE, an improbable gentilic in I Ch. 11 43. 
See JOSHAPHAT, I. 

MITHREDATH (n?l@, 'from [or, to] Mithra 
[the sun-god] given'? cp Mithrabouzanes [see SHETHAR- 
BOZNAI], and in Aram. nVn!lnD. l n Y l n D ,  M l e p A -  
AATHC [B4] ; cp Herod. 1110 M I T ~ A A A T H C  and 
M I ~ ~ A A A T E C  borne by Pontic kings : M I ~ P I A A T H C  
[L] so Jos. Ant. xi. 13). 

I. T h e  treasurer (1213) of Cyrus who handed over the temple 

MITRE 

treasures to SHEsHsA&R(Ezra 18, @pr- [Ba.bA])=r Esd. 2 i r ,  
Mithridates. RV Mithradates ( w O p r -  [BAD. 

2. A Persian official, temp. A r t k r x e s ,  mentioned with BISH- 
LAM, and others, Ezra 47=1 Esd. 2 16 E V  as above &&pa- 
[B'A.], prOpr- [Ba.bAivid.]). 

MITRE. It will be convenient under this heading 
to notice the priestly head-dresses of the Hebrews, 
1. Hebrew postponing to  TURBAN [p.v.l further 

remarks concerning the head-dresses worn 
by other classes. In Judith 4 ' 5  ' mitre' 

(K16apts) is used of the head-covering worn by all priests 
in common ; but in I Macc. 1020 it is called simply 
' crown ' (ud@avos)  ; according to the older Hebrew 
usage the mipzPpheth (naira) of the high priest is carefully 
distinguished from the migbi'dh (nyxn) of the ordinary 
priests, a distinction which is followed in EV.4 

These two words (both only in P or Ezek.) are practically the 
only terms which need consideration ; on the occasional employ- 
ment o f j e " i r ( i n g )  and Frinijh (793), see TURBAN. 

1. "YtlD, mig6d'M (Ex. 28 40 29 9 39 28 [with '7521 5 Lev. 8 13, 
risaprc [BAFL]), AV 'bonnet,' R V  ' head-tire,' the head-dress 
worn by the sons of Aaron. It was very probably of a conical 
shape (cp Y::;, 'cup,' also p i p ,  Yaip, 'helmet'), and re- 
sembled we may suppose, the well-known conical cap of the 
AssyriaAs and Babylonians,6 and 

z. n m q  mi~n&heth (Ex. 28 4 39 Lev. 16 4 Ezek. 21 26 [31]), 
Kiss LS (Ex. 28 37 29 6 39 287 31 Lev. 8 9, p h  a),  E V  ' mitre,' 
the lead-covering of the high priest (see also gzek. l c where 
AV ' diadem '). RVW. prefers ' turban,' which is s;pported by 
the verb 

terms. 

' t o  wind in a coil '; cp q'X, and see TURBAN. 

1 o , ~ ( p n )  may he a repeated fragment of o'nais. 
2 In 1 osh. 13 6. however. Svmm. reads ~ ~ & T u v .  
3 Fo; 1-riDD read o&r (?rif. Bib.). 
4 So a t  Hierapolis in Syria a rr;Aor was worn by the ordinary 

priests : but the head of the high priest T L ~  x p u u i g  &va8israr 
(Lucian, de Syv. Dea, 42). 

T h e  PI. 
nba'p6rs naturally refers to the ordinary head-dress (of which 
there were many) rather than to that of the high priest (cp 
Sinker in Smith's Dict. Christ. Ant., S.V. 'Mitre'). 

6 Cp also the old Italian Pileus, etc., and see Di.-Rys. on 
Ex. 25 37 40. 

7 See n. z above. 

5 @ seems to have transposed ngirn and nyxn 'a. 
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The distinction referred to above does not appear to 
have held good in the time of ToseDhus. who applies the 

Y ~. _ _  
a, Evidence term pauvae@Br)s ( =misn&hefh) to the 
ofJosephus. head-dress of all priests (cp also Y i m i ,  

In his davit anDears that they wore 7 q). - - I  , .. 
(upon the occasion of sacrifices) a circular cap ( r iXos) ,  
not conical in shape (LKWVOS), covering only about half 
of the head, and somewhat resembling a crown ( U T C @ & V ~ ) .  

It was made of thick linen swathes doubled round many 
times and sewed together, surrounded by a linen cover 
to hide the seams of the swathes, and sat so close that it 
would not fall off when the body was bent down (Ant .  
iii. 73). 

The high priest, too, wears a cap (&hoc), which was the same 
in construction and figure with that of the common priest : hut 
above it there was another, with swathes of blue, embroidered, 
and round i t  was a golden crown (vd+vos), polished, of three 
rows (ur i+avos  xpfrrros . . . .hi rprar rx iav ) ,  one above another, 
out of which rose a cup of gold, which resembled the calyx of 
the herb & K & ~ ~ O V  (the Greek hyoscyamus : see LOW, no. 326). 
After a laborious description, in which he compares the shape of 
the herb to a poppy (cp turban, Ital. talipano, Eng. tulip), 
Josephus goes on to add that of this (2. T O ~ T O U )  a crown 
( u r + a v o s )  was made reaching from the nape of the neck to the 
temples. This + s A k  ('for so the calyx may be called'), 
however, did not cover the forehead (Ant. iii. 76). 

In his earlier work (BJv.  57) Josephus gives an 
account of the high priest's head-covering, which can 
scarcely be reconciled with the preceding. In BJ (Z.C.) 
the high priest wears a linen d p a ,  tied with a blue 
band, which was encircled by a golden fillet ( U T ~ @ W O S ) .  

upon which were engraved the ' sacred characters ' (kpb 
ypCippaTa), consisting of four ' vowels ' (@Wv+via). In 
Ant. (Z.C.), on the other hand, the divine name is en- 
graved upon a golden plate ( n h a p d v .  Lat. vers. Zunzina; 
cp below), which was set upon the forehead (kpoTs 
yphppaui TOO eeoO T+J rpoqyop iav  P H L T ~ T ~ ~ @ ~ O S  

T o  this we may add the description of Jerome (E j .  Zxiv., ad 
Fabiolam): Quartumgenusest vestimenfi, rotundurn pileohm, 
quale pictum in U&xi conspicimus, quasi s p k a  media sit 
divisa, et jars una jonafur in ca j i fe :  hoc Grmi  et nostri 
rra' a", nonnulli galenrm uocant, Hebrrei Misnejhefh : non 
haget acumen in ammo,  lzpc toium usque mi comam cajut 
fegit ; sed tertiampartem a fronfe inojertam reliequit : afque 
ita in occipitis viffa consfridurn est: uf non f a d e  labatur ex 
capite. The lumina aurea is placed sujerpileolum . . . ut in 

f ronfe  vita hiucynthina constringafur. 
From the description of Jos. in BJ, it seems not im- 

probable that we have to think of a head-covering the 
lower part of which is encircled by a fillet or diadem 
thus closely resembling the royal Persian Khshatvum. 
This was a cap not conical in shape, which, sw-elling 
slightly as it ascended, terminated in a ring or circle 
projecting beyond the lines of the sides. Round it, 
probably near the bottom, was worn a fillet or band- 
the diadem proper-blue spotted with white (Rawlinson, 
A m .  Mon. 3 204 n. with illustration) ; see DIADEM. 
The crown with three rows in Jos. Ant. (Z.C.) does not 
seem to admit of any explanation at present, though 
Babylonian seals may be suggestive. Golden c rows ,  
however, were worn by the snceydofes povinciaZes (Ter- 
tullian, de ZdoZatv. IS), and in Grecian states the superior 
priests are called as€@av?@6poc (cp Di.-Rys., Z.C. ). 

When we turn to P's account of the high priest's 
rnisnL'pheth in Ex. 2836-38, it seems that it was made of 

fine linen, and probably was folded many 
description. times round the head (according to the 

Talm. it contained 16 cubits). Its distinc- 
tive feature was the si: (YY), the golden plate ( rhaAos .  
lumina [Vg.]), with its sacred inscription, 'holy to 
Yahwb'a (ni& ~ $ ) ,  which was fastened upon the 
f ~ r e h e a d . ~  

6UTi).' 

3. p,s 

1 The crown survived till the days of Origen Reland, dr SPoL 
Temflli, 132. C p  Jos. Ant. viii. 3 8 : $82 m&vq e k  i v  rbv Brbv 
Movoljs Zypagc pia Jiv K a i  8dprrvev d~ L ' n j d e  7% $p+as. 

2 [Or, perhaps, 'taboo, devoted to &hwS,' c p  CLEAN, 8 1.1 
3 So. according to the Boraitha Kidd. 66 u, Kmg Jannai 

(? Jannkus) was advised i*py p w  y . r ~  (the Pharisees) cns opn 
(quoted from REI35 118971 218). 
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MITRE MITYLENE 
W e  know nothing of the size of the high priest's 

frontlet, nor is i t  clear how it was attached to the 
turbnn. There was a blne thread which went round the 
plate and was knotted behind; hut the texts leave it 
uncertain whether the thread passed on the inside or 
outside of the plate (cp Ex.2836f: with 3931,). I t  
seems the more probable that it passed on the inside, 
as otherwise the inscription would have been partially 
covered. It is likely that the frontlet did not reach to 
the lower edge of the turban, and that it extended 
lengthwise only from temple to temple. 

When Josephus ( A n t .  iii. 7 6 )  speaks of the ' sacred 
letters ' with which the SQ was inscribed, he refers prob- 
ably to the archaic characters, such as were employed to 
write down the divine name even in post-biblical times 
(e.#. , in the recovered fragment of Aquila ; Burkitt, 
Fragments of ApuiZa). 

The  symbolical meanings given t o  this frontlet need not be 
recapitulated (cp e.g. Philo, Vif .  Mos. 673a); that it was 
originally undedood  <n a mystic sense appears from Ex. 28 38. 
It may he of interest to  add that, according to the Talmud, i t  
was two fingers in breadth. 

The  si! is otherwise called n&r ( i ~ n ) ,  crown, or 
diadem (see CROWN, § 2); cp the renderings of f &  in the 
Pesh. and Ar. versions, which may, however, have been 
influenced by a recollection of the Gk. ure$aq$6pos ; 
see above, 5 2 (end). 

The  view 
(a) that it was a burnished metal plate, though commonly 

The  precise meaning of TZ: is uncertain. 
. .  - 
4. The mean- accepted, is devoid of philological sup- 

ingof ~ s .  por t ;  a more plausible meaning 
would be flower ' or ' bud ' (cp Is. 

406f: Ecclus. 4319, see FRINGES, LOCKS), ' which 
suggests (6) a flower-like ornamentation, and ( c ) ,  a 
garland, and so a fillet or diadem. In favour of 6 
(which was the view, long ago, of Bishop Horsley), we 
have the description of Josephus ( A n t .  iii. 7 6 ,  above 5 2), 
and, on the analogy of the suggested origin of the 
golden CANi)LESTICK (g.". , 5 3, col. 647). it would he 
tempting to find in the symbol a survival of nature- 
worship. As regards the third view (c)-which virtu- 
ally identifies the +7$ with the ntker-the chief support 
is to he found in such a passage as Is. 28 I (probably 
of the end of the 8th cent. B.C.), where sir stands 
in parallelism with ' & Z r i h  (niuv), 'crown,' and ap- 
parently denotes a chaplet or garland.2 On this view, 
the mi~nlpheth was probably encircled with a fillet or 
diadem-the evolution from garland to diadem is easy 
-agreeing with the representation in Jos. BJ'v. 57.  and 
with the Persian custom already referred to ( 5  2). 
Finally, early trxlition supports tfie conventional view 
a ,  and if it he accepted, it may be plausibly held that 
the inscribed plate worn upon the forehead is a direct 
descendant of primitive flesh-cuttings, and a simple varia- 
tion of the @&iphith (see CUTTINGS, 5 7, FHONTI.ETS). 

The  view of Jos. Ant., 2.c. which distinguishes the s d a p l v  
from the wze'$avos seems to find support in the evidence cited in 
n. 3 ,  col. 3'56, and n. I below, and was apparently held by Ben 
Sira, Jerome, Philo, and the Pseudo-Aristeas.3 From the dis- 

1 Did the inscription originally hear only the name ?in*? c p  
Isid. Ori,s 2 9 2 1  (petalurn, aurea lamina in fronte pontificis 
q u a  nomen Dei tetrapanrmafon Hehraicis litteris hahehat 
scriptum), and Jos. Rf v. 57. 

2 I n  Ecclus. 404 the wearing of the q,>s and ~3 (wr+avos 
[BNAC], corona) typifies the man of high estate. Is the refer- 
ence to priestly or royal authority? I n  the former case we 
may infer that the high priest's characteristic ornament could 
he called variously y", >,by, or 713, and in the latier case we 
should find an  interesting allusion to the sovereizn's imperial 
head-gear, with its distinctive fillet. For the use of l'!f t o  
denote a royal or priestly head-dress, see TURBAN. 
3 I n  Ecclns. 45 12 the Heb. reads pi nalsnl 5 3 ~  ?a nmy 

p ~ p  . . . . For 'ni $yn we must certainly read 'n im, $ y ~  
is out of place and has heen already mentioned in v. 8. The  si?, 
here, is quite distinct from the niuy which appears to  corre- 
spond to P s  173. Jer. E$. lxiv., ad Fa6iolam: habet cidarim 
et  nomen Dei portat in fronte, diademate ornatus est regio. 
Philo (de Mosa, ed. Mangey, 2152): xpvrro3v 68 ~ d r a h o v ,  
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crepant acconnts of Jos. it is obvious that the form of the mitre 
varied from time to time. Only on this assumption can we 
understand the statements in P. I n  Ex. 296 the n&er is (as 
we should expect) placed upon the mitre, and this, too, is the 
position of the g:r in Ex. 39 30f: Lev. 89. But in Ex. 28 36fi 
the p s  is both on the mitre (cp c above), and on Aaron's forehead 
(cp a above). These coctradictory statements are evidently the 
result of a conllate text, for a satisfactory solution of which the 
accessible evidence is insufficient. 

In the Christian church the ecclesiastical head-dress 
is styled mitru and i7fuZu. The former, being origin- 
~. The mitre ally characteristic of the Phrygians. is 
in christiap sometimes called ' Phrygium' by eccle- 

siastical writers of the Middle Ages 
(Marriott, Vest. Christ. 220) .  The times. 

infuZa is the long fillet of heathen priests and vestals. 
It was also a sacrificial ornament of victims (cp 
CHAPLET). 

Polycrates (see Eus. HE524, cp 331, Jer. de Vir. ilZu?.fr. 
45) mentions that John the apostle became a priest, r b  nera- 
Aov m+opsr&s. James, the brother of Jesus, according t o  
Epiphanius (Hzr.294), was permitted to wear zb rriraAov irri 
6 s  Kf+aA\ic. T h e  survival of the term a & d o v  is of interest, 
even if it is not t o  be understood literally. 

Gregory Nazianzen (I. 389 A.D.)  uses ~i8aps  of the 
priestly cap (Orat.  104); Jer. (E?. 64 n. 13), on the 
other hand, employs tiara. According to Sinker (Dict. 
Christ. Ant . ,  s. zi. ' Mitre ), there are no real grounds for 
supposing that an official head-dress was generally worn 
by Christian ministers during the first nine or ten cen- 
turies after Christ. 

T h e  mitre is not even now a badge of order, hiit only of 
dignity; not only are  there mitred abbots, hut in certain 
pr,ivileged chapters all the members on certain festivals wear 
mitres. 

For the usages in the church in general c p  Runz Herzog- 
Plitt, R E  8 4 4 8  It is interesting to note that  in the eahy  Ahys- 
sinian church upon high occasions a turban (nrafkmtemia) is 
worn along with a metal crown. 

1. A. ($5 1, 3) ; S. A. C. ($5 2, 4, 5). 
MITYLENE (MITYAHNH, Acts2014 Ti. WH ; in 

classical authors, and on coins, MYTIAHNH). the chief 
city of the island of Lesbos, to which in the Middle 
Ages it gave its own name, as now in its Turkish form, 
Midz2Zz2 ; it is itself now called Kastro, castle,' from 
the Genoese castle which occupies the old acropolis. 
Its position is accurately marked in Acts, as midway 
between Alexandria Troas and Chios, viz., one day's 
run of Paul's vessel from either point. Mytilene lies on 
the SE. coast of Lesbos, on a peninsula which was 
once an island protecting two small but excellent har- 
bours. The southern basin held fifty warships, and 
was closed by a chain ; the larger and deeper northern 
basin, protected by a mole, was reserved for merchant- 
men (Strabo, 617) ; a narrow canal connected the two 
(Paus. viii. 302 ; Diod. 1377).  The roadstead, 7 m. N. 
of the SE. end of the island, is good in summer (hence 
Paul's vessel in April lay off the town all night), but in 
winter is exposed to the violent SE. and NE. winds. 
The city had from early times an extensive commerce, 
e.g., with Egypt as early as 560 B.C. (Herod. 2r78). 

In the domain of literature Mytilene gained undying fame as 
the home of Alcaus and of Sappho (Bavpawmjv TL Xpijpa, Straho, 

I ts  situation and buildings are often praised(Strah0, Lc. ; 
Leg. A p .  2 40, urbs et natura ac situ et  discriptione rpdi- 

ficiotxin et$uWritudi*e i s  gr;lnis no6iZis; Hor. E$. i. 11 17 : 
Mytilenejalckra; Vitr. 16). Mytilene, therefore, like Rhodes 
hecame a fashionable resort for Romans compelled to withdras 
from public life (Cic. Ad. Pam. vii. 3 5 ,  exsuZem esse son incows- 
wzodiore loco, quam si Rkodum wze aut Mytilenas conf~ l i~~ewz  ; 
cp id. A d  Fam. iv. 7 4 : Ad A f t .  v. 11 6 : Tac. Ann. 14 53). I n  
Paul's time it was a free city (Pliny HN539.  Lihera Mitylene 
annis MI) jotens), and claimed the title ~pthjnl Adrpou (sed 
Marq.-Momms. Rdm. Staaisverw. 1345). 

Description in Tozer, The Islands o f t h  a g e a n ,  134f: 
W. J. W. 

&avd wzi+avos i 8~p i0up /c~70  . . . pizpa 68 hn' ab&, roir  p+ 
Il..;ew re+aA\ic zb rre'zahov . rrpbs 68 ra; riSapts xarewr.rcud<rro. 
~ i 6 d p r ~  yip 0; ri)~ <&v &wiAris &si SraSrjparos ci&8aw' 
XpiwBar.  Aristeas (ed. Thackeray, apud Swete, Introd. to OT 
CY.), p. 536 : 6 d  68 6 s  re$aAqs q e i  .;lv Asyope'vqv ~ i 6 a p i v  in: 
68 ralijnls * Y  I p i p q r o v  pizpav, r b  KaBwmwpbvov [cp Lev. 8 g Q] 
@awiArrov, ;r.rvrroirv H & A ~  xpuw@ ypdfipaurv &yYio~s 6vowr 
ro3 0 ~ 0 6 .  rari  pe'rrov r& &+p60v 80[9 f f fH~~pWpCVOV.  
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MIXED MULTITUDE 
HIXED MULTITUDE. See MINGLED PEOPLE. 
MI=, THE HILL OF (lG!yn lt7[01; [ A ~ o ]  

I t  being assumed that the text is sound, Mizar has been 
thought to he the name either of one of the lower hills of 
Hermon (so GASm. HG 477; cp Che. Ps.('); Kirkpatrick, 
Duhm), or of a mountain in the Gileadite ranges (Del., 
assuming the psalm to be Davidic), and modern names 
have been indicated which somewhat resemble MiS'ar 
(GASm.,' IC. ; Th. L-bL . ,  1882, p. 45, see Now.-Hupf. 
Psalmen 1604). But the conjunction of a little-known 
hill or mountain w-ith such a famous mountain-range as 
Hermon is most improbable, and the phrase 'little 
mountain ' (iyxn in) has,  therefore, been taken to be a 
designation of Zion, which, though outwardly insigni- 
ficant, to the eye of faith was far grander than Hermon, 
because Yahwe dwelt thereon (433;  cp 6815 [16]$). 
In this case we must explain either (Smend, Baethgen) 
' I think upon thee (0 God !) far from the land of the 
Jordan and of the Hermons. far from the little moun- 
tain ' ( i e . ,  though an exile from the land of Israel), or 
(Hitz. ; Che. OPs. 115 316f.; We.),  ' I think upon thee 
now that I have reached the land (or ' above [all] the 
land,' as We.) of the Jordan and the Herrnons ( i e . ,  
the neighbourhood of the most famous sources of the 
Jordan), thou little mountain ' (omitting the initial D in 
inn as due to dittography). Neither of these views, 
however, is satisfactory. There must be much deeper 
corruption than critics have suspected. 

The  passage (v. 6 [7]) must be treated, as a whole from the 
point of view of a keen textual criticism. ProhahilitGis all that  
can he reached ; hut if we take this passage with others, in which 
a similar result seems almost forced upon us by criticism, the 
degree of probability may be considered to he high. Read 
therefore- 

Preserve me, [O YabwSl my  God, from the tribe of the 

OPOYC MI KpOy ; [de] inonte miZzmo [Jer.]). Ps. 426 [7]. 

MIZPEH 
prayer,' such a spot perhaps as there was on the Mount 
of Olives ( z  S. 1532, RV). It was at this holy place that 
faithful Israelites gathered when the Syrians had pro- 
faned the temple ( I Macc. 3-16 54). The  thrilling ac- 
count may illustrate Ps. 74 (Che. OPs. 94). eveti if we 
regard this psalm as pre-Maccabzean (see PSALXIS, 
SS S[b], 17$, 28 [v.]). We also hear of Mizpah as an 
administrative centre under the Persian rule (Neh. 3 7  
[pau+a (L),  BXA om. w. 71 19 [pa@€ (BA), -a (L),  
pap+€ (K)]). It was Robinson w-ho first saw where 
with most probability its site may be placed (RR 1460) 
-viz., on the mountain now called Neby SarnwTZ. This 
noble height rises 2935 ft. above the sea-level, and 
commands the most comprehensive view in southern 
Palestine, including within its range Jerusalem, which is 
only 49 m. off on the NW. (cp I Macc. 346. 'over 
against Jerusalem '). On a lower hill to the K. lies the 
village of el-fTb (see GIHEON). which reminds us that the 
men of Gibeon and of Mizpah worked together on the 
wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 37) .  

Poels' attempt (Le  Sanctuaire de Kiryhlh-jearim, 18 4, part 
ii. chap. I) to  show that Gibeon and the town called hani-%igpah 
were two distinct places on the same sacred hill, to  which the 
name ham-Migpah originally belonged, can hardly he taken 
seriously. 

2. ( n g % ~ ,  Gen. 31 49 Judg. 11 1134 ; mru, Hos. 51 ; 
i&b? n?tp, ' Mizpeh of Gilead,' Judg. 1129). A town 
in Gilead where Jephthah resided ; consecrated in sacred 
legend, as presented by E, by the compact of Laban 
and Jacob. I t  is the RAMATH-MIZPEH of Josh. 1326, 
and is most probably to be identified with Penuel-i.e., 
the citadel and sanctuary of Salhad-though, to suit the 
present narrative of J E  in Gen. 3146-54, it is plausible to 
identify it with SCif, NW. of Jerash (see GILEAD,  

3. A ' land ' or district ( p K ) ,  and a ' valley ' ("yp), 
at the foot of Hermon. to the NE. of the waters of 
Merom, Josh.113 (pauwpav [B], pauuq+aO [A]) 8 
(pauuwx [B], pauvKa+aT F], pau[u]v+a [L]). In 
MT,  which is followed by RV, the land is called the 
' land of Mizpah ' (n?sp~) ; but obviously the same 
region is meant, and we must read in both places either 
' Mizpah' ( L  in both puuuv+a) or ' Mizpeh' (so 
Bennett, SSOT). In early times this district was in- 
habited by Hivites. or, according to a necessary cor- 
rection, Hittites (see Moore, Judges, 81). Probably 
the Mizpah, or watchtower, was on some hill in one of 
the valleys of the Upper Jordan above Lake Hiileh. 
Robinson placed it at the mod. MutuZleh, a Druse 
village, on a high hill, N. of A-biZ and E. of Nah7- eZ- 
flBTbBny. This, however, seems to be not far enough 
to the east. Buhl (Pal. 240) suggests the site of the 
castle on the mountain above EuniBs called bkl'at e:- 
Subibeh. Certainly the spot well deserves to be called 

MIZPAR, or rather [RV] Mispar (l@Dp ; MAC@AP 
[AL]), a leader (see EZRA ii.. 8e) ill the post-exilic 
list (ib. ii., § 9), Ezra 22 (MAACAP [B])=Neh. 77.  

[K], MaaC@apAfJ [A]) = I Esd. 5 8, ASPHARAWS ( AC- 
@ A ~ A C O C  [BA]). This last form suggests a connec- 
tion with Aspadata (mmu)=auaa6arqs (Ctesias) ; so 
Marq. Fund. 35. Some other names, however, in the 
same verse favour a connection with Misrephath, an- 
other form of Zarephath (?) ; cp HASSOPHERETH. 

4). 

Mizpeh. T. K. C. 

MISPERETH (n;gpp ; M A C G E ~ A N  CBJ M A C @ A ~ A A  

T. K. C .  

MIkPEH (n+!yp, ; .e . ,  'watchtower' ; MACCH@A 

CB?!!'town in the lowland of Judah, Josh. 1538 (pau+a 
[BA], paav+a [L], +aupa [Ba.b'"g.]), mentioned in the 
same group with Lachish and Eglon. Eusebius records 
a Maspha or Massema ' in the district of Eleutheropolis 
on the north'  (OS(2)  27919). This agrees with the 
position of Tell eS-SSfiyeh, which is 76 m. NNW. from 
Beit Jibrin, and by Van de Velde and Guerin is iden- 
tified with this Mizpeh (but cp GATH). There was, 
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Arabians, 
From the brood of the Jerahmeelites [rescue thou me]. 

T h e  last word, q ~ k n ,  is restored from 431, where nearly 
the same restoration of the distich is required. lyia 1313 is a 
corruption of a dittographed &om* yvn. See Che. Ps.PI, 
ad zoc. 

On Pss. 42-43 44 120 137 140, in all of which the Jerahmeelites 
(te., the Edomites), and in some the Arabians, are  referred to, 
according to a plausibly emended text, a s  enemies of the Judah- 
ites or JudFans; see PSALMS, 91 28 ; c p  also LAMENTATIONS. 

T. K. C. 

MIZPAH (??yY2;I, ' the watchtower ' ; cp MIZPEH ; 

I. A hill-town of Benjamin, Josh. 1826, where it is 
called Mizpeh (pauuvpa [B], pau+a [A]), near Gibeon 
(Jer. 41 IZ) and Jerusalem ( I  Macc. 346), and, if Eusebius 
and Jerome may be followed, also near Kirjath-jearim 
(OS 27897 13814). ASA fortified it, I K. 1522 ( T ~ V  
~ ~ K O T ~ V  [BAL]), and Gedaliah the governor adopted it 
as his place of residence, z K. 25 23 (pauuq+aO [B]) Jer. 
40 IO (pauv+a [KQ], but pauq+aO [Q] in a. 6 and Q"g. 

41  I pauv+aO [Q] v. 8). Into the great cistern constructed 
there by A s a ,  Ishmael, legend said, threw the dead 
bodies of the seventy pilgrims whom he had murdered 
after slaying the governor (Jer. 417-9). The hill on 
which Mizpah stood seems to have been regarded as 
sacred. 'The narrative in Judg. 21 (see v. I )  may be 
partly, and those in I S. 73-12 (pauuv+aO [B] and A in 
v. 73) 1017-24 (paurl]+a [A]) even altogether, untrust- 
worthy from a historical point of view (cp We. PYoZ.(~), 
2 5 8 )  ; but they would hardly have contained references 
to the sanctity of Mizpah if there had not been a holy 
place there from very early times (cp Bu. Kz'. Sa. 185). 
According to Jerome it was one of the places where the 
ark rested (Quest. Heb. on I S. 72 ; so also Ens. OS 
27897).  and-a more valuable authority- I Macc. 3 46 
describes it as containing an ancient Israelitish ' place of 

1 Names with the radicals mentioned by Smith are not un- 

2 C p  Gen. 19 20, where Zoar is called y g ~ ,  ' a little thing'; 

3 I n  v. 5 e sup ras BPvid., paq+arr  Avid.; A has v. 6 -7, 

M ACC H @A [BKAFLI ). 

common in Palestine (e.g., WZdy Za'iirah, S. of BSniZs). 

hut  the text may he corrupt (see Crit .  Bib.). 

v. 12 -a and in v. I I  A om. In 1. 16 A has WaqQa. 
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MI Z R A I M MIZRAIM 
however, a second Maspha on the way from Eleuthero- 
polis to Jerusalem (Eus.). Jerome (USrlJ 1395) fuses 
the ta.0 statements of Eusebius into one. 

2. A town of Benjamin, Josh. 1826 (paaqpa [B], 
pa~+a  [A]). See MIZPAH, I. 

3. (>$” a???) a place in Moab visited by David in 
his wanderings ; I S. 223 ( p u a ~ @ a  [A]). Consistency 
requires us to suppose the same place to be referred to 
in v. 5 .  reading m+ for n;rx~? (Klo., Bu., HPSni., 
Buhl). The geography of the section, however, is ini- 
proved if for we read i isD-i.e.,  the N. Arabian 
Musri (see MIZRAIM, § 2 b ) ,  and for a???, n?? ‘ Adul- 
lam’ is probably a disguise of ’ Jerahmeel,’ and ‘ Hareth’ 
a corruption of ‘ Kadesh ’ ; we should expect the original 
of MT’s ‘ Mizpah of Moab ’ to be ‘ Zephath I or Zare- 
phath) of Musri.‘ 

4. Mizpeh of Gilead (Judg. 11 29). 
5.  A region by Mt. Hermon (Josh. 11 e). 

See MIZPAH, 2. 

See MIZPAH, 3. 
7’. K. C. 

MIZRAIM (a!lrp ; MECPAIN [AE] ; @JS me:- 
n%; M E P C H . ~ ~ ~ .  MECTPH, and[forthe‘son’ofHam] 
MEPCAIOC, vat-. MECPAIOC, MWTPAIOC~ MECPAMOC 
[Jos.]), or M i p i m  ; generally the Heb. name for Egypt 
or Lower Egypt, and hence, according to the prevalent 
view, represented in Gen. 10 as a ‘son’ of Ham, as a 
brother of Cush, and as the father of Pathrusini= 
Pathros (Gen. 106 [PI 13 14 [J] : Gen. 106 MECTPAIM 

[Ol, 13 MECPAEIM [E];  MECAPAIM [L in both 
verses]). 

The termination has been commonly regarded as 
dual, and as referring to the division of Egypt into 
1. and Upper and Lower. It is better, however, 
meaning of to regard Misraim as a locative form, 
the name. developed out of Mi5ram (see especially 

This view is rejected by Dillmann and KGnig,’ hut gives the 
easiest explanation of the facts, (I) that  O;??, MiSraim, is twice 
expressly distinguished from PATHnos (9.u.) or Upper Egypt  
( I s .  11 II Jer. 44 I), and (2) that the collateral form l jX?,  MB$or, 
is also (see below) used of Lower Egypt. I t  is, moreover the 
only view which does justice to the Bab. and Ass. f o r k 2  
These are M i y i  (Am. Tab., 2 I ,  etc.), M u y ~ r ,  Mnsuru, Mu+, 
and (in the Babylonian versions of the inscriptions of Darius) 
Misir. There is also a n  old form Missari (Mi-i$-sa-ri), which 
occurs once in a letter from the king df Assyria to the king of 
Egypt  (Am. Tab. 15 z), while the Mitannite letters favour MaSri 
or Mizirri (Wi. Am. Tub. Glossary, 39*).3 T h e  form Missari 
seems to Winckler to  suggest mi??&, llatp, as  the right punctu- 
ation of the form 11~3; the Massoretic pointing m&W, l i Y g ,  
is due to a faulty conjectural interpretation of Masor as 
‘fortification’ or  the like (cp Mic.712, ‘t5 and AV). ‘Magor 
(Mi.;azr) is generally recognised only in 2 K. 19 24 (=Is. 37 25) 
hlic. d 12 I s .  19 6. Very possibly, however, i ~ n  (iiln) at one 

E. Meyer. G A  1, $42) .  

1 Konig’s argument against Meyer (TheoZ. Lit .bluff,  June 
19, 1896) is by no means cogent. Tha t  the Phcenician oiif13 
might he a dual form, if there were no special reason to the 
contrary, may he admitted. But there is such a special reason 
(see above). KBnig’s reference (made already by Ges.) to a n  
old Egyptian appellation for Egypt-ta-ui ‘the two worlds (or 
lands)’-is not more relevant than Naville’s (in Smith’s DBPI, 
861) to another title of Egypt (common in Ptolemaic t i m e s t  
Kehhui, ‘ the two basins’ (rather ‘ the two cool, or pleasant, 
places’)-and to the references to the two Niles (of Upper and 
Lower Egypt) in the inscriptions. [Egyptian sacred poetry 
revels in such allusioiis to  the prehistoric two kingdoms (see 
EGYPI., B 43). Egypt  has a double Nile, two classes of temples, 
etc. Hut these plays never entered into colloquial Egyptian, 
hence they can never ha re  influenced the Asiatics. I t  IS even 
questionable whether the designation ‘ both countries’ (iari or 
t om)  was constructed grammatically as a dual in common parlance 
after 1600 B.c.-w. M. hi.] jensen’s suggestion of O’lsm(ZDAfG, 
~ 8 9 4 ,  p. 439). which is also rejected by Konip, is, however, not 
impossible (in the Amarna inscriptions the usual form is Mi+ 
ri-i). It had already been made by Reinisch (see Ebers, 190) 
and Friedr. Delitzsch (Pur. 309). 

2 See Wi. A T Untevs. 168-174, esp. 170, and cp Schr. KGF 
246.f ; Del. Par. 308 6 

3 Cp Rlsr in Minzan inscriptions, and Ar. Mi$r(Egyptian-Ar., 
Masr). Also old Pers. Mudhriiya (from Ass. Mumr  Musri) 
and. the form Mvvppa ascribed by Steph. Byz. to the Phcei 
nicians (?). 
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time appeared more freqnently in the Hebrew texts. Sometimes 
i t  may have been distorted or (see Klo. Che. on Is. 50 19) 
mutilated by the ordinary causes of corrulption ; sometimes it 
may have been altered into pii>, by editors, who may perhaps 
have imagined that they saw a sigii of abbreviation after in 
As to the meaning ofethe name we can be brief. Mizraim is 
certainly not agu@ c/atzscz (2 K. 1924 Vg.) a view which 
Naville (Smith, LIB?)) adopts with the exilanation ‘water 
enclosed in dykes or walls h k n s  or canals’ (cp 11. I) nor 
‘double fortified enclosure’ iEbers Aeg. u. d. BR. Mos. i 87). 
[W. Spiegelherg, h’ec. Trau. ‘LO (18$8), 40, attempted an Egyp- 
tian etymology I N , Z ( O ~ ) Y ,  ‘fortification, wall,’ thinking that the 
origin of Mizraim i i  to he sought for in the fortifications of the 
eaitern frontier of the Delta, especially a t  the entrance to 
GOSHEX. As long as  we cannot prove the use of wzr (?) in the 
wider sense, this theory possesses little pmbability. Besides, 
the pronunciation of the Egyptian word is douhtful . -w.~.~,]  

Misraim, as the extended application of the name 
hlusur (Misir) in Assyrian (see z a ,  z 6)  suggests, is 
most probably an Assyrian appellative= ’ frontier-land.’ 
See Homniel, GRA 550,  n. z ; Wi., A O h ’ l z 5  ; .and 
below, § 2 b,  end. 

Schrader long ago pointed out (W, 1874: p. 53)  
that the name Musri in the Assyrian inscriptions did 

‘ 

2a, N. not always mean Egypt. It was left for 
Winchler, however, to show that there 
was not only a N. Syrian but also a N. 

Arabian Musri, and to bring this discovery into relation 
to O T  criticism. 

About 1300 B.C. (Shalmaneser I.) and again about 
1100 B.C. (Tiglath-pileser I.) we find the name Musri 
applied to a state in N. Syria, S. of the Taurus, which 
also included parts of Cappadocia, Cataonia, and 
Cilicia, and reached southward perhaps as far as the 
Orontes (see RPPJ 1109f. ; KB 1 3 5  ; Rogers, Banb. and 
Ass. 2 12). In Ah-nagir-pal’s time it is called Patin (so 
Wi., cp PADDAN-ARAXI) ; but under Shalmaneser 11. 
we again hear of a state-it is a very small one-called 
MuTri, which sent auxiliaries to Benhadad at the battle 
of Karkar. As is pointed out elsewhere (see JEHORAM. 
§ z ) ,  this must be the state referred to in 2 K. 76 ( ‘  the 
kings of the Hittites and the kings of o* im ‘ ) ,  unless 
indeed we can believe (as J. Taylor well pots i t )  ‘ that 
the local Egyptian kings would serve as condoftieri for 
Israel’ (Ex$. T 7406f.). Such a relation, however. 
might quite conceivably have been entered into by the 
kings of the Hittite territory and its neighbourhood. 
W e  may even go a step further, and criticise the common 
interpretation of I K. 10z8f., 2 Ch. 1 1 6 5  The question 
is, did the ,agents of Solomon procure horses and 
chariots (both for Solomon and-as the text stands- 
for the Hittite and Aramzean kings) from Egypt or from 
the N. Syrian land of Musri? I t  must he admitted 
that the critics before Winckler were somewhat credulous. 
Certainly, it may be assumed that the Egyptians bred 
horses for their own use.l But is it in the least probable 
that they ever had an  export-trade in horses, when we 
consider the lack of extensive pastures in Egypt 7 Now 
that we know of a N. Syrian and Cilician Musri, we 
cannot help interpreting the O * ~ P D  in I K. 1028 2 Ch. 116, 
as the name of,that region. I t  would, indeed, be passing 
strange if, while the Egyptians themselves imported 
powerful stallions from N. Syria,2 the Israelites should 
have imported horses from Egypt.$ But did Israel 
import chariots as well as horses from Musri? Must 
the O T Y ~  of I K. 1029 be the N. Syrian htusri? \.\’e 
know that the Egyptians had the most perfect of chariots. 
Though in the first instance they had imported chariots 
from Syria, their workmen soon became independent 
and improved upon their teachers (see Maspero, Z.C., 
and cp CHARIOT, 3 5). If we helieve that Solomon 
had close friendly relations with Egypt, we may, if we 

1 See Erman, quoted by Wi. (0) c i f .  173). 
2 See Maspero Struggfe ofNutions 215 with therefcrences. 
3 T h e  ‘great dorses ’ which AHur-bZhpai (Annals, ’2 40 : h-ll 

2 169) took as booty from the Egyptian city of Kipkip may or 
may not have been all bred in Egypt. Nowhere is any reference 
made by Assyrian kings to Egyptian horses as tribute: the 
supply would have been insufficient. As’ur-bPni-pal himselfguoe 
chariots and horses to Necho (Annals, ‘2 14 ; h’E 2 167). See 
HORSE. 
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will, suppose that he procured a few chariots from 
Egypt as models,’and that the compiler of L K. 1 0 2 8 J  
interwove a tradition respecting the chariots imported 
from Mizraim (Egypt) with a tradition respecting the 
import of horses from the N. Syrian Mu+ (and Kue, 
or E. Cilicia). The  connection of Solomon, however, 

. with Egypt is very disputable ; it was probably with the 
N. Arabian Musri that he was connected by marriage. 
Moreover, as we shall see presently, Solomon’s agents 
were not Israelites, but merchants of the Hittites and of 
Syria. These merchants had of course no dealings 
with Egypt. The source of supply for Solomon’s 
horses and chariots was the N. Syrian Mu+ ; not only 
this district, however, but also the region called Kue, or 
Eastern Cilicia. ;~ip in v. 28, as Lenormant (07:ig. de 
I‘hirt. 3 9 )  and Winckler ( A T  Unt. 174) have pointed 
out,‘! most probably enfolds this long-lost name ( K u ~ ) . ~  
W e  know from Herodotus (390) that Cilicia was afamous 
horse-breeding country, and from Ezekiel (27 14) that 
the Tyrians obtained their horses from Togarmah, a t  
any rate from Asia Minor. 

The  whole passage should possibly run nearly as follows :- 
‘And the source from which Solomon’s horses were derived was 
hlusri, and the king’s young steeds used to be fetched from Ku@. 
And a chariot was estimated a t  600 pieces of silver. ] 
pieces of silver [they used to pay] for a young steed to the 
merchants of the Hittites and of Syria, by whom they were 
exported.‘ With Ruben (JQR 10 543) read snT for mnp: ; the 
word should close u. 28. For ‘ino read 31,na (see Del. Ass. 
HWB, S.V. ‘Suhiru’), and for i , n n ~ r e a d  ~*;IDI transferring it to  
v. 296. For 11 read perhaps I-~I 

and for 3 1 5 ~  read ,521 (Che.). 
I n  z K . 7 6  (siege of Samaria) we should also ap- 

parently read pisn, and explain it of the N. Syrian 
Muyi (see Jerohoram, z) .  

I t  was not, as Schrader 
fKB221) thought, over the marches towards the 

And [ 

Omit NYni and 51 (Ruben). 

W e  turn to another Musri. 
- 

Egyptian Musri that Tiglath-pileser ap- 
26‘ Ni$yan pointed Idi-btil (see ADBEEL)governor, 

but over a distinct. though not far - 
distant, Musri in N. Arabia, bordering on Edom. Nor 
was it in Egypt that Hanunu of Gaza and Yaman of 
Ashdod sought refuge from the Assyrians, but in a 
nearer country, the N. Arabian Musri, which was in 
Yaman’s time under the supremacy of the king of 
Melubha (in N. Arabia; see SINAI, map). Further, 
the king whom Sargon calls ’ Pir’u Bar (mat) M u s u r i ’  
was, not the Egyptian Pharaoh (Schr. KAT(4, 
397). but a N. Arabian king (the next sovereign 
mentioned is Samsieh, queen of Arabia). This turtan 
(=tartan),  or general, is S ibe  ; he joined Hanun of 
Gam, and fled from the field of battle ; he is commonly 
hut incorrectly known as So ,  king of Egypt ‘ (see So) .  
Now it was only to be expected that some references to 
this Musri in the O T  should become visible to keen 
eyes. It is with a shock of surprise, however, that we 
gradually find out how many they a r c 4  W e  are still 
further startled to hear that there was not only a Mu3ri 
but also a KuS (Cush) in N. Arabia (see CuSH. z )  ; we 
find, however, that a flood of light is thrown thereby on 
a very large group of interesting passages. Caution no 
doubt is necessary. Winckler’s theory, that the beiief 
in the early residence of Israelitish tribes in Egypt arose 
simp& and d e &  out of a confusion of the N. Arabian 
with the Egyptian Musri, is at any rate very plausible 
(see MOSES, $5 2 8 ,  but cp EXODUS i.).5 And it is in the 

1 More than a few chariots for Palestine would have taxed the 
resources of the Egyptians too much. They were not rich in 
timber. 

2 Cp Ki. (‘Chron.’ SBOT) ,  Maspero (SfruggZe of Nafions, 
740). 
3 See Schr. KGF 236 j? ; Tkle, BAG 153 ; cp in I K. &5 dr 

e c c o ~ p  and the Hexaplar variant 6r KWZ; @ L  adds raL & 

Maspero’s theory of I K. 10 z s f :  is improbable. 

6apawra3. 
4 The  biblical references which follow are partly due to the 

keen insight of Winckler. Take them altogether and they seem 
almost to  open u p  a new stage in OT criticism aAd history ; but 
the student will be amply rewarded for the trouble of investigat- 
ing and appropriating even a few of the chief re*nlts. 

5 I t  is no drawback to Winckler’s originality that an  Engliah- 
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highest degree likely that, in the original tradition, Hagar 
ham-misrith (EV ‘ the Egyptian ’ )  came not from Egypt 
but from N. Arabia(see BEER-LAHAI-KOI), and that the 
Pharaoh (Pir’u?) or Abimelech (Jerahmeel?) with whom. 
in duplicate forms of the same story, Abraham and 
Isaac are brought into connection, was a king of the X. 
Arabian Musri (see ABIMELECII, GERAR). In the de- 
scription of the district which Lot chose it is probably 
Misrini. not Misraim, that should be read, though some 
will demur to this on account of the interference with 
the text which Winckler (rightly) allows himself (Gen. 
13ro J ) .  There can hardly be a doubt, too, that 
ABEL-MIZKAIM [T.v.] originally meant Abel in the land 
of MuSri,’ and that the phrase n,isn i n ,  originally meant, 
not ‘ the Egyptian Wsdy,’ hut ‘ the WHdy (or Torrent) 
of Musri ’ in N. Arabia (see EGYPT, RIVER OF). 

The  present writer has sought to  show that the land to which 
Abraham was sent with his son Isaac according to Gen. 22, was 
Musri, not ‘ Moriah ’ (see ISAAC, M ~ R I A H ) ,  and that Dinhahah 
(Gen. 36 32) and Pethor from which Balaam came (Nu. 22 5a) 
arr merely lorruptious df Kehoboth (by the river of Muqri), and 
Mezahah and Dizahah corruptions of n*ikn(Gen. 3639 ; Dt. 1 I ; 
see EELA, MATRED, PETHOR, etc.).. So too the family of Jarha 
traced its origin, no doubt, to a Misrite or MuSrite, not to an  
Egyptian ancestor (see JARHA, JEKAHMEEL).  T h e  slave k f t  
behind by a n  Amalekite in the story of the capture of Ziklag 
(I S. 30 13), and the tall foe of Benaiah, who was slain by his own 
spear in the hand of Benaiah (z  S. 23 zr), were also both Muri tes .  
I t  was the king of hfiqrim who gave his daughter in marriage to 
Solomon and conquered Gezer for his son-in-law (I K. 9 16 ; see 
S o L o r d o N ) ,  and hliqrim, not Misraim, should he read in I K. 5 I 
[421] 865. I t  was also with the N. Arabian Muqri that JERO- 
BOAM [q.v.l was connected through his mother, and there he 
took refuge from the wrath of Solomon ; and the same country 
gave a home to another adversary of Solomon (who likewise had 
a MuSrite mother), Hadad the Edomite (see HADAD, 5 3). 

That Musri had close relations with Palestine in later 
times, we have seen already (story of Hanun and 
Yaman). The story of Elijah also contains indications 
of the same important fact. I t  was probably ’ Arabians,’ 
not ‘ravens,’ that the original text represented as the 
friends of Elijah, and the ‘brook Cherith ’ should be 
the ‘wady of Kehoboth’ (see CHERITH, RAVEX). A 
pre-exilic writer too, gives, most probably, a list of 
districts bordering on N. Arabia as ‘ sons ’ of Misrim 
(not Mizraim) in Gen. 1 0 r 3 J ,  whilst Misrim itself is. 
according to P, a ‘son’  of Ham (Jerahnieel).’ P of 
course is not himself pre-exilic ; but we can a t  any rate 
refer to the prophecies of Isaiah ; Is. 20 in its most 
original form, and 3 0 6  7 n ,  according to the original 
meaning, speak of Misrim not of Misraim. (See 
’ Isaiah,’ S U O T g 8 ,  102. On I K. 1425, see SHISHAK.) 

The N. Arabian Musri is also very probably referred to in 
Am. 1 9  and 39,2 also, by an archaism, in many other late 
passages, only a few of which can be mentioned, c.g., Is. 
433 4514 [SBOT, 1401. Joel3 [4]43 19, Hab. 37,  Lam. 421 56, 
Ps. 60 I I  is] 838 [7] 874 1305 and, probably, elsewhere in the 
Psalter (see PSALMS, LAMENTATIONS). 

Glancing once more in conclusion at the origin of the 
form Mizraim, we cannot help seeing how well E. 
Meyer’s view (see 5 I) agrees with the theory adoptad 

man, Dr. C. T. Beke, in 7834 anticipated him as to  the general 
situation of the nqsD cf the Exodus (see EXODUS, $ 4 .  MOSES, 
5 6). l h o u g h  noticed in due time by Ewald the leahing OT 
sch?l?r of the day, the suggestion produced n i  impression upon 
criticism. Internal evidence was not enough ; archxological 
data  were necessary to complete the proof, or a t  any rate t o  
enforce a respectful consideration of the hypothesis. 

1 According to the view proposed here and in C n f .  Bi6., Gen. 
10 13f: should run thus(on vv. 10-12 see NIMRoo)--‘And Migrim 
begat Carmelites and Meonites and Baalathites, and Tappu- 
hites and Zareihatbites and kiklagites and Rehobothites, 
from’whence came forth ;he Peligtim [to kght with David ; cp 
2 S. ’21 78-22] . ’  All t h y e  are places in S. Jydah or on its border ; 
the substitution of Kehobothites” for Caphtorim‘ and of 
‘ Zarephathites ’ for Pathrusim may specially deserve attention. 

2 See the cogent argument of Wi., Musn.2 (1898), 8 f: I t  
should be noted that Am. 1 IO corresponds with 3 9  where the 
‘ palaces ’ or ‘ fortresses ’ in the land of pifin are mentioned. 
The  writer assumes that  the capital of Mugri was called isn. 
See Anros, $ 9. 

3 ‘ 0 Tyre and Zidon ’ ( p ~ ~ ~  7s) should probably be ‘0 hliqsur ’ 
(qiyn); N. Arabia is meant. ‘Philistia’ (n&) should perhaps 
be ‘Zarepbath,’ a place and district which were reckoned to the 
N. Arabian Musri. Sce ZAKErHATII.  
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above from Winckler. In fact, in a hlinzean inscription 
[ H a l  535) we find the terms Misran and al-Mipr used 
indifferently for the same N. Arabian region iWi. AOF 
337). See especially Winckler, ' Mu+, illel@zn, 
Mu'En,' I. and 11. in the MVG, 1898. I t  should be 
noticed in connection with this snbject ( I )  that there are 
textual phenomena-too many to he mentioned here- 
which strongly favour the theory that D ~ S D  is often 
wrongly pointed D ' ~ Y D  ; ( z )  that historical results are 
appearing which clear up various obscure parts of the 
Hebrew historical tradition; and ( 3 )  that there are 
other ethnics and place-names which have been mis- 
read in certain contexts, and which, if correctly restored, 
illustrate and confirm the view here given respecting 
o'Ts;:, among which may be especially mentioned xw,n 
for i i y ~  (see MOAB, i i i . ) ,  m w  for n@ [see SHECHEM, 
and SHECtIEM, TOWER OF),  p y f o r  $&, &ip for Jerah- 
meel, Jerahmeelim (see JERAHMEEL, MOSES, § 6 J ) ,  
p n ,  n w ,  and mi3  for niin?, +in?, (see RE;HOROTH). 
IWK for 1x5~ (see GESHUR. z ) ,  n n n  for tti?? (see 
SISERA), etc. I t  is not necessary to accept all these 
in order to do justice to the arguments in favour 
of liars (iwn?) and ~*?:n ; but it is needful to see that 
the foundations of Israelite history have to be re- 
examined, and to realise that we have now fully passed 
the stage of merely speculative inquiry, and are reaching 
or have reached that of well-assured methodical investi- 
gation. If our general theory is sound, nothing indeed 
is stranger than the regularity with which scribes make 
their mistakes, and editors, under the influence of his- 
torical theory, their conjectural corrections. 

The following illustrative passages from the inscriptions 
relative to t he  N. Arabian Rlusri and KuS, are taken chiefl; 
from Schrader, h-d TJZJ :- 

I .  289, 1. 73. SarrXni mht Musri the kings of Musur, 
mentfdned along with the kings of Mifnh'hi (cp 80, 81). 

2. p. zjj, 1. ~ g f . ,  and Wi. AOFi. 26:- HanunuofGazafled 
to niht hfusri. Cp 396 ,?; the same HHnunu joins Sah-'i 
who is called siltannu (or turtannu) mht -Mu.;ri, on which se; 
Wi. A O F  i. 26 f: Both together march against Sargon at 
Raphia. In  1. 3 of the second inscription pir'u Sar mat Musri 
occurs. Pir'u is not, as Schrader supposed in 188j=Pharaoh, 
hut the name ofa N. Arabian king; he is mentioned with a N. 
Arabian queen, Samsieh, and a Sabaean, It'amar. 

3. p. 398, 1. 6 f: ; cp Wi. 27. Sargon advances against 
Yaman ; who flees 'ana iti mat Muauri Ba pa-+ mat Miluhha 
innabit '-i.e., towards the district of Musur which helongs t o  
Meluhha. See ASHtlOD. 

4. p. 301, 1. 23 ; Wi. 27 ; Sar mXt Mugnri mentioned between 
Ashkelon and Ekron-and-Bfeluhha-i.e. the N. Arabian region, 
including, as Wi. contends, the'hds oiMnari and Kus. 

5. A fragment (Rm. 284) of Esar-haddon's Annals (\Vi. AOF 
ii., 17 X ) .  ' Esar-haddon, king of ATIur, Sakkaxak of Eahylon . . . Kns, whither none of my fathers . . . [messengers] had 
sent, [answer] had not come back, . . . whither birds do not 

This is illustrated by the description which Esar-haddon gives 
in a fragment of his Annals (Budge, Hisf.  of Esar-itaddon, 
1148 ; cp Wi. Unfers. 97 A), in which the king, speaking of 
his second Egyptian campaign, says, 'From the country of 
Egypt the camp I withdrew, and to the land of nieluhha I set 
straight the road (expedition) Four kashu of ground, a 
journey of two days, snakes (with) two heads . . . of death, 
and I trampled upon . . . gazelles, of lizards winged (?) . . . 
The god Merodach, the great lord (to my) help came, he saved 
the life of niy army. This passage, indeed, is of illustrative 
value, not only for the frequent relation to Kus just quoted, hut 
also for the striking description in I s . 3 0 d  7a, which (see 
ISAIAH [ROOK], $ TI) really refers to the  flight of Hanunu of 
Gara to Pir'u king of the N. Arahian Mqri. The Assyrian and 
the Hebrew descriptions of the inhoipitahle repion traversed are 
in singular agreement. We should remember, in reading the 
former, that Esar-haddon sought to bring all Arabia under the 

.-:. 

T. K. c. 

fly (?): 

supremacy of Ascyria. 
6. Ihar-haddon's account of his tenth campaign (Budge, 117). 

The phrase ' which (is called) in the language of the men of the 
land of Kus and Muy~r'  can hardly refer, as Ihdge thought in 
1880, to Ethiopia and Egypt. 'I'he order of the  names would 
have been the reverse. So Winckler, Mzqrz' ii., 2 ,  who gives 
another illustrative passage which need not be quoted. 
MIZZAH (?.In ; 32 n.) ,  one of the four 'sons'  of 

Reuel b. Esau ; Gen. 3813 17 I Ch. 1 3 7  (in Gen. MOZE, 
hut M O Z ~ I  [D] in u. 17 ; in Ch. OMOZE [B]. MOXE [AI, 
MAZE [L]). See EDOM, and cp GENEALOGIES i., § 7,  
col. 1665. 
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MNASON (MNACWN [Ti. WH]) ,  a man of Cyprus, 
and ' an old disciple,' in whose house in Jernsalein Paul 
lodged on the occasion of his last recorded visit to that 
city (Acts 21 16), the apostle and his party having been 
conducted thither by the friends from Czsarea. 

In E V  Mnason is repre-ented as having accompanied the 
party from Czsarea ; hut dyovrss rap'& ~eurub'&pw Mv&uovi 
TLYL ought rather to he resolved into ;y: rrpbs M v & v .  ;va &YLU- 
O+pw Tap' ah& and translated 'bringing us to one hinason . . . 
wlth whom we &ould lodge.' D Syr. p. marg. for&yov.res r.7.h. 
reads as follows : o h r  62 . i p y o v  +is rrpbc 00s &~rcOGpcv, rai 
rrapaysv6pwor c k  n v a  r i p q v  eysv6p.rOa rap& M Y ~ U W Y L  Kurrpiy, 
pa@$ dp~aio. rcireib'w i&6vrrs ijhOopw d s  'Icp., irr&&vr6 
(Tisch. h ' 6 & v )  r e  $pG dup6vor oi LGsh+oi-thus making out 
Rlnacon to have been Paul's host, not at Jerusalem, hut at some 
village intermediate between Caesarea and Jerusalem. The 
reading is accepted by Elass Holtzmann, and Hilgenfeld ; but, 
as Wendt (ud Zoc., 1899), reiarks, it is not easy to see how such 
a reading, had it been the original one, should have disappeared 
from the received text, whilst, on the other hand, its introduction 
into the received text may be easily explained as due to a certain 
difficulty caused hy v. 17, which seemed to imply that Paul did 
not arrive in Jerusalem until after he had been with hinason. 

Mnason is conjectured to have been a Hellenist and 
to have belonged to that circle of the [Hellenistlc) 
' brethren ' by whom Paul was received gladly the day 
before he presented himself to James and the (Judaistic) 
elders (a. 17J ). The designation ' old disciple ' (dpxaios 
paB?T?js) is perhaps to be associated with the ' a t  the 
beginning' (tv dpx l j )  of Acts 1115 ; he may have been 
one of the men of Cyprus who were driven from 
Jerusalem by the persecution after the death of Strphen, 
and may have been first introduced to Paul at Antioch. 

MOAB 
Name ($ I). 
Boundaries (5 2). 
Country ($$ 3-6). 
People (R 7). 
Roads (S 8). 

Cities ($ 9). 
Neighbours (6 IO). 
History (5 .I,?). 
Moab and Israel ($3 13). 
More OT reff. (5 14). 

The exact form of the name is tolerably certain ; Heb. 
2Y)D. Gen. 1937,  and 178 times (acc. to BDB), once 

Name and 2@.X ; 2 5.812; d MWAB, MUAB- 

terms. a-be, but also Ma-'-ha, Ma-'-ab, Ma-  
'a-ab (Schr. KAT 140, 257, 355 and 

Glossary; Del. Par. 294 fl), MI 2KD. The ety- 
mology offered in Gen. 1937 is hardly sufficient proof 
that M6'ab was ever slurred to ME'ab. though such 
change was possible (Nestle, St. Kr., 1892, p. 573). 
The  etymology in question is given in the Greek of Gen. 
1937,  X6yyouaa PK TOG aarpdr pou, which Ball (SBOT) 
adds to the M T :  ,?VQ q,%x>. Neither this derivation, 
however, nor an alternative of similar meaning (Ges. 
Zhes. ) can be the real one. The  form seems participhl, 
and the Heb. 3". ' to desire,' has been suggested, as if 
Moab=' the desirable' land or people. I t  is more 
in accordance with what we know of the Monbite 
tongue to seek for the root in Arabic, where, however, 
the only possible one is zua'aba, ' t o  be affected with 
shame or anger.' 

To this question is allied the other, of the original 
and principal object of the name. Some authorities 
(e.g.,  Bennett in Hast. B D  3403) take this to have been 
the land. The Hebrew evidence, however, rather points 
to the people. 

I t  is indeed doubtful whether in any OT passage 
' Moab ' by itself means the land. BDR S.V. cites Nu. 
21 II as a passage where the land is meant ; but in 21. 13 
Moab is parallel to the gentilic Amorite : in 21. 15 also 
it is the people. ' Moab ' is not necessarily the land 
even in Judg. 329, nor in Am. 2 1 J ,  nor Zeph. 2 9  (par- 
allel to  Ammonites) ; and everywhere else the people 
are obviously meant. 

This evidence is confirmed by the facts : that Moah has not 
survived as a geographical term ; that the Greek translators 
found it necessary to form the geographical expression M o a -  
j3eins; and that similarly in Hebrew itself when the territory is 
intended one or other of several compound expressions is used : 
2 ~ 1 ~  p ~ ,  'land of Moab' both in D (and Dt.15 2869 [ 2 9 r l  
3453 and Dt. passages in other books, e.g., Judg. 11 15f.) and 

geographical [EI ITHC, H MwAB[€] lT lC  ; Ass. Mu-'- 
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in P (Dt. 32 49) ; >Nin >iw, ‘territory of Rloah’ E (? Nu. 21 20); 
’n in I’ (Gen. 3635) and in Ruth 1 if: 66 2 6  4 3. Other 
names for parts of the territory are i i w m ,  ‘the tableland,’ in 
P (Josh. 13 10 1 6 3  2 0 8 ) ;  probably also jilt (I Ch. 5 16, cp HG 
548) from the same root ; 3~10 i x in ,  ‘wilderness of M.’ (Dt. 
2 8)=ninip ’p, ‘ wilderness of Kedemoth ’ or ‘the eastern parts’ 
(Dt. 226); >?lo n i q ,  ‘steppes of M.,’ the parts of the Arabah 
opposite Jericho on the E. of Jordan : always in P (Nu. 22 I 

2G363 31123350 3813 Dt.34ia8 Josh.13p);l l!g! yl?, ‘the 
land of Ja’azer,’ is used by JE (Nu. 32 I) for the bulk of the 
country; and in Ezek. 259 we find 3po qpp, ‘shoulder of 
Moab,’ doubtless meaning the ridge above the Dead Sea. 2 

The natural boundaries of the land of Moab are well 
defined except in the N.,  where there is practically no 
a. frontier. T o  the E. lies the Arabian 

desert ; but even here the line between 
arable land, on which nien may settle, and the real 
desert suitable only for nomads, is indeterminate. As 
the ruins of towns, however. all cease before the Hajj 
(Mecca pilgrimage) road is reached, and as very few of 
the wadies rise farther E., the road may be taken as a 
conventional boundary in that direction. On the S., Is. 
15 7 gives the o,??~: -. ( ‘ torrent valley of the Poplars ’ : 
see XRABAH [BROOK]) as the frontier ; this is probably 
the long W2dy el Hasy (or Hesi or Hessi of the PEF 
reduced map, or el-Ahs2 of some travellers), running up 
SE. from the south end of the Dead Sea, and described 
by Doughty ( A r .  Des. 1 2 6 )  as dividing the uplands of 
Moab from those of Edom (the oil! pin, ‘ wilderness of 
E.,’ z K. 38). On the W. the boundary was the Dead 
Sea and the Jordan. On the N. and NE. lay the territory 
of Amnion ; but here there are no natural features con- 
spicuous enough to form a boundary. When Moab’s 
political frontier lay so far N. it probably took a diagonal 
direction, running SE. from the torrent valley now called 
W. Nimrin. to the present Hajj road: there are no 
Moabite towns identifiable a t  any distance to the N. of 
W. Hesb2n (but see under AMMON and JAZER). With- 
in these boundaries, measuring from the W. Nimrin on 
the N. to the W. el-Hasy on the S. and from the Dead 
Sea coast on the W. to the Hajj road on the E., we get 
a territory about 60 m. long by 30 broad ; but the actual 
utmost length of Moab may have been rather under 
than over 50 m. ; of the breadth, not more than two- 
thirds was ever cultivated or settled land. 

The  bulk of this territory consists of high tableland 
on much the same level as the great deserts to the E. - 

3. Character of it, but broken by several wide, deep. 
of region. and precipitouscaxionsacrossthegreater 

Dart of its breadth, and bv manv shorter. 
but as abrupt, giens immediately above ;he Dead Sea.; 
In  other words, Moab is but the cracked and gaping 
edge of the great Arabian plateau. ‘The elevation is 
from 2300 to 3300 above the Mediterranean, or from 
3600 to 4600 above the Dead Sea ; rising slowly from 
N. to S.,  and as a rule a very little higher along the W. 
edge (before the promontories run out) than towards the 
desert, to which there is a slight dip. The geology is 
the same as that of the range on the other side of the 

1 [It in not impossible that in documents used by the writersof 
our present Hexateuch the geography differed in important re- 
spects from that which we find in this work, and that the geogra- 
phical difficulties which this work presents are largely owing to 
this. See special articles on the place-names, and WANDERINGS. 
Thus ‘ Moab’ may often have conie from Misgur (the N. Arabian 
Mubri ; see MIZRAIM, 5 26), and ‘Arboth-Moah m y  have been 
corrupted out of ‘Ar2h-mis>ur.-T. IC. c.] 

2 See col. 3170 n. 2. 
3 The surface ialls into two parts : N. of W. WZleh there is a 

rolling plain, now part of the BelkX’, and probably the M&iv of 
osh. 13 16, etc. (see 0 I): it is broken only by short glens in the b , From W. WXleh southwards the surface is broken as far E. 

- -  

as the desert by the great canons. 
4 The PEF Survey Maps give the following heights from N. 

to  S. Elealeh 3064 (on a height above the surrounding plateau) 
Heshbon 2964, Mt. Neb02643 (rather helow the plateau), Medeb: 
2380 (?); other neighhouring figures are z6w, 2700, 2800 ; Kerak 
is 3323, Mateh 2800, Jafar 4114 (?). The figures on the Vajj 
road from N. to S. run qco, 2700, 2500, 2900. 
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great Jordan fault : a basis of Nubian sandstone (as can 
be seen in the caions and along the Dead Sea coast) 
rising to 1000 ft. above the Mediterranean ; upon that 
a crystalline limestone some 1500 ft. thick; and then 
500 ft. of soft cretaceous limestone, on which lies the 
soil of the p1ateau.l The springs all rise at the junction 
of the hard and soft limestone. Thus the plateau itself 
is without them ; but they are found in all the cafions 
and glens, which for the most part have in consequence 
perennial streams. As throughout Eastern Palestine, 
there are volcanic features : scattered outbreaks of black 
basalt, many of them with warm and sulphurous 
fountains. The  rainfall is fair ‘ (Wilson, PEFQ, 
1899, p. 309), ‘ the  climate colder than that of W. 
Palestine, and snowstorms2 are not uncommon in winter 
and spring, and then the easterly winds are very cold. 
The sunxner is hot, but the nights cool’ (ibid.). 

Seen from Western Palestine, with the Dead Sea between, 
Moab presents the appearance of a mountain-wall (mountains of 
the AHAKIM [ q.~ . ] ) ,  the red sandstone glowing above the blue 
waters, and broken only hy two or three valleys, of which the 
]\.lojib or Arnon offers the widest gap. Seen from the Jordan 
valley, the range of ‘AbZrim breaks up into what seem separate 
mountains, rising from the Dead Sea by slope and precipice to 
a height of 3000 and 4wo ft. ; but in reality these are not so 
much mountains as piers or promontories of the plateau, at 
pretty much the same level as the latter. Behind them runs, a 
very little higher than they, its long western ridge (already re- 
ferred to), from which the plateau slopes verygently to the desert. 

The  general exposure of the plateau is thus eastwards 
and to the desert; the slight western ridge shuts out 
the view to the W. From the similar geology, the 
scenery of the plateau is very like that of the hill-country 
of Judzea. In most localities one would not know the 
difference, except that in Judah the inhabitant always 
feels the great gulf lying to the E. and isolating the land 
from the rest of Asia ; whilst from Moab the open desert 
rolls eastward without trench or bulwark between. This 
fact is pregnant with much of the distinction between 
the histories of the two countries. In Moab you never 
feel out of touch with Arabia; but Western Palestine 
belongs to the Levant. 

The limestone soil of Moab, though often shallow, 
stony, and broken by ridges and scalps of rock, is 
extremely fertile, and produces, without artificial addi- 
tions, large crops of n-heat. Every traveller has been 
impressed with this. Visiting it in March, Bliss calls 
it ‘ the green plateau’ (PEFQ, 1895, p. 205) ; even in 
July (18gr), when the present writer was there, though 
the general aspect was brown and white, the amount of 
edible grass was considerable and the still unreaped 
fields were heavily laden with corn. In the town of 
Kerak, Doughty says (Ar. Des. 122, cp mf.) that grain 
‘ is almost as the sand. ‘ Where there is no cultivation 
the high healthy moors are tolerably covered with rich 
aromatic pasture and scattered bushes of ‘retem’ or 
broom ; and in the hollows, upon the non-porous lime- 
stone, the grass grows high and thick (ib. 27), and even 
the surrounding slopes are in spring ‘ staidly green ’ 
(Bliss, op. cit. 213). With the nomadic character of so 
many of the present population, there are few vineyards 
(only about Kerak) ; but the English survey discovered 
many ancient winepresses, especially about Heshbon 
and about Sibmah in the Jordan valley. The plateau 
itself is almost absolutely t r e e l e ~ s , ~  and the slopes to- 
wards the Jordan valley bear little more than thorns 
and thistles; but in the well-watered caxions there is 
much bush, tamarisks are frequent, and especially long 
lovely groves of oleander ; in places rnshes and ferns 
grow luxuriantly. Consequently there is a wealth of 
bird-life (Tristram, Land of Monb) ; wolves, jackals, 
hyzenas, gazelles, wild cows, and the beden or ibex are 

1 Cp Conder, Append. A to PEFM, HeUz and Moa6; 
Wilson, PEbQ. 1899, p. 307. 
2 In Feb. 1898 Hriinnow was delayed by deep snow in the 

Bel!+.’ ( M D P V ,  1899, p. 24). 
3 Whilst Gilead is thickly wooded, the woods cease S. of the 

Jabhok; here the only wood is the Hirsh el-‘Amdyeh. See 
PEFSw-vey, a. Pal, 109, cp group of firs at eS-SinObarZt, ie., ‘ the Firs ’ (idem, 220). 
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MOAB MOAB 
all found (Hcfh ann‘ Afoab, 1125). Bees abound, and 
there is considerable cultivation of honey. 

The principal valleys with watercourses and interven- 
ing mountains or headlands are the following. beginning 

*. Watercourses from the N. First, there are a dozen 
and headlands. or more short watercourses (of which 

the longest is hardly 16 in.) falling 
rapidly from the surface level of the hard  limestone^ 
2500 ft. above the Mediterranean, by more or less 
narrow glens, almost straight into the Jordan valley 
and Dead Sea, 1290 ft. below the Mediterranean. They 
contain shallow burns or brooks of water. The chief 
are the WBdies Nimrin, Kefrein, Kuseib, HesbBn, 
‘Ayiin Miis%, el-Jideid, el-Meshabbeh. ‘Ain HesbBn (see 
HESHBON) is about 500 ft. below the village of that 
name, and gives birth to a considerable stream of pure 
water in a valley with many gardens and some ancient 
ruins. The headland between WHdy HesbBn and W. 
‘Ayiin MiisB, el-MeSukkar, is probably the biblical BETH- 
PEOK (4. v. ; The 
next headland, that to the S. of the W. ‘Ayiin MiisZ.. 
still bears the name Neb%, and may [as the text stands] 
confidently be identified with the Mt. Nebo of P, for 
which E and D give ‘ the  Pisgah’ (see HG, 563 f: ; 
but cp NEBO, MOUNT). The ASHDOTH PISCAH are 
the barren terraces and steep slopes, covered with thistles 
only, which fall down into the W. ‘Ayiin MiisB, and the 
Seil el-Hery or W. Jideid. The W. ‘Aybn MiisB would 
therefore be the ‘ glen ’ of Nu. 21 20 ; though some prefer 
for this the W. Hesban. The  headland S. of W. 
Meshabbeh is taken by Conder and others to be Beth- 
peor;  behind it on the plateau is Ma‘in, probably 
BAALME‘ON. 

After this series of short watercourses and intervening 
headlands we have the three large caiions, which. with 

probably = ‘ gorge ’ or ‘ pass ’). 

6. The three some of their tributaries, break from the 
desert itself. At first broad, shallow 
basins, they slowly shelve westward, canons’ 

narrowing as they deepen to some thousands of feet 
below the level of the plateau ; with colossal cliffs and, 
in some places before they reach their mouths on the 
Dead Sea coast, narrow ravines, almost impassable. 

The first of these great trenches is the Wady ZerkH 
,Ma‘in, with sources so far N. as the southern side of 
the watershed from the ‘AmmBn, in Ammonite territory, 
and draining the whole of the northern plateau. The  
higher elevation of the plateau to the S. prevents any 
but the most meagre of tributaries from that direction. 
Ten miles from the Dead Sea the W. ZerkH Ma‘in is 
nearly 2 ni. wide from lip to lip and 1400 ft. deep. 
The whole of the streaqi in the Wady (not merely 
the hot wells upon it) appear to be the KaXX4j67, 
Callirrhoe, of Josephus (Ant. xvii. 65 ; BJ i. 3 3 5 )  and 
Pliny ( N H v .  167s). 

Josephus places ‘down upon i t ’  ( rad )  the hot baths t o  which 
Herod was carried.1 A/vii. ti 3 seems to describe the same 
wells in the valley to the N. of Machaerus (the modern Mkaur 
on the headland to the S. of W. Zerk j  Ma‘in) under the 
name of Baapar, in which Greek form o i e  niay perhaps recog- 
nise nilt+ Jerome (OSs. BeeIn2enn)gives the name as ‘ Baaru 
in Arabia’[i.e., in the Roman province of that designation] ubi 
aquas calidas sponte humus effert ’ (while under Cariafhainr he 
mentions Raare IO R. m. W. of Medeha). Now q?, m. from the 
mouth of the W. ZerkZ Ma‘in, and due N. from h’lkaur, there 
are  hot wells : four large and some smaller, of which the hottest 
have a temperature of about 140- F. with strong deposits of 
sulphur. Ancient roads have heen traced leading to the spot 
(which lies on the N. side of the shallow stream in a ravine 120 
ft. hroad, with luxuriant vegetation); and Roman medals with 
tiles and pottery have heen discovered (see Seetzen, Reisen, 
2 3 3 6 x ,  Irby and Mangles Tra71eZs 144J Tristram Moa6 
Conder, Hefh and ,+-loah, i45,  149). ’ T h e  identity of)the W: 
Zerkn Ma‘in with Callirrhoe is therefore tolerahly certain. 
Conder suggests the same Wady  and stream as the Nahaliel 

1 This distinction between the stream on which the baths 
were and the Laths themselves is overlooked by those who take 
Callirrhoe as  referring to the baths (so Robinson, Phys. Geog. 
164), and wonder why Josephus describes them as flowing into 
the Dead Sea. This removes any reason for finding Herod’s 
Baths a t  es-Sara (Zarah) farther t o  the S., as  Uechent proposes 
to  d o  (ZDPV? 1 9 6 3 ) .  

~ _ _ _  
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of Nu.  21 19 (see, however NAHALIEL). S. of the W. Z e r G  
Ma‘in, the plateau bears dne of its few high eminences, J e b l  
‘Attnrcis (c. 4- ft.); see ATAROTH. I n  this connection we 
may refer to Buhl’s suggestion (Pal. 124) as 
Josh. 13 19 (see ZARECH-SHAHAR ; cpIZnrah, 

biblical ARNON. The main branch starting in the 
wilderness of KEDEMOTH [q.v.] receives its first con- 
siderable contribution of water from the Ras el-M8jib, 
a fountainhead some 5 m. W. of the .Hajj road. The 
stream after running through a shallow depression falls 
in a cascade over 30 ft. high into a valley, which deepens 
rapidly (Buhl, Puf., after Langer’s Rezsebericht 1 6 3 ) .  
From the S. it is met by a wady, in which three have 
joined : the W. es-SultHn, the Seil Lej(j)iin, with their 
sources not far from Katrsneh on the Hajj road, and a 
shorter W. Balu‘a. See the new survey (which differs 
from previous accounts) by Bliss, PEPQ, 1895, pp. 2153, 
with map, p. 204. Again, about 4+ m. from the mouth 
it receives from the N. the W. W d e h  with tributaries 
draining the plateau from as far N. as the Kal‘at el 
Belka‘ on the Hajj road. In biblical times all (or a t  
least all except the last) of these branches appear to 
have borne the name Arnon : cp the plural phrase 
‘valleys of Arnon‘ in Nu. 21 1 4 ~  (on vv. qf . ,  cp 
VAHEB). 

The  main valley where it is crossed by the great high road of 
Moab (about 8 or m from the Dead Sea)is some 2000 ft. deep, 
with cliffs which %a, impressed every traveller : ‘ the  cliff of 
the valleys,’ Nu. 21 15;  ‘ostendunt regionis illius accolae locum 
vallis in praerupta demersae, satis horribilem et  pericnlosum, qui 
a plerisque usque nunc Arnonas appellatur’ (Jer. OS, Arnon); 
cp Burckhardt and Seetzen’s Travels, Doughty, AY. Des., and 
I%lisr (PEFQ, 1895, p. 215) : ‘a  thrilling moment of surprise on 
coming suddenly to the edge of the almost perpendicular cliffs.’ 
From edge to edge of these the distance is over 2 m. ; a t  the 
bottom the bed is 4 0  yards wide. The  Mejib issues on ,the 
Dead Sea through a chasm little more than 100 ft. 
Altogether there is not S. of the Jahbok another natural d 
so decisive and inipressive. I t  cannot, therefore, surprise UP 
that, although lying across the middle of what we have seen t o  
be the land of Moab, the Arnon should so often in history have 
proved a political boundary. 

On the arrival of Israel the Arnon separated the 
Amorites from Moab, whom the former had driven S.  
of it ( N u . 2 1 1 3 ~  Jndg. 1 1 1 8 ) .  It is also given as the 
S. limit of Reuben. In  37 A.D. it appears to have 
been the border between the territories of Herod and 
those of the Nabataeans, whom Herod had pushed to the 
S. of it (Jos. Ant. xviii. 5 I ; HG, 569). Till 1893 the 
Arnon formed the S .  boundary of the Turkish Mutaser- 
ratlik of the BelkH and of effective Turkish rule in E. 
Palestine : and it is still the border between the lands 
of the Keraki and Hamsdeh Arabs (Bliss, 09. cit. 216). 

The third great caiion across Moab starts close to 
KatrHneh on the Hajj road as the WSdy ‘Ain el-Franjy 
(perhaps the Brook ZERED of Nu. 21 1 . f .  ), and then, as 
the W. Kerak, winds a narrow and deep ravine past 
Kerak (just before it leaves the plateau) and falls into 
the Dead Sea N. of the LisBn peninsula. By Kerak 
there is cultivation of olives, figs, pomegranates, and 
some vines. Between the Wiidies Mejib and Xerak 
are two short glens with [watercourses W. el-Garrah 
and W. Beni (Hamid or) HammHd ; somewhere here 
was the ascent of LUHITH. S. of the Mejib the Jehel 
Shihgn rises above the plateau to a height of about 
3000 ft. Between the Wadies Kerak and el-Hasy (or 

The  next cafion southwards is the 

1 I n  v. 13 the Arnon crossed by Israel is described as  ‘in thq 
wilderness which comes forth from the border of the Amorite, 
which may refer to one of the branches of the W. Wileh. 
2 [Elsewhere (see WANDERINGS, and cp VAHER) i t  is pointed 

out that  under the present text, which is not free from critical 
difficultv. there are  traces of an earlier narrative in which the 
place-names belong to the Jerahmeelite and Miyite  region. 
According to this view, Arnon in Nu. 21 13f: has displaced 
’Arc,= Jerahmeel, and f ioaL (as often in the narrative hooks) 
is a corruption of MkSur (i.e., the N. Arabian Mu?~~).-T.K.c.] 

3 In 1893 a new mntaserraflik was established S. of the 
Arnon with its centre at Kerak, but taking its name from Ma‘nn 
near Petra. 
1 [The present geography of Nu.  21 r r j :  may perhaps be of 

later origin (cp ZBRED); hut this does not dispense us from the 
duty of seeking to understand it.] 
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Ahsii) are several shorter watercourses, of which the 
most important are W. el-Kuneiyeh (?) and W. NumEre, 
the latter held by many to be the WATERS OF NIMRIM 
(Is. 156 Jer. 4834). 

Along with this great plateau, the people of Moab 
at certain periods in their history held, and gave their 

6. 
portion of 

name to, that part of the Jordan 
valley immediately below its northern 

Jordan Valley. section-i. e., opposite to Jericho on 
the E. of the river. This is what P 

calls the ‘Arboth Moab’ (see above, § I). The name 
Moab does not appear here before P ; yet earlier con- 
quests of the eastern Jordan valley by Moab are not 
only asserted by presumably ancient narratives (e.g., 
Judg. 3 12-30 ; see Moore’s commentary), but were a t  
all times extremely probable from the geographical 
relations of the Jordan valley to the Moabite plateau. 
The  long level stretch just to the N. of the Dead Sea 
and E. of Jordan lies as much at the mercy of the 
occupants of the tableland above it as the opposite 
plains of Jericho lie open to the highlanders of Judaea 
and Ephraini. The warmth of the valley makes it an 
attractive refuge from the winter weather of the plateau, 
where according to an Arabic proverb ‘ the cold is 
always at home’ (HG 56) .  Nor is the whole district 
so barren as the names ‘ARABAH, JESHIMON, and BETH- 
JESHIMOTH [qq.”.] would seem to imply. These are 
terms strictly applicable only to the neigbourhood of 
the Dead Sea. Farther N. there are many streams, 
and the soil in the warm air is exceedingly fertile. 
Irrigation is very easy. At the present day the Arabs 
of the plateau have winter camps in the valley ; and the 
‘Adwln tribe cultivate fields upon it (as the present 
writer on a visit in 1891 learned through the absence 
from the camp in W. HesbBn of the chief ‘Ali DhiBb, 
who was said to be attending to his harvests in the 
Ghi3r). Then the Jordan with its few and difficult 
fords opposite Jericho forms a frontier, which its more 
passable stretches farther up, opposite Ephraim, cannot 
provide. Consequently, even when Israel crossing the 
latter held Gilead, it was quite possible for Moab to 
hold the part of the valley opposite Jericho. In every 
way this belongs to the tableland above it. Similarly 
Moab must have held the well-watered and fertile land 
at the S. end of the Dead Sea. 

3) with its extensive 
pasture-lands, and its much cultivation, producing corn, 

The fertile plateau (see above, 

-7. Population. vines, and many fruit-trees, enjoyed 
a temperate climate ( 5  3). I t  was 

therefore able to sustah an abundant pop;lation. T o  
this the frequent ruins of small villages and not a few 
considerable towns still bear testimony. For the most 
part they evidently date from the Roman and Byzantine 
periods,l when the country was well protected from the 
desert Arabs by forts and camps, and was traversed by 
well-made roads (5 8), with a considerable commerce. 
Under native kings, or when held by Israel, the land of 
Moab cannot have been quite so safe, and therefore 
hardly so thronged ; still, we shall not be far wrong in 
conceiving of the population even then as abundant. 
In  O T  times we read of the ‘ cities of Moab ’ ; and the 
people are pictured in multitudes and always as aggres- 
sive and tumultuous ( #  sons of tumult’ Nu. 2417 [see 
SHETH]. cp IS. 15f: Jer. 4845). 

If we were sure of the exact character of the many dolmens 
and cromlechs scattered over the NW. of the plateau (Conder 
reckons 200 in the portion he surveyed) we might add these to 
the prwfs of a large population in the very earliest period. On 
the other hand, we must keep in mind that very large stretches 
of the plateau must always have been pastoral with few 
inhabitants. The figures on the Moabite Stone are puzzling ; 
in 1. 16 Mesha claims to have put to death in one lace no fewer 
than 7000 Israelites ; but again in 1. 20 the forces g e  led against 
Jahaz consisted only of 200 men, taken ‘from all the clans of 
Moah. 

The disposition and nature of the land cannot have 
been without effect on the character and manner of 

1 Cp Briinnow, MDPV, 1898, p. 34. 
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life of the inhabitants. So tempting a province, so 
open to the desert, must always have had a large 
portion of its population in various stages of transition 
from the nomadic and pastoral to the settled and 
agricultural conditions of life. So they are pictured 
throughout history and so they are to-day. The O T  
recognises Moab as a Semitic people, therefore of 
nomadic and Arabian origin, who had settled in their 
land shortly before the arrival of 1srael.l I t  mixes up 
Moab and Midian (Nu. 25). From the fifth century 
onwards we find them dispossessed or overrun by 
’ Arabs ’ and ‘ Nabataeans.’ The  Roman Empire-by 
means of chains of forts and several large and heavily 
fortified castles like those whose ruins are now called 
Lej(j)Un, KaSr Bsh@r, and perhaps also Meshetta (Bliss, 
PEFQ, 1895, with plans and views)-kept the nomads 
back ; and hence villages and cultivation multiplied in 
Roman times more than other periods. Under the 
nominal government of the Turks the bulwarks gave 
way ; and to-day we find the pure Arab tribes like the 
‘Anazeh harassing the E. border ; whilst within it other 
Arabs like the ‘Adwsn are settling to the cultivation of 
definite lands. Thus there must have been many 
successive deposits on the broad plateau from the 
restless human tides of Arabia. This may partly 
explain the noisy, aggressive character attributed to 
Moab by the O T  (see above). The  story of the origin 
of the nation (Gen. 1 9 3 0 8 )  and other passages in the 
O T  (Nu.25 Jer.4826) seem to charge them with 
drunkenness and licentiousness. W e  have seen that 
the vine was extensively cultivated, and in the portion of 
the land surveyed by Colonel Conder’s party many 
winepresses were discovered both on the plateau 
(especially about el - Meshakkar and Hesbln and at 
Siiniil). The heat, too, of the Jordan valley enervates 
and demoralises : it was on its plains that Israel gave 
way to the impure rites of Beth-peor. Altogether we 
see from the geography, and from the O T  pictures of 
Moab, a wild Arab race decadent under the first 
temptations of vine-culture and a relaxing climate. 

The  main lines of wayfaring and traffic across Moab 
have always been very much the same; and now the 
8. Roads. less important tracks of ancient times are 

still discernible. From the fords of Jordan 
opposite Jericho (there were four or five, all difficult) 
and the bridge which in Roman times (according to the 
recently discovered Mosaic map, see MEDEBA) spanned 
the river in the neighbourhood of the present bridge, 
various roads crossed the Jordan valley to the E. and 
SE. In contrast to the W. coast of the Dead Sea the 
E. coast gives no room for a road at the level of the 
sea ;  for the most part the cliffs come down to the 
water’s edge (see a paper by Gray Hill in the PEFQ. 
1900).~ 

Yet a track runs somewhat up the side of the hills as far a s  
the W. Zerkl Ma‘in; and some distance above it ‘ust after 
the W. Ghuweir is passed, there is a stretch of adc$nt road 
marked on the PEF reduced Map at a level of rS3 ft. below the 
Mediterranean or about 1000 ft. above the Dead Sea. I t  
appears again on the S. of the W. Hawlrah, and must ha>-e led 
to the healing springs in the valiey of Callirrhoe (see $ s), 
converging on which several ancient tracks have been discovered. 
One must have continued at least to Machaerns. 

All the other roads from the Jordan made for the 
slopes and passes leading to the plateau. One, at 
present much frequented, by which the present writer 
travelled, climbs the ridge of RBs KuSeib and then 
curves S. towards Hesbln. But there are tracks, with 
remains of ancient roads3 apparently Roman, up the 
W. Hesbiin, from which a road led through a steep 
rock-cutting upon Heshbon on the edge of the plateau. 
Another ancient track passed by el-Meshakkar (1 4) on 
Heshbon (PEFM E. Pal. 151); another by the W. 
‘Awn Mas2 to Neb0 (?); and another by W. Jideid 

1 [Compare however, GAD S 8.1 
2 N. of the’W. Zerka Ma‘ih there is a broad shelf before the 

plateau itself is reached. 
3 Also near Sarnia. 
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to kiledeba or blah. The name of the lower stretches 
of the latter WBdy (Ghuweir, ‘ the little Ghar’ or 
‘ chasm ’), suggests to Conder (PEFM) the Web. i in, 
with probably the same meaning, and therefore the 
‘ascent of HORONAIM [P.v.] (Is. 155 Jer. 485)’ Less 
plausible is the same explorer’s suggestion of Tal‘at 
Heisah or el-Heithah ( a  glen running up from W. 
Jideid upon Nebo) for the ‘ascent of LUHITH’ (Is. 155 
Jer. 485). 

A11 these roads from the Jordan valley struck a trunk 
road running S., along the whole extent of the plateau by 
Elealeh, Heshbon, and Medeba, across the W. WHleh, by 
the W. of Dibon close by KaSr el-Besheir, across Arnon, 
by Rabbah to Kerak, and so ultimately across Edoni 
to the Gulf of ‘Akabah. Its course is marked by 
Roman milestones, many still in situ, and other ancient 
remains. In  the WBdies Mfijib and el - Hesi ‘ the 
gradients tvere laid out with great skill ’ (Sir Ch. Wilson, 
PBFQ, 1899, p. 309). A branch connected this road 
with Ma‘in (Bliss, PEFQ, 1895, p. 213), which lies to 
the W. of it. Other branches struck N. and NW. 
from Heshbon to Rabbath-Ammon, and can still be 
traced past Kh. el-‘Amriyeh, and to the NW. of Umm el- 
Haniifish (PEF red. Map). Other branches struck 
across the country to the second great N. and S. road 
along the borders of the desert. represented to-day 
by the Hajj road.2 Whilst the remains of all these 
ancient roads are Roman, dating from the Antonines, 
the great road-makers in Syria, they probably represent 
still older lines of travel. Whilst the western trunk road 
must always have been the more secure from the nomad 
Arabs, the deep cafions which it crosses make it much 
the more difficult. The  line of Israel’s passage N. lay 
along the E. trunk road till at least the W. WHleh was 
passed, when it turned NE. upon Heshbon, and so 
down either the W. ‘Ayiin MiisH or the W. HesbHu to 
the Jordan Valley (see HG 564). 

Of the ‘ cities of Moab’ we have first of all a group 
in the Jordan valley: BETH-NIMRAH [ q . ~ . ]  at Tell 

9, Cities Ninirin ; BETH-HARAN [q.V.] at Tell- 
oiMoab. RBmeh; both of which, though they are 

mentioned in the O T  only in connection 
with the Amorites and Gad, must have belonged to 
Moab at many periods (cp NIMRIM of Is. 156) ; BETH- 
JESHIMOTH [q.v.] at Suweimeh ; HORONAIM [4.1.’.] on 
one of the passes leading up to the plateau (see above, 
5 8). According to Eusebius BETH-PEOR [4.v.] lay 
between Beth-nimrah and Beth-haran ; but see above, 
§ 4. SEBAM or SIBMAH [q.v.] is placed by Conder 
( P E F M z z r )  at Siimia in the W. HesbHn, 2 m. from 
Hesbiin. 

On the plateau N. of W. Zerkii Ma‘in were situated 
the following towns, beginning from the N. : ELEALEH, 
HESHBON, NERO, MEDERA, BETH-MEON. These are 
either on high sites on the promontories and considered 
as  sacred, like Nebo and Beth-meon, or on mounds by 
the main road, like Elealeh, Heshbon, and Medeba. 
Kh. ’Abii Nalkeh Merrill identifies with the ‘ Moabite 
town ’ NlKXa of Ptolemy ; in es-Siimik, a few m. E. of 
HesbHn, some see Samaga, taken along with Medeba 
by John Hyrcanus (Jos. Ant. xiii. 9 I). Kefeir el-Wus!a 
and Kefeir ‘Abii Sarbiit. on the main road, must have 
been considerable towns in Byzantine times and perhaps 
earlier (PEFM E. PaZ.). Kal‘at Ziz& about 4 m. 
to the W. of the Hajj road, was a military post of 
the Romans (‘Vat. Dignit.). On Mashetta or Umm 
Shetta, to the E. of the IJajj road see Tristram (Land 
of Moad)  and Bliss (PEFQ, 1895). On Kal‘at BelkB. 
a castle on the Hajj road, see Doughty (Ar .  Des. 
1 1 3  19). 

1 Jos. Ant.  xiii. 154 mentions Oronas as a town of Moab. 
2 A third Roman road N. and S. appears to have run from 

Rabbath-Amman by el-Kahf, Umm el-Walid, Kemeil, Trayya, 
Bay- Bsher and RujOm Rishzn to Lejjiin. On this, and on the 
line of forts protecting the sprin s to the E. of it, and on the 
Roman roads S. of Lejjun, see &innow’s papers in MDPV, 
1898-1899. 
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Between the W. Zerl:B Ma‘in and the W. U’Hleh 
there were no towns on the main road ; but to the W. 
lay ‘ATAROTH [ p . v . ,  modern ‘AttBrus], KIXIATHAIM 
[ q . ~ . .  modern Kureiylt], arid the strong fortress of 
M A C H ~ R U S  ( 4 . ~ .  , and cp ZEKETH-SHAIIAR). 

South of the W. Waleh lay DIBON [q.v,], the modern 
DhibHn to the E. of the main road, on which farther 
S. are the ruins of the Roman castle, now called KaSr 
el-Besheir. North-east of Dibon is el-Jumeil, identified 
by some with BETH-GAMUL of Jer.4823: cp the el- 
Ganiila of Idrisi ( Z D P  V 8 128). Buhl. however, puts 
Beth-gamul S. of Arnon. East of Dibon (Bliss, 09. cit., 
227) are the important ruins of Umm er-ResBS reckoned 
by some to be KEDEMOTH [q.v.]; JAHAZ [q.v.] (which 
Eusebius places between Dibon and Medeba) must also 
have lain about here ; and MEPHAATH (Josh. 1318 Jer. 
4821), according to Eus. a castle on the edge of the 
desert. Upon the main road just as it dips into the 
precipitous W. Mejib lay AROEK [g.a.].  

In the valley of the Arnon there apparently lay ‘ the 
city in the midst of the valley’ (Josh. 139) : see AR. 

Of the sites S. of the Arnon the following lie on or 
near the great trunk-ro:*d. On the S. edge of the W .  
M6jib are the ruins, MehPtet el-ITajj, which Tristrani 
and others propose to identify with AR. To the W .  of 
the road at the foot of the hill called ShihBn are ruins of 
the same name : and farther S. on the road others at 
Haimer, Erihah, Beit el-Karm, called also KaSr 
Rabba with ‘tanks and a great building evidently 
Roman’ (Irby and Mangles, eh. 8), and Hememat 
w-ith a tower, Misde (also at Mejdelein, west of the 
road). Then come the more considerable remains of 
Rabba (ib., ‘two old Roman temples and some tanks’ 
but no trace of walls ; Brunnow, MDPPr, 1895, p. 71, 
notices ‘ a  kind of forum’). This appears to be 
Rabbath ( i .e . ,  chief town of) Moab (see OS) to which the 
Greeks gave the name of ‘ApebroXis (see AR). Buhl 
(Pal. 270) thinks it possible that we have here KERIOTH 
and KIR-MOAB (see KIR-HERES) ; but KIR-MOAB. known 
also as KIR-HARESETH, is placed by most at Kerak,’ 
for a description of which see KIR-HERES. To the 
proofs of the identification of KIR-HERES with Kerak. 
given there, add the name (hitherto overlooked in this 
connection) of Wiidy Harasha (with a ruin Kasr H . )  
which is applied, according to Briinnow (MDPV 1895, 
p. 68)  to the lower part of the WHdy Kerak. Some 
12 m. E. of Kerak lies the ruin Lej(j)kn, for the exact 
orientation of which, with plans, see Bliss, PEFQ, 1895. 
South of Kerak Eusebius places EGLAIM (4.u.). 

this district of Moab, ‘ a  country of downs w i l t  
verdure 40 close as to appear almost turf and with cornfields 
is ‘covered with sites of towns on every eminence and spi t  
convenient for the construction of one . . . ruined sites visible 
in all directions’ (Irby and Mangles, ch. 7, May 14 and 15). 
Here was the scene of the first encounter of Moslem troops with 
the Romans and their defeat at el-Moteh ’ JXt-ris on the N. 
edge of the W. el-Ahsi is the Thorma of the” I h e r a r y  (Wilson, 
pEFQ, ‘899, P. 315). 

Indeed 

From Kerak a Roman road led SW. into the Gher 
(Briinnow, IIIDPV, 1895, p. 68) by DerB‘a on the W. 
Harasha2 (see above) ; and on this flank of Moab also 
not a few remains have been noted by travellers (see 
LURITH, NIMRIM, and cp Tristram, Land of Moab, 57 ; 
Buhl, Pul. 272). 

In  the time of Josephus there lay at the S.  end of 
the Dead Sea a town Zoapa (BJiv. 84, v. ZZ. {wapa, etc.). 
I n  OSunder paha, Eusebiuscalls it qywpand {wapa, and 
describes it as lying on the Dead Sea, with a garrison : 
‘the balsam and palm grow by it.’ I t  is the same, 
which under the name Zughar, Sughar, or Sukar is 
mentioned by the Arab geographers (Le Strange, PaZ. 
under MosZeems, 286#), as a station on the trade route 
from the Gulf of ‘Akabah to Jericho, one degree of lat. 
S. of Jericho. They describe it as on the Dead Sea, 
near the desert, overhung by mountains, near el-Kerak, 

1 Besides Irby and Mangles (Truzds, ch. 7 A), cp A. L. 

2 Here some place) the ‘descent of Horonaim’ ; but see D 8. 
Hornstein in PEFQ 1898, pp. 9 3 8 ,  with views. 
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with a hot and evil climate; the people thickset and 
swarthy. The  Crusaders knew it as Segor (Kbhricht, 
Gesd. Konigr. Jerus. 15, 409, 411 ; seealso ZDPV14,  
the Florentine map) but called it Palnien (Will. of Tyre, 
108 223o), Villa Palmarum, and Paumer. It is curious 
that Napoleon should mention the place under its 
biblical name ‘ a t  the extreniiry of the Dead Sea 20 
leagues from Hebron, 15 from Kerak’ (Guerre 
d Orient, camp. d&ypte et de Syrie, VOI. ii. 12 J ), 
Where did he get this information ? Irby and Mangles 
( TraueZs, 1st June, 1818) place it in the lower part o f  
the W. Kerak. Clermont Ganneau (PBFQ, 1886, 
p. 20) proposes a site near the Tawahin es-SoukhLr in 
the Gh6r e:-SRfieh ; Kitchener (PEFQ, 1884, p. 216) 
found many ruins of great antiquity under the name 
Kh. Labrush. See also Reland, PaZest. 577, 957, 
and Robinson, BR 648 1p: The Arab geographers 
identify it with the Zoar of Lot and this is accepted by 
those modern authorities u h o  place the ‘cities of the 
plain’ at the S. end of the Dead Sea. See further 

Moab and Ammon (children of Lot) constitute along 
with Edom and Israel (children of Isaac) that uouD of 

ZOAR, SODOM. G. A. S. 

Y I  

lo. The four four Hebrew peoples which in early 
Hebrew antiquity had issued from the Syro- 

peoples. Arabian wilderness, and settled on the 
border of the cultivated land eastward 

of the ‘ great depression.‘ According to Genesis, they 
had come out of Mesopotamia. and so were precursors 
of the larger wave which followed from the same 
quarter, forming the most southern outpost of the 
Aramsan immigration into the lands of Canaan and 
Heth (see AMORITES, CANAAN, CANAANITES). The 
aborigines in whose lands the H’ne Ammon and Moab 
and the B n e  Israel successively settled were not 
extinguished by the conquest; they even exercised a fa r -  
reaching influence over their lords. T h e  Moabites, and 
doubtless also the Ammonites and the Edomites, spoke 
the language of Canaan as well as the Israelites. They 
must have learned it from the Canaanites in the land 
eastward of Jordan. Our knowledge is extremely 
imperfect as regards other departments of the Canaanite 
influence ; hut in religion it ha; left a noticeable trace 
in the cultus of BAAL-PEOH (q...) . which was carried 
on in Moabite territory but was certainly of Canaanite 
origin. T h e  special god of Moab, however, was 
Cheniosh. Just as Israel was the people of Yahwk, 
and Ammon the people of Milcom, Moab was the 
people of Chemosh ( j i o ~ ,  Nu. 21 29).  T h e  kingship of 
Chemosh was regarded as thoroughly national and 
political in its character, but did not on  that account 
exclude the institution of a human king, which appeared 
in Moab much earlier than in Israel; in the time of 
Moses the Moabites had a king, and the institution 
was even then old. The capitals of the kingdom were 
‘Ar Moab and Kir Moah, S. from the Arnon ; these were 
not, however, the constant residences of the kings, who 
continued to live in their native places, as, for example, 
Mesha in Dibon. 

The historical importance of the Moabites lies wholly 
in their contact with Israel.’ After the Israelites had 

ll. Early . quitted Egypt and passed a nomadic life 
Moabite for about a generation in the neighbour- 
history. hood of Kadesh, they migrated thence 

into northern Moab, dispossessing the 
Arnorites, who had made themselves masters of that 
district. The  interval from Kadesh to the Arnon could 
be passed only by a good understanding with Edom. 
Moab, and Amman,-a proof that the ethnical relation- 
ships, which a t  a later period were expressed only in 
legend, were at that time still living and practical. I n  

1 [Three kings of Moah (Ma’ha, Mu’aba, Ma’ah) are mentioned 
in the cuneiform inscriptions -%&manu who was suhdued b y  
Tiglath-pileser in 733 ; KakmuSunadhi (Chemoshnadah), who 
paid tribute to  Sennacherih in ; and a king of uncertain 
name who warred against the king of Kedar in the name of 
Ahr-blni-pal (Schr. KATPl, 251, 291, Wi. GI 1108/;).] 
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all probability the Moabites called the Israelites to their 
aid ; they were not as yet aware that this little pastoral 
people was destined one day to become to them a 
greater danger than the Canaanites by whom they wwe 
threatened at the moment.‘ 

As the story of Balaam indicates, the Moabites would 
willingly have been rid of their cousins after their service 
had been rendered, but were unable to prevent them 
from settling in the land of Sihon. The  migration of 
the tribes of Israel into w’estern Palestine, however, 
and the dissolution of their warlike confederation soon 
afterwards made a restoration of the old frontiers 
possible. If king Eglon took tribute of Benjamin at 
Jericho, the territory between Arnon and Jordan must 
also have been subject to him, and Reuben must even 
then have lost his land, or at least his liberty. It 
would appear that the ktoabites next extended their 
attacks to Mount Gilead, giving their support to the 
Amnionites, who, during the period of the judges, were 
its leading assailants. So close was the connection 
between Moab and Ammon that the boundary between 
them vanishes for the narrators (Judg. 11). See 

Gilead was delivered from the Ammonites by Saul, 
who a t  the same time waged a successful war against 
Moab2 ( I  S. 1447). T h e  establishment of the monarchy 
necessarily involved Israel in feuds with its neighbours 
and kin. The  Moabites being the enemies of the 
Israelite kingdom, David naturally sent his parents for 
shelter thither when he had broken with Saul (I S. 
2Z3J ; see, however, MIZPEH, 3 )  ; the incident is pre- 
cisely analogous to what happened when he himself at 
a later period took rcfuge from Saul’s persecution in 
Philistine territory, and needs no explanation from the 
book of Ruth. As soon as he ceased to be the king’s 
enemy by himself becoming king, his relations with 
Moab became precisely those of his, predecessor. T h e  
war in which apparently casual circumstances involved 
him with the Ammonites really arose out of larger 
causes, and thus spread to Moab and Edom as  well. 
The  end of it was that all the three Hebrew nntion- 
alities were subjugated by Israel ; the youngest brother 
eclipsed and subdued his seniors, as Balaam had fore- , 
seen. Both Ammon and Moab, however, niust have 
emancipated themselves very soon after David’s death, 
and only now and then was some strong king of Israel 
able again to impose the yoke for a time, not upon the 
Ammonites indeed, but upon Moab. T h r  first to do so 
was Omri. who garrisoned some of the Moabite towns 
and compelled the king to acknowledge Israel’s suzerainty 
by a yearly tribute of sheep-a state of matters which 
continued until the death of Ahab ben Oniri. That 
brave king, however, fell in battle with the Aramaeans 
a t  Ramoth Gilead (about 850 B.C. ), and Meshaof Dibon, 
then the ruler of Moab, succeeded in making himself 
and his people independent. In his famous inscription 
(see MESHA) h e  gives his patriotic version of the story ; 
in the book of Kings we find only the curt statement 
that Moab rebelled against Israel after the death of Ahab 
( z  K. 11) ; on the other hand there is a full narrative 
(2 K. 3) of a vain attempt, made by Jehoram ben Ahah, 
%o bring Mesha into subjection. See SIESHA, § 6, and 
JEHORAM, § 4. 

As the Moabites owed their liberation from Israelite 
supremacy to the battle of Raniah-that is, to the 
Araniaeans--we find them (as well as the Ammonites) . 
afterwards always seconding the Ai-amsans in continual 
border warfare against Gilead. in which they took cruel 
revenge on the Israelites. M’ith what bitterness the 

1 T h e  facts as a whole are  indubitable: it cannot be an  
invention that the Israelites settled first in Kadesh, then in 
northern Moab, and thence passed into Palestine proper. The 
only doubtful point is whether the song in Nu. 21 27 8 is con- 
temporary evidence of these events. 

‘2 [There is indeed, as so often, a doubt whether the original 
document did not refer rather to Micjur [see I\~lzRAr.zr] than to 
Moab. See SAUL, $ ~.-T.K.C.I 

AMMONITES, JEPHTHAH. 
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Israelites in consequence were wont to speak of their 
hostile kinsfolk can be gathered from Gen. 1930J-the 
one trace of open malice in the story of the patriarchs, 
all the more striking as it occurs in a narrative 01 
which LOT ( q . ~ . )  is the hero and saint, which, there- 
fore, in its present form, is of Moabite origin, although 
perhaps it has a still older Canaanite nucleus. Of these 
border wars we learn but little. although from casual 
notices it can be seen ( z  K. 1320 Am. 113  ; cp 2 K. 5 2 )  
that they were kept up long, although not quite unin- 
terruptedly. When at length the danger from the 
Aramzeans was removed for Israel by the intervention 
of the Assyrians, the hour of Moab's subjection also 
came; Jeroboam 11. extended his frontier over the 
eastern territory, as far as to the ' Brook of the Poplars ' 1 

(Am. 614 ; but cp .L\RABAH, BROOK OF THE). 
It would seem that subjugation by the Assyrians was 

not as heavy a blow to the Moabites as to some neigh- 
la. Later bouring peoples. Probably it helped to 
history. reconcile them to the new situation that the 

Israelites suffered much more severely than 
they. From these, their deadly enemies, they were 
henceforth for ever free. They did not on that account, 
however, give up their old hatred ; they merely transferred 
it from Israel to Judah. The political annihilation of 
the nation only intensified the religious exclusiveness of 
the Jewish people. Terrible expression was given by the 
Edomites and the Moahites to their malignant joy a t  the 
calamities of their kinsfolk.2 

' Because Bloab saith : Behold the house of Judah is like al! 
the other nations, therefore do I open his land to the Bne Kedem, 
says the prophet Ezekiel (258 8). His threat against the 
Mmbites, a5 well as  against the Edomites and the Ammonites is, 
that  they shall fall before the approach of the desert tribes (see 
EAST, CHILDREN OF THE ; REKEM). Probably in his days the 
tide of Arabian invasion was already slowly rising, and of course 
it swept first over the lands situated on the desert border. A t  
all events the Arab immigration into this quarter began at a n  
earlier date  than is usually supposed ; it continued for centuries 
and was so gradual that  the previously-introduced Aramaisini 
process could quietly go on alongside of it. The  Edomites gave 
way before the pressure of the land-hungry nomads, and settled 

i n  the dezolate country of Judah ; the children of Lot, on the 
other hand, appear to have amalgamated with them-the Am. 
monites mnintninmq tlieir individuality longer than the Moahites, 
who soon entirely diaappeared.3 

early history was similar. 
Israel and Moab had a common origin, and their 

The people of Yahwk on the 
one hand, the people of Chemosh on the :tdgt'k other, had the same idea of the Godhead 
as head of the nation, and a like patriotism 
derived from religious belief-a patriotism 

that was capable of extraordinary efforts, and has had no 
parallel in the West either in ancient or in modern times. 
The  mechanism of the theocracy also had much that was 
coininon to both nations; in both the king figures as 
the deity's representative, priests and prophets as the 
organs through whom he makes his communications. 
Still, with all this similarity, how different were the 
ultimate fates of the two ! The history of the one loses 
itself obscurely and fruitlessly in the sand ; that of the 
other issues in eternity. One reason for the difference 
(which, strangely enough, seems to have been felt not 
by the Israelites alone but by the Moabites also) is 
obvious. Israel received no gentle treatment at the 
hands of the world ; it had to carry on a continual con- 
flict with foreign influences and hostile powers; and 
this perpetual struggle with gods and men was not 
profitless, although the external catastrophe was in- 

1 Perhaps the song in Nu.  21 27s refers t o  these events ; some 
critics will add Is. 15 1-16 12. 

i! Zeph. Z 8 j :  2 K. 242 and Ezek. 2 5 8 8  I t  need hardly he 
said that the Moabites shared the fate of all the Palestinian 
peoples when supremacy passed from the Assyrians to  the 
Chald;eans, and that, notwithstanding their hatred of the Jews, 
they had no difficulty in seeking alliances with them, when 
occasions arose on which they could he made useful (Jer. 27 3). 
[The prophecy a.qainst Moab in Jer. 48 cannot be the work of 

See J E R E M I A H  ii., g 20, ix.; col. 2392.1 

references to  the Moabites in late O T  writinps-Ezra9 T Neh. 
13 I I S .  25  IO^: PS, 83 7 [6]-Cp z?lfU. IS. 159, 161). 
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eremiah. 
J :  * We. Kleine Prophefed?), 206 (on Obadiah); [on certain 

evitable. Moab meantime remained settled on his lees, 
and was not emptied from vessel to vessel (Jer. 4811). 
and corruption and decay were the result. This explana- 
tion, however, does not carry us far, for other peoples 
with fortunes as rude as those of Israel have yet failed 
to attain historical importance ; they have simply dis- 
appeared. The service the prophets rendered at a 
critical time, by raising the faith of Israel from the 
temporal to the eternal sphere, cannot be exaggerated 

The authors of the above sections are scholars who 
have a right to speak, and whose writings will not soon 

A union of forces, how- 

biblical ever, seems necessary in order to take a 
The geographical 

section would be very incomplete without 
the historical, and it may perhaps be hoped that a 
supplement to the historical section will add somewhat 
to its usefulness. For there is a preliminary inquiry, 
which no good scholar in recent times has altogether 
neglected, but which requires to be taken up  in a more 
thorough and methodical manner-the state of the texts 
on which our geography and our history are based. I t  
must also be confessed that our criticism of the narratives 
has been, until very lately, too literary, and not quite 
sufficiently historical. A criticism of the local names 
may not have led as yet to as many important results a s  
the criticism of the personal names of the O T  ; but an  
examination of the special articles dealing with the 
names of the 'cities of Moab' ( 5  9) will show that an  
inquiry which cannot safely be ignored is being made, 
and that identifications have in the past too often been 
tried, and views of the route of the Israelites i n  their 
migration taken, which presuppose doubtful, even if 
ancient, readings. Textual criticism, too, has objections 
to make to some of the historical inferences of earlier 
critics because of their precarious textual basis. It is 
obvious that if ' Moab' and ' Missur,' ' Midian' and 
' Missur,' ' Ammon ' and ' Anialek,' ' Edom ' and 
' Aram ' ( = Jerahmeel), are liable to confusion, the 
greatest care becomes necessary in steering one's way 
between the rocks. Mistakes will sometimes occur, as 
when, after correcting some of the most corrupt names 
in Gen. 3631-39, ' Edom ' is retained by the author of the 
article BELA (col. 524) in v. 31f. and ' Moab' in v. 35. 
For these two (corrupt) ethnic names 'Arani '  and 
' Missur ' should probably be substituted. The his- 
torical result would be that it was not Midian and Edom 
but Midian and Jerahmeel that fought together in the 
early times referred to, and that the territory that was 
contested was the highland of Missur, not the plateau 
of Moab. The  story of Balak and Balaam also needs 
to be re-read in the light of text-critical discoveries. It 
is most probable, from this newer point of view, that 
Balak, with whom the Israelites are said to have had to 
do, was king, not of Moab, but of Missur. I t  is doubt- 
ful, too, whether in its original form the story of Eglon 
and Ehud represented the former as being of Moab and 
not rather of MiSsur (note that Eglon gathers ' the b n e  
Ammon and Amaiek,' really, the b n e  Jerahmeel, and 
that they occupy ' the city of palm trees' (i.e., really, 
the city of Jerahmeel).2 Even if in this instance w e  
adhere to hlT,  Winckler (GZ 1205) will probably still be 
right in using the narrative as an evidence of the late- 
ness of the Moahitish people as compared with the b'ne 
Israel. More probably, however, Eglon was a Misrite 
iing. Nor can we at all trust the records of the con- 
pes ts  of Saul and David. A group of phenomena niake 
t very nearly certain that in IS. 1447 2s.  82 ' MisSur' 
ias been transformed into ' Moab.' 

(see PROPHECY). J. W. 

14. More on be forgotten. 

references. fresh step in advance. 

Tha t  Saul conquered either the Moahites or the Misrites is of 
:our% most unlikely; but the probability is strong ev;n against 

1 Cp Judg. 54, where we should probably read,'Mig$ur' (not 
Seir ') and ' t he  highland of Aram (= Jerahmeel). 
2 See JERICHO, 5 1. The  'city of Jerahmeel' may quite as 

well mean Kadesh-barnea ( 'barnea'should be read Jerahmeel') 
is Jericho. 
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MOADIAH 
the view that David had to do with the Moabites. The whole 
passage (2 S. S 1-3) first becomes intelligible when we read it 
thus, 'And David smote the Philistines, and took the Maacathite 
country out of the hand of the Philistines. He smote Migsur and 
Jerahmeel and the Zarephathites, an$ those of Missur became 
servants to David, bringing tribute. If we are reluctant to 
admit the change of ' Moab ' to ' Missur,' let it be remembered 
that the same textual criticism dispenses us from the obligation 
of pronouncing David guilty of barbarity to the conquered-to 
a people from whom, according to one tradition, his parents had 
received hospitality.1 The right reading was probably known 
to the writer of Nu. 24 17.2 

Thus it is probable that the first trustworthy notice of 
contact between Israel and Moab is in z K. 11. This 
notice, however, as Kittel points out, is very isolated 
(cp 5 I I ) ,  and we naturally infer that a record of wars 
between the two peoples has been lost. Moab, then, 
is a t  any rate a younger people than Israel. 

What event i s  referred to in Is. 1 5  1-16 12 has been 
much disputed. According to Duhm and Marti, the 
foes of Moab are the NABATXANS (p...). Diodorus 
(1994) says of these nomads that they regarded it as 
wrong to plant wheat and trees and wine. This would 
make the destruction of the vines referred to in the pro- 
phetic elegy intelligible. If so, Is. 15  1-1612 may be re- 
ferred to the fifth century ; the postscript (.. 131:) will 
be later (time of Alexander JANNXXJS [p.~.]?). 

There is little more to add by way of supplement to 
55 10-13. The absence of the name of Moab in the list 
of the vassal states of Bir-'idri (KB 2173) is accounted 
for by Winckler ( G I l z o 7 )  by the supposition that a 
Moabite contingent was included among the troops of 
Ahab, who is mentioned (see AHAB, 5 4J). Whether 
the Moabites are rightly included in z K. 242 among 
the peoples which sent ' bands ' against Judah in the 
reign of Jehoiakim may be doubted. A comparison of 
passages in the Psalms, Lamentations, and later pro- 
phecies and narratives irresistibly leads the present writer 
to the conclusion that the right names are Cushites, 
Jerahmeelites. and MiSrites (see OBADIAH [BOOK]). 
I t  is also very possibly an error to suppose that the 
Moabites are specially referred to in the Book of 
Nehemiah ; this, however, is partly connected with the 
question as to the ethnic names in the narrative of the 
migration of the Israelites. There is, at any rate, much 
confusion in the names mentioned in Nehemiah, and 
elsewhere (see SANHALLAT) it is maintained that both 
' Sanballat ' and ' Horonite ' are probably miswritten : 
the one for ' Nebaiothite ' ( = Nabataean ?), the other 
(which is to be taken with the miswritten ' Tobiah ' )  for 
' Rehobothite.' Cp also RUTH [BOOK]. 

Winckler ( G I  1204)  makes the striking remark that 
Moah a t  the time of its immigration was probably just 
such a small tribe as the Calebites and the separate 
Israelitish tribes. In civilisation and racial conscious- 
ness there was no difference, and in language none worth 
mentioning, between them and the Israelites. Noldeke 
(Die sem. Spruchen, 17) also remarks that the style of 
the inscription of Mesha is essentially that of the OT, 
and allows ns to infer the existence of a similar literature 
among the Moabites. As Noldeke also points out, the 
only important un-Hebraic featnre of the inscription is 
the occurrence of the eighth Arabic ' conjugation ' (with 
t after the first radical). The  inscriptional style may, 
however, have differed considerably from the type of the 
actually spoken tongue. Cp MESHA, 5 4. 

G. A. s., $5 1-9; J. we., $5 10-13; T. K. c., J 14. 

MOADIAH (Yl:l&b, $5 33, 72, ' Yahwi: promises? '), 
a priestly family temp. Joiakim (EZRA ii., 5 66,  5 11) ,  

Neh. 1217 (om. BK*A; E N K A I ~ O I C  [KC.amg.inf. 1 ;  
MACAI [LI) ; CP MAADIAH. 

L T S. 22 3, where read ' Zephath (Zarephath) of Missur.' 

2 fix? (Jer. 4545) is accepted by Di. for ng. 

See 
MIZIBEH. 

fit@, however, 
as also in Am. 2 z, comes from ]$ (the N. Arabian Cush), 
which at once suggests 1;Yp for X$D. 
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MODIN 
MOCHMUR (MOXMOYP [B ; om. AI, MOYX. [K*], 

MOK. [Kc.avid. 1, machur [Vet. Lat.] ; 5-9 [Syr.]), a 
brook upon which stood CHUSI (Judith 7 18). It was 
situated near to EKREBEL (mod. 'Akrabeh), whence 
Schultz has identified it with MakfGrijeh close to 
'Akraheh. 

Most modern 
authorities (c.g., Grimm, Schurer, Zockler) rightly prefer 
the form Modein or Modeim. 

@'s readings vary considerably ; poBrrv [N* I Macc. 2 I, NC.b 

9 19 etc.] ; -p [A 16 41 ; - L ~ Y  [V 2 Macc. 13 141 ; -p 

other rladingsareposars [Jos., ed. Niese, Ant. xuI 
6 I], - m p  ria. 11 21, -Y [BJi. 131 ; in OS281 59 140 zo p ~ d s r r p  
Modeim; Modin [Vg., whence EV]. 

The later Hebrew form (which often bas the article also) 
varies. Pal. Mishnah (ea. Lowe) reads n*y?,iDJ (Madi'ith) 
P&+. 9 2 (TaZm. Bab. 93@, Hag. 3 5 (Tafm. Ba6. 256). Other 
readings are wyim, ]*yiin, oyimn, n v i i m  

In  the Medeba mosaic (see MEDEBA) the reading 
MwBBa occurs, and this seems to point back to the 
Hebrew Modiith. 

In 2 17 Modin is called a city rr6hrs (so in v. 15 r k  MoBf&v 
T ~ Y  a6hrv). Josephus on the'other hand, describes it as a 
viLZazeof Judzea (& M&i, K J ~ V  njs'IouBaias, Ant. xii. 6 I 11 2). 
Eus. (r6pq) and Jer. (uicus) agree with Josephur : so Jerome 
on Dan. 11 38. In Vg. ic is referred to as a hill (in ntonte 
Modin), and this, curiously enough, reappears in later Rabbinical 
authorities. See Grimm on I Macc. 2 I ,  and Rashi on T. B. BLbi 
BathrL IO b. Naturally the place was of most importance in 
Maccabgan times; by the time ofJosephus it may have dwindled. 
The ruins at el-Medyeh, with which Modin is nsiially identified, 
seem to point to an ancient collection of villages, a fact which 
thebfural form of the name also attests. Grimm reconciles the 
two statements by describing Modin as a ~ o p h o h ~ p .  

The interest in Modin arises from its association with 
The  place is not named in 

M T  (though curiously enough Porphyry 
a* History' on Dan 11 38 read Modiim for the difficult 

MODIN, a city or village of Judza.  

164 V 9 191 ; - few [A 2 I etc.] ; -p [A 2 23 9 191 ; -acw 1NC.a 2 I ,  

1. Name. [A i6.1. -LY [N*V 1641 ; -p [V 2 15 231 ; -0 [V 2 ~j;  

the Maccabaean history. 

DvyD. W e  first hear of Modin in 
168 B.C. ; it became the residence of Mattathias, when 
he felt it no longer safe or honourable to'rernain in 
Jerusalem ( I  Macc. 21). By Simon's time Modin was 
the special city of the HasmonEans (6 ?rarpl6r, 
30s. Ant. xiii. 6 6 )  ; but even in Mattathias's day it 
must have been the permanent home, not merely the 
temporary asylum, of the family : Mattathias (I Macc. 
2 1 7 )  is termed ' a ruler and an honourable and great 
man in this city.' From another passage ( I  M. 270) it 
appears that the sepulchres of Mattathias's ancestors 
were situated in Modin. 

Modin was the scene of the outbreak of the revolt 
against Antiochus IV. Epiphanes. Here it was that 
Mattathias was summoned by a Syrian officer to follow 
the general example and offer a pagan sacrifice. H e  
refused, and his slaying of an apostate Jew at  the altar 
erected in Modin was the first act of armed rebellion 
( I  Macc. 2 15-28). Mattathias then fled from Modin ; 
but the place was not garrisoned by the Syrian forces, 
for, on his death shortly afterwards, his sons buried him 
there ( I  Macc. 270 Jos. Ant. xii. 64). Modin is again 
mentioned in a Macc. 13 14. Judas Maccabzus is there 
reported to have fixed his headquarters a t  Modin before 
his victorious night attack on the army of Antiochus 
V. Eupator. When Judas subsequently fell in battle a t  
Elasahis body was recoveredby his brothers Jonathan and 
Simon, andburied atModin( I Macc.9 19 Jos. Ant.xii. 62). 
Simon rendered a similar service to Jonathan (I Macc. 
1325) and he erected in Modin a splendid monument to 
his illustrious family (1327-30). 

At Modin Judas and John, sons of Simon, passed the 
night before making their successful attack on CendebEus 
( I  Macc. 164) whose headquarters were at Cedron 
(Katra) in the Philistine lowlands. In Rabbinic times 
Godin was regarded (Mishna, P&"dhim9z) as fixing 
the legal limit of distance with regard to the injunction 
in Nu. 910. Rabbi 'Akiba held that any Jew who 
happened to be as distant from Jerusalem as Modin 
might be regarded as ' on  a journey afar off.' The 
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MODIN MOLE 
Bab. Talmud (P>siihim 936) explains that this distance 
was 15 111. In another case of ritual law Modiith is 
cited by the Mishna (Hq .  3 j), and from this passage it 
has been inferred by some Rabbinical authorities that 
the city or district of Modin was the centre of the 
pottery industry. 

A Rabbi Eleazar of Modin (contemp. with ‘&cba and cent. 
A.D.) is quoted with respect in the Mishnah (Ab,j!th3 j) and 
Talniud (T. B .  Shab6,ith 556. Brilri Bathmci 106). He is some- 
times designated simply Ha?n-nrodai or Ham-mudni ‘ the man 
of Modin.’ (Clermont-Ganneau found that the modern ethnic 
name of theinhahitants of Medyeh is Midniwy, pl. Mediwneh.) 

The monument which Simon erected (see above) was lofty, of 
‘oolished stone behind and before. Seven ovramids. over 
I ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ 

against one another, commem%ed Simon’s 
3. Simon’s father, his mother, and his four brothers; the 

mausoleum. remaining one being designed for himself. 
Stanley (Jewish Church, 3 31s) describes the 

mausoleum as a square structure surrounded- by colonnades of 
monolith pillars. The pyramids were ornamented with bas- 
relief., of weapons.1 Mindful of the commercial use to which 
the Phaenician coast was put by the Maccabaeans, Simon added 
carvings of ships e k  sb %cwprb%ac h b  rrdvrwv r i v  ahr6v~wv r;lv 
Bdhauuav. This phrase is commoily rendered ‘ that they should 
be seen of all that sail on the sea. m 
from Medyeh (and farther still from any other site with w%ici 
Modin has been identified) this statement has given considerable 
trouhle. Josephus, it may he obsyved, omits this detail (Ant.  
xiii. 6 6). Commentators explain, only in its main outlines, and 
not in its minor,features could this monument he visiblefrom the 
Mediterranean (Camb. Bib.. ad lot.). But the association of 
the ‘ships’ with the ‘seafarers’ raises some difficulty against 
accepting this theory. E. le Camus (Rev. Biblifue, 1 109, 1892), 
explains the Greek to mean that the ships were so naturally 
carved that they won the admiration of expert seamen. This is 
certainly ingenious, and Huh1 (Pal. 198) adopts the theory of Le 
Canius on this point though he contests the same writer’s other 
objections to the identification of Modin with Medyeh. The 
writer of I Macc. (about IW B.c.) tells us that the monument 
was standing in his day, and Josephns repeats the assertion 
nearly two centuries later. Eusebius and Jerome alroseem to de- 
clare that the monument \\-as still intact, though the language they 
use is not conclusive. (As the passage from the Ononzast. is of 
importance for the discussion that follows it is cited in full : 
MwGeeip, m i p ~  nh?uiov 4rourrohew~, 8%fv lfuav oi MaKKapaior, 
&v rai ~d pv4rara .IF Err v i h  ~ E ~ K V V V T ~ L .  Modrim vicus juxta 
Diospolim, &de fucr-unt Maccabrpi, gzrrmrar hodirque ibidem 
sepiclchra monstrantur.) Supposed remains of the monument 
have been shown at Soha, while Guerin in 1870 created some 
sensation by claiming to have discovered the Mausoleum at Kh. 
el-Gherbiwi in the neighhourhood of Medyeh. The structure so 
identified by him was, however, shown by Clermont-Ganneau 
to he of Christian origin. There is certainly nothing at Medyeh 
above ground or (as yet) excavated that in the slightest degree 
&srmhles the description in I Macc. 

’The geographical position of Modin cannot be de- 
termined ni th  absolute certainty. SabH, about 6 m. 

As the sea is at least I 

*, Geographical W. of Jerusalem, was long identified 
with Modin ; but this identification has 
nothing but a late tradition in its position. 

favour. The proposal of Robinson (BR 3 151f. : cp, on 
S6h&, idid. 2.6) to locate Modin a t  Lstriin has won little 
support. I t  is now very commonly believed that the 
village of el-Medyeh marks the site of the old home of 
the Hasmonzeans (Conder, P E F ’ l M 2 z g 7  341-352 ; C. 
Clermont-Ganneau, .4rch. Res. in Pal. 2359). T h e  
identification was first proposed by Em. Forner in 1866, 
and a little later by Neubauer (Giog. du Talmud, 1868, 
p. 99). and by Sandreczki (1869). who located the 
mausoleum a t  the Kabur el-Yahiid, a little to the SW. 
of Medyeh. El-Medyeh is a large village a little off the 
old Roman road which passed from Jerusalem to Lydda 
through the two Bethhorons (see EPHRAIM, m a p ;  
Midieh). It is about 16 m. NW. of JerusPlem, and 
€4 m. from Lydda. T h e  village proper is separated on 
three sides from higher ground ; to the W. lie several 
ruins, among them the Kh. Midyeh, Kh. el-Himmsm, 
and especially the Sheikh el-GharbHwi where GuCrin 
erroneously thought in 1870 that he had discovered the 
Maccabaean Mausoleum. (La  Samavic, 2 401 ; Galilic, 1, 
47. ) South of the village is a conical knoll called er-RBs, 
( ’  the head ’), about 700 ft. high, and this has been 
taken by Conder and others as the most likely spot for 
Simon’s monument. Er-RBs has the appearance of 

1 [It may he noted that for mpapiSac the Syr. has naph;fithd, 
perhaps ‘grave-stones,’ and pqpvrjpasa may have been simply 
machines for raising the pillars.] 
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having been artificially cut. T h e  village is shut in by 
the surrounding heights; but there is a fine view 
obtainable from er-Rias, and Jaffa and the sea are 
clearly seen. From the sea the bare outlines of Simon’s 
monument would have been visible when the sun was 
behind the observer. 

There are many tombs in the neighbourbood, deeply cut 
in the rock, the openings covered with great stones. Nothing 
has so far come to light, however, to suit the description in 
I Macc.. hence it may be said that a personal visit to 
Medyeh, ’while revealing no valid Abjection to its identification 
with Modin, does not produce a sense of absolute conviction. 
Medyeh certainly fulfils all the other requirements. Though 
we must eliminate the condition of visibility from the sea, Modin 
probably stood on a hill. It is unlikely that Simon would have 
erected a monument, meant to he conspicuous, unless it was so 
situated as to be clearly seen from afar. Moreover, the most 
natural inference from I Macc. 16 4 is that Modin stood near the 
plain, hut not in it. Medyeh admirably suits this inference. 
The statement of the Talmud that Modin was 15 m. from 
Jerusalem, and the assertion cf the Ononrust. that Modin was 
near Lydda, both support the claims of hfedyeh. The identity 
of name is also a weighty support. Clermont-Ganneau (PEFQ, 
1897, p. 221) asserts the general rule that the Aramaic termina- 
tion -itha becomes regularly -id in Arabic. Hence M o & B a  
(see 5 I) would be represented by the Arabic MediC (pronounced, 
according to Ganneau, Meiidib). (The present writer, when 
in Judaea in 1898, came across an Arab in Jerusalem who sug- 
gested as the site of Modin a high hill just above ‘Amwss. 
This hill is locally known as Medemneh. An examination of 
the site revealed some but very few ruins of ancient buildings.) 
Le Camus (106. cit.) o6jects to the identification of Modin with 
Medyeh : (a)  that Medyeh was in Dan, not Judza, (b) that 
I Macc. 164-10 requires a more southerly position than Medyeh 
and (c) that Medyeh is not sufficiently central to have formed 
the headquarters of the revolt. These arguments are none of 
them conclusive. I. A. 

MOETH (MU&), I Esd. 863 =Ezra 833. NOADIAH 

MOLADAH ( TIT 3 113 ; usually M U A ~ A A ) ,  a place in 
S. Judah towards Edom mentioned in ( a )  Josh. 1526 
MUAAAA [A], ( b )  Josh. 192, KWAAAAM PA] ,  .AAM 
[Bb per ras], M U A ~ A A M  [Ba(vrd.)’”g.]; ( c )  I Ch. 428,  
MUAAAA [B], M O Y A A A A  [L]: (4 Neb. 11.6 (BK*A 
om.). T h e  notice In (c), however, IS admitted to be 
derived from (a ) ,  and the words ‘ and  Shema and 
Moladah’ in ( u )  are an interpolation (see SHEMA) from 
Neh. 1126 (see Bennett, S B O T  ‘Joshua’). T h e  two 
remaining passages (6 and d )  tell us this-that Moladah 
was first Sinieonite. then Judahite (see Sta. GVZ, ib. 
154), and that it was in the neighbourhood of Shema 
Dr Sheba and Beersheba. Originally it was probably 
Jerahmeelite, as its name appears t o  indicate (see 
MOLID). Moladah is very possibly the Malatha or 
Malaatha in Idumrea, to the ‘ tower ’ of which Agrippa 
at one time retired (Jos. Ant.  xviii. 62). Respecting this 
Malatha, Eus. and Jer. tell us (OS 8722, 21455, 1 1 9 2 7 .  
2 5 6 7 8 ,  1333, 26642) that it was 4 R. m. from Arad and 
hard by Ether (Jattir). If this statement is correct, it is 
’atal to the identification (in itself phonetically difficult) 
if Moladah with Kh. eZ-MiZ& (13 m. E.  of Beersheba), 
xhich has been adopted from Robinson (BR 2 6 2 1 J )  by 
suerin, Miihlau. and Socin (cp SALT, CITY O F ) .  T h e  
hrtress of Malatha seems to have been entirely razed. 
The ruin of DerZjis or Dur+it. on the slopes and summit 
If a knoll, with caverns. referred to by Buhl (Pal. 183). 
ieems too insignificant. It is, however, in the right 
iistrict, being NW. of TeN‘Arid towards ‘Attir. C p  

(1). 

IERAHMEEL, 2. T. K. C. 

MOLE, I. (nhB 7DnS; but some MSS. Ibn Ezra, 
m d  the moderns read nlY;?prl, from JTDn, ‘ t o  
iig? ’-only in plnr., cp  Theodot. @apc$Apwe ; TOIC 
H ~ T A ~ O ~ C  [BKAQI?] ; Is. 220t). The idolaters, say 
he commentators, will have to throw their idols into 
he holes burrowed by moles. T h e  genus Ta@a (mole) 
ias not been found in Palestine ; but its place has been 
aken by the mole-rat, SYaZaax lyphlus. Mole-rats are 
:ommon about ruins and the outskirts of villages, etc. 
rhey are considerably larger than moles. Their eyes 
ire completely covered by skin ; the ear conchs are 
,mall and the incisor teeth large and prominent. They 
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MOLECH, MOLOCH 
form long burrows, sometimes 40 ft. in length and 
about 18 in. below the surface, in which they live 
gregariously. seldom, if ever, coming to the surface. 
The objection is ( I )  that the existence of a word ’mn, 
‘moles,‘ is uncertain, and (2) that the conimon view 
makes a miserable sense. One can hardly doubt that 
there is a textual corruption, and that the ‘ moles ’ and 
’ bats‘ have to disap?ear. Read ‘ In  that day men 
shall cast away the idols of silver and gold which the 
Jerahmeelites ( n & m i * )  made for them to worship ’ ; 
cp v. 6, where n - n h .  as  usual, is a popular corruption 
of p*nBiy, ‘ Zarephathites ’ (often a synonym for ‘ Jerah- 
meelites ’ ; see PELETHITES j. 

, which is now generally ex- 
plained ‘chameleon’ (see LIZARD, 6). Onk., however, gives 
NnluH, ‘ the mole,’ with which @ Vg. ([Llurr&A&, ta@a) agree. 
Did 6, Onk., read in this passage nf? (or nee)? I n  v. 18 
’wjn evidently means some kind of bird,’and it id unlikely that 
this name was really given to animals belonging to quite different 
categories. I t  is noteworthy that Tg. reads nF.Y, ‘mole,’instead 
of hIT’s nf8, in Ps. 55 9 (see OWL, B I IC]). 

3. On the proposed rendering MOLE for ltii in Lev. 11 29, see 

MOLECR, MOLOCH.’ 
Heb. qsb,, Lev. 205, in MT always pointed with the article 

except in I K.117; 6 in Pent. I p x o v ,  b c+xov[=4!gn, as in Gen. 
49 20 Nu. 23 21 Dt. 17 14 15, etc.], in I K. 11 7 [@L, 

1. Name. pehxop] Jer. 3235~8a+ds, which was probably 
the original rendering in all passages in Kin s and 

Prophets where later Greek translators find Molech ;f Aq. 
Symm. Theod. MoAox, which has intruded into @BHA as a 
doublet in Jer. 32 35 I@ 39 351 and in different manuscripts in a 
number of other places ; in some cases it bas supplanted. the 
rendering ‘king,’ as  in @iy etc. in Jer. 32 35 @AH 2 K. 23 IO 
[@L M r h p p  cp a. 131 ‘S vidl omn.’Am. 5 26 [see’Hexapla]; Pesh. 
in Pent. foilowing a; old Jewish exegesis,s interprets of im- 
pregnatiLn of a heathen woman ; z K. 23 10 Jer. 3235 ’amlek 
[I K.  11 7 Am. 5 26 Zeph. 1 5  nzalkbm, Milcoml ; Tgg. 7 5 1 ~  

The name of a deity to whom the Judzeans in the last 
ages of the kingdom offered their own children in 
sacrifice with peculiar rites. The places in which the 
name Molech occurs in M T  are Lev. 182s 202-5 I K. 
1174 z K . 2 3 1 0  Jer.3235 [=6 39351; Greek trans- 
lators have Moloch also in Am. 526 Zeph. 15.  Allusions 
to the worship of Molech are recognised by many 
modern scholars in Is. 3033 579 (EV ‘ the king’) ; but 
the view of Geiger, who found references to this cult in 
a much larger number of passages, has been generally 
r e j e ~ t e d . ~  The evidence of M T  and the versions, a 
brief summary of which is given above, shows that the 
older interpreters took the word (i’m, fmn) not as a 
proper name, but as an appellative or a title used in 
the cultus (see below, 5 sj, and read it mklek, ’ruler, 
king’ ; the pronunciation m&ek6 is probably an in- 
tentional twist, giving the word the vowels of b h h ,  
’ shame.’ 

The oldest witness to the pronunciation m h k  is the 
text of Acts743. The name does not occur in Philo, 
Josephus, or any of the remains of the Jewish Hellenistic 
literature of the time, and is not found even in the Greek 
Onomastica. In  Jubilees 3010 the Ethiopic text has 
Moloch, but the Old Latin version aZienigena (see 
footnote 3 below). 

2. In Lev. 11 30 occurs n 

WEASEL. T. K. C.-A. E. S. 

1 Moloch EV Acts74 AV Am. 5 26. 
a C p  the ’variants of & and the Hexapla in Zeph. 1 5  Am. 

6 26-where the testimony is confused under the influence of 
Acts743-Is. 3033. 

on Lev. 18 21 : see Geiger. Urscilrift. 202. 
3 Cited to be condemned in M. MZgilZd, 49 ; cp Tg.Jer. 1 

Add Tu6.30 IO Lat. I ,  - . - _  
alieninma. ’ 

4 I n  I K. 11 7, Molech is a n  error for Milcom; c p  MILCOM, 
B 1. 

5 Geiger, Urschnyf, 3&& ; against Geiger, Oort, Mensckgn- 
ofer, 6 0 . 8 ;  Kuenen, Th. 1‘2 562/; Eerdmans, MeZekdienst 24f: 

6 fillohox, Moloch, by vowel assimilation ; c p  Boo<, A&oop, 
d e . ,  Frankel, Vorsfudien, rig. 

7 Geiger, L’rschnj?, 301 (1857); Dillmann, M6AiV, 1281, 
June 16; G. Hoffmann, Z A T W  3124 (1883)’ WRS ReC. 
Senz.W, 372 n., and many. C p  the substitution)of 6&th for 
d a ‘ d  in Jer .  3 24 11 13 Hos. 9 IO ; also @ $ ab,y6q, $ BmA (;I 
Yohox 6 z 4 7  2 K. 23 io). See IDOL, 8 3. 
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The term regularly employed to describe the rites of 

Molech worship is i-?y: (he‘&?), cause to pass, make 
2. The sacrifice. over to a deity, synonymous with 

‘give’ or ‘ pay ’ (in sacrifice) ; ‘ thus, 
to Yahwi: (firstlings), Ex. 13 12 ; to Molech, Jer. 3235 
Lev.1821 (in the-latter a doublet or gloss to ‘give,’ 
cp Ezek. 1621) ; cp ‘ give to Mdlech,’ Lev. 1821 202-4 ; 
‘make over’ victims to idols, Ezek. 1621 2337 ; fre- 
quently, ‘ make over, offer, by fire’ (without the name of 
the deity), Dt. 1810 2 K. 163 1717 216 z Ch. 336 Ezek. 
2031 (6 generally Gtdyerv Zv TU$) ; ‘ make over by fire 
to Molech (2 K. 23 IO). ’  The common rendering, ‘ make 
(a  son or daughter) pass through the fire to Molech ’ (so 
EV), is also possible, if ‘ t o  Molech’ be understood 
not locally but as the dedication of the sacrifice. The  
verb occurs so constantly in this connection that were it 
not for Ex. 1312 it would doubtless have been regarded 
as belonging distinctively to the Molech cult. 

The  words air? i,?~;, rendered ‘ cause to go through 
the fire,’ have often been thought to describe a ceremony 
of consecration or februation by passing through fire,* 
such as has been practised in different forms and on 
different occasions in all parts of the world,3 the Roman 
Palilia being a familiar e ~ a m p l e . ~  

Thus Theodoret (Quest. 47 in i7,. R q . )  brings to the explana- 
tion of the phrase customs which had fallen within his own 
observation : ‘ I have seen in some cities once in the year fires 
lighted in the public squares, and persons leaping over them 
and jumping-not merely boys hut grown men, while infants 
were handed through the flanie by their mothers. This was re- 
garded as an  expiation and purification.’ l h e  65th Canon of 
the Concilium Quinisexturn (692 A.D.), in forbidding under 
severe penalties the ancient custom of leaping over bonfires in  
the streets a t  the new moon, quotes as warrant for the pro- 
hibition 2 K. 21 6.5 

This interpretation is old: it is expressed in 6 Dt. 
1810, ‘No man shall be found among you who purifies 
his son or daughter by fire’;6 cp Vg. Jer.3235 ut 
initiarcntJiZios sum etJilias suus Moloch. The Mishna 
seems to understand the rite as an initiation-not as a 
sacrifice ; 7 in the Babylonian Talmud Rabbi Abaye 
(4th cent.) explained the custom as he imagined i t :  
there was a row of bricks with fires on both sides of &. 
between which the child must pass. His contemporary 
Raba compared it to the Jewish custom of swinging 
over the Purim bonfires.8 Similarly Jewish interpreters 
in the MiddleAges--e.g.. Rashi on Lev. 1821 : the father 
handed over his son to the heathen priests ; they built 
two large fires between which the boy was made to  
p a s g  I t  is generally assumed that the child went 
through unscathed (so Rashi, Maimonides) ; but others 
believed that the ordeal had a more serious ending : the 
child was compelled to go back and forth till the flames 
seized him or he fell into the fire ; or at least that the 
trial was sometimes fatal. Another old interpretation 
of the laws in Lev. 1821 202-5 (commerce with heathen 
women) has been mentioned above ($ I , n. 3). 

The testimony of both the prophets and the laws is 
abundant and unambiguous that the victims were slain 
and burnt as a holocaust : see Jer. 731 194-6, cp 3235  
Ezek. l 6 2 o J ,  cp 2337-39 (?2461p:), Dt. 1231.  cp 1 8 ~ 0 ;  
also z K . 1 7 3 1 ;  see further Jer.324 Is.575/1. 9 Ps. 

1 For thisinterpretationseevitringa O h .  sacr lib. 2 chap. 1: 
Kuenen, Th. T 1 b& (r867) ; Dillmhnn, Exo,i.’-Lc?,.h 141f: 

’’8 ’cp Nu. 31 23, of the spoilof war whatever will stand fire, 
lS$ ai!? l l’?p~, ‘ye shall pass through the fire and it shall be 
clean’; cp the following clause on purification by water. 

3 On fire festivals and ceremonies see Mannbardt, Baundul- 
tu ,  497fi ; Frazer, Golden 6 o ~ g M 1 ,  3237 5 

4 Ovid, Pasti, 4 7 2 1 8  
6 rrcprxab’aipov, Vg. qui lustref; c p  Chrysost. Horn. injoann. 

116, q$or~d<ew. 
7 M. Sanhedrin, 7 7 : cp Tos. Sanhedr. 10 4f: ; SiphrZ on Dt. 

13 10: Jer. Sun&&. 7 13 (fol. 25 6 c) ; Hab. Sanherlr. 64 a 6. 
8 Bah. Sanhedr. 64 6 :  see Aruch, S.V. iiiv. On the Purim 

fires, see tzrazer, Golden Bou&@), 3 1 7 2 8  
9 Cp Kashi on Sanhedr. 64 6:  Maimon., Yad WZzdpri, 

‘&%fdh Zdrdh, 6 3 ; May2 N&kiim, 3 37. 
10 See Amch, Z.C. 

. Eerdmans, Melckdiensf f: 

5 Mansi, 11 973. 

@ F  om. & avpi. 
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10637 5 These passages, it will be observed, prove 
also that the children were not burnt alive, but were 
slaughtered like other sacrificial victims ; see especially 
Ezek. 1620f: 2337f:, cp also Gen. 22. Josephus, there- 
fore, correctly interprets 2 K.163 when he says of 
Ahaz, a he also sacrificed his own son as a burnt 
offering to the idols ( ~ A O K U ~ ~ T W U E ) ,  according to the 
custom of the Canaanites.' Some of the midrashim 
give gruesome descriptions of the roasting of children 
in the arms of the idol of Molech (see below, J 3). 

Ibn Ezra bluntly explains the word i ' ~ y n  as equivalent 
to r p ,  ' burn,' ' for thus was the cult.' Many scholars 
have endeavoured to reconcile these conflicting views in 
the theory that children were sometimes only ' passed 
through' the fire in rites of initiation or februation, 
sometimes actually burned. Analogies have been 
cited both for the attenuation of a sacrifice to a sym- 
bolical delivery to the flames, and for the growth of a 
real offering out of a more harmless rite.' 

The  only seat of this cult of which we have certain 
historical knowledee is lerusalem. The catalogue of 

Y -  - 
3. Seat of the the sins for which the northern kingdom 

was destroyed, z K . 1 7 7 8 ,  in which 
the Israelites are charced with offerine worship' 

u ', 
their sons and daughters by fire (z. 17, i iqy*i) ,  was 
drawn up by a denteronomistic writer (in the sixth 
century) from Dt., Jer., and Ezek. The prophets of the 
eighth century, in their indictment of contemporary 
Israel, say nothing of such sacrifices. (On 2 K. 173r 
and Is. 5 7 3 8  see below, 4.) 

I n  Am. 5 26, o d m  n m  not n n u v n  6 has 70) MoAox (CP 
Acts 7 43), Vg. Moroch (Aq. M o h ~ o p ,  Pesh. rnalkam), and many 
interpreters down to our own time find here the name of Molech 
(see AV), some-chiefly older scholars- thinking that  the 
idolatry of the forefathers in the wilderness is meant,a others: 
foreign cults of the author's own time. 
(Sakknt) is, like 'Chiun' (KaiwBn), the proper kame of a 
Babylonian deity, as is now the generally accepted and most 
probable opinion, o& can only he appellative, 'your king ' 
and thus, apart from the question of the genuineness of thk 
verse, the reference to Molech disappears; see CHIUN, and 
AMOS, 13 [but c p  MOSES, 0 11 ; SHECHEM, ii.1 Even with the 
appellative interpretation of nl>D, 'tabernacle ' 4  the verse would 
testify only that  to  some (unnamed) god the Lpithet 'k ing '  was 
applied; there is no allusion t o  the peculiar rites of Molech 
worship. Hos. 13 2 has been understood to refer to  human 
sacrilice5 to the calves of Israel (not Molech)' hut the better 
interpretation is, 'Human oferers kiss calves I'd 

The place of sacrifice at Jerusalem was in the Valley 
of Ben Hinnom (see HINNOM, VALLEY OF; JERUSALEM, 
col. 2423 n. 7). just without the city gate 'Harsith '  
(Jer. 19z), not far from the Temple, and is called ' the  
Tophet ' ( n~n?) . '  This pronunciation of the name is 
probably, like ' Molech,' one of the cases in which M T  
has given a word of idolatrous association the vowels of 
b&th (Geiger ; see above, 5 I) ; cp d @a+@, Tu@@, 
Oa@@R, Pesh. faHafh. On the derivation and mean- 
ing of the word see TOPHET. If we may connect it 
with Aram. wm (Jer.Tgg., Talm.) and the cognate 
words (see especially RSP) 377 n.), m n  (pronounced 
tPphuth) is a loan word of Aramaic origin (cp Heb. 
'a@jflr, and the denom. vb. 5iphafh, set (a pot) on the 
fireplace).* The meaning ' fireplace ' would agree well 
with Is. 3033, the only passage in the O T  which seems 
to describe Tophet. 

Geirer's surmise, on Lev.lSzr (Urschrift 305), based on 
MT 2 Ch. 283 (against all the versions)compared with 2 K. 163, 
that  the original reading was everywhere l'&CrI, 'consume' b y  
fire, for which i * l y n  is a euphemistic substitute, is generally 
rejected. 

'1 See G. Voss, De ori.ine . . . ido?airie, lib. 2, ch. 5 ;  Spencer, 
n e  hyibirs rriaalrbus, 8h. 2, ch. 13, 2. I h n n  Selecia Sacra, 
4 7 4  ; Witsius, MrsceIl. Sacra, lib. I diss. 5 ,  p18J 

3 See Kuenen, Religion of Israel 1250. c p  Th.T 2592 
(1868). Literature of the question in 'Eerddans Melekdienst, 
I42 n. ; further Robertion Early Rei&on of fs ;ae l ,  2 5 7 s  

4 So, most recently, Nat'h. Schmidt, f5L 13gf: (1894). 
5 So Oort Kuenen Eerdmans (23). 
6 1Vellhai;sen Stade Nowack and others. 
7 O n  human &rific& outside bf cities see W R S  Re?. Sern.?) 

8 T h e  supPoTed Aramaic origin of the word seems at  variance 
with the probably Pholnician origin of the cult ; see below, $ 6. 

If, however ' Siccuth 

37rjf- 
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Whatever explanation be given of the form, the word to~/ 'r fP 

is obviously synonymous with nan ; i t  IS a fireplace, apparently 
a pit or trench-'deep and wide '-in which the fuel was piled.1 
Compare the x b p z  rrX<psr rrup6r in Diodorus' description 
(probably from Duris of Samos) of the child sacrifices of the 
Carthaginians (2014)~ and the lines of Euripides, IjhiK. in 
Taur. 621x, quoted hy Diodorus in the same connection, where 
Orestes, about to  be sacrificed asks, Td+or 6; noior Gi&rai w' 
Grav &bo; Iphigenia answers: n+p reppbv bSov X Q q m  i 

The language of Jeremiah when he says that the 
people of Judah had built high places of Tophet' 
(731), or of Baal (195 3235), does not contradict this 
inference, for these expressions mean no more than a 
'heathen sanctuary' (see HIGH PLACE, 

There is nothing in the OT about an image at this 
sanctuary ; Ezek. 16 20 f: is hardly-in this rhetorical 
indictment-to be put into such close connection with 
v. 17, that we should understand the ' images of a male' 
in the latter verse of a Molech idol to whom the children 
were sacrificed ; and the author of 2 K. 2310 would 
scarcely have failed to mention the image, if one had 
been there. 

The  descriptions of the idol of Molech in &hE rabhEihi on 
Lam. 19, and Yalkzif on Jer. 7 31 (from Midrash Yelanzmeainu, 
c p  Tanchuma, ed. Buber, D?bdrirn fol. E a )  which have been 
repeated by many Jewish and Chriltian authors, are not only 
much too late to  have any value as  evidence to the fact, but are 
manifestly derived from Greek accounts of the image of Kronos 
to which the Carthaginians hnrned their sons.4 

That the ' Tophet ' was to the Molech worshippers a 
very holy place is evident from 2 K. 23 IO, but especially 
from Jer. 732 : in the day when the Valley of Ben 
Hinnom shall be called the Valley of Slaughter, they 
shall bury the slain in Tophet for want of room, and 
thus be constrained themselves to defile it (cp Ezek. 97. 
of the temple), Jer. 19 I Z ~ .  

The testimonies in the O T  concerning the sacrifice 
of children to a Molech ' with peculiar rites-the ques- 
9. age of tion is not here of the antiquity of human 
the cult sacrifice in general 5-relate chiefly to the 
in Judah. seventh and the beginning of the sixth 

W e  have, indeed, a statement 
that Ahaz (reigned from about 734) ' offered his son by 
fire'(z K. 163, i*xyn), and many scholars are accordingly 
of the opinion that the cult was introduced in the eighth 
century-most likely by Ahaz himself, whose penchant 
for foreign fashions in worship is known ( z  K. 1610-16). 
There is no intrinsic improbability in this ; but we may 
hesitate to affirm the fact on the sole testiniony of the 
author of Kings (end of 7th cent.) in his pragmatic 
judgment of the reign of Ahaz ( z  K. 161-4). The 
prophets of the eighth century-in striking contrast to 
those of the next-make no .mention of child sacrifices 
in their enumeration of the sins of their contemporaries ; 
and, if Ahaz really offered up  his son it would be more 
natural to regard it as a last resource in desperate 
straits.6 like Mesha's sacrifice (2 K. 326f:), than as an 
early instance of the a Molech ' cult. 

Is. 3033 (cp 5 3) obviously plays upon this cult : for 
the enemies of Judah a vast fire pit is prepared (tophlu), 
like the Tophet in the Valley of Ben Hinnom ; 'this, 
too, is for the king,' as that Tophet for the king-god 
( '  Molech '). The elimination of the latter clause 
(Duhm) removes but half the difficulty. If the horrid 
rites of Tophet had been as familiar in Isaiah's day as 
this verse implies, is it conceivable that we should have 
but one reference to them, and that in sarcasm rather 
than in abhorrence? The difficulty would not exist if 

1 See Che. Isaiah (SBOT) 157. 
2 Examples of burning men in fire pits are cited from Arabic 

literature by W R S  Rei. .Sen2.(3, 377. 
Kuenen, Th.T2577&, cp 574f: Oort Mmschenofler, 

791: thinks that Molech was properly the n a k e  of the image, 
which was arranged to serve as an altar. 

4 See Moore, JBL lGi6r 8 (1897). For the Greek and 
Roman testimonies see hlaximilian Mayer, in Roscher, Lex. 
2 1 5 0 1 8  See also W R S  h'el. Sent.(z), 377 n. 

5 See SACRIFICE 5 13. 
13 As the occasioi we should probably think of the invasion of 

Judah by Pekah and Rezin (Is. 7 I 2 K. 16 5). Rut it would he 
strange that we find no allusion to the deed in Is. 71: 

N p o n b v  rr6rpas.~ 

5). 

century B.C. 
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we could assume that topht2 was a common name for 
a fire pit, u-hich only later became specifically associated 
with the offerings to Molech, but the probability is that 
tdpheth (tqhiith) is a foreign word which was adopted 
with the cult (see above, 3 ) ;  the corresponding 
Hebrew words have not developed similar meanings. 

Is. 3027-33, as a whole, is regarded b y  several recent critics 
a s  ‘ post-exilic ’ (Cuthe, Hackmann, Cheyne), and this may 
he confidently affirmed of a 3 0 ;  the tone of the allusion is 
rather that of a writer remote from these atrocities, than of a 
prophet in the midst of the struggle against them. 

In the last half century of the kingdom of Judah the 
denunciations of the prophets (Jer. 731 19  5 8  3235, cp 
3 2 4 ;  Ezck. 16zof. 36 202631 233739, cp Mic.66-8) and 
the prohibitions of the legislation (Dt. 1810, cp 1231 ; 
Lev. 1821 202-5)’ prove that the sacrifice of children 
was a common thing, not on occasions of extremity, 
but as part of an established cult. The victims were 
frequently, if not always, firstborn sons or daughters of 
their mother (Ezek. 2026, cp Mic. 67 ; see below, § 7). 
The  author of Kings, in his recital of the sins of 
Manasseh for which Judah was doomed (z K. 212-9, 
cp Jer. 154), includes the offering of his son by fire (v. 6, 
~ q y a ,  see also 2310), and although the verse is little 
more than an application to Manasseh of Dt. 1810f. 
and the testimony of such catalogues of crimes is 
always to be taken with caution, in this case it may 
very u-ell be true. A public cult of this kind is more 
likely to have been introduced from above than to have 
sprung up from below ; particularly if, as we shall in 
the sequel find reason to think probable, the peculiar 
rites came from abroad. 

The sacrifices were suppressed and the sanctuary 
dismantled and defiled by Josiah in 621 ( z  K. 2310) ; 
but the worship was revived under Jehoiakim and 
continued till the fall of Jerusalem (Jer. 11 10-13 Ez. 
20 30f: ). Is. 57 5 has sometimes been thought to attest 
the survival-or revival-of the sacrifice of children 
among the descendants of the ancient Israelites at a 
very late da t e ;2  cp w. g where the ‘king’ is under- 
stood of the divine king (‘Molech,’ Ewald) ; but the 
evidence is of doubtful interpretation, and it is uncertain 
how far the miter is describing cults of his own time. 

I t  has generally been held that these sacrifices were 
offered to a foreign god named Molech, cognate or 

perhaps identical with the Ammonite ’* To whom hlilcom, whose worship for some reason Eik:: received a great impulse in the last century 
oeeered7 or two before the fall of Judah. The  

language of the prophets seems to con- 
firm this view: Jeremiah calls the place of sacrifice 
‘ the  high place of the baal’ ( i e . ,  a heathen deity, 
Jer.195 3235),  ‘ the  b a d ’  ( M T  b&eth) had devoured 
the children of the Judzaus (324) ; Ezekiel speaks of 
sacrificing children to idols (2339 ,  gillzilim), and 
characterises the worship as fornication (e.g., 1620) or 
adultery (23 37), expressions which since Hosea had 
been standing metaphors for apostasy. There can, 
indeed, be no question that to the prophets this cult 
was an apostasy to heathenism ; as little can we doubt 
that the rites were introduced from a foreign religion 
(see below). But we cannot be equally certain that the 
judgment of the prophets accurately reflects the in- 
tention of the worshippers; we shall find evidence in 
the prophets themselves that those who brought these 
sacrifices devoted them to no foreign god. 

Molech,’ as we have seen (5  I), 
is a figment of Jewish readers ; the word was originally 
spoken as it was meant by the writers, ham-mile&, ‘ the 
king,’ a title or iafKXqurs,3 not a proper name. There 
is a strong presumption that the deity who was thus 

secondary in a 
late context. Tha t  Is. 569-57 iia is not a fragment of a prophet 
contemporary with Jeremiah and Ezekiel, a s  was thought by 
critics of the last generation, is now generally recognised. 
3 On the religious importance of these ; ~ L K ~ ~ U E L S  see Farnell, 

Culfs of the Greek Sfafes, 135. 

The pronunciation 

1 Perhaps only 30 2a is the old law ; see LEVITICUS, 5 18. 
9 Verse 5 is regarded by Duhm and Cheyne 
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addressed in Jerusalem was the national God, YahwP. 
The title ‘ king ’ implies the belief that the god to whom 
it is given rules the destinies of the people ; and 
whatever foreign deities Manasseh admitted to his 
pantheon, he and his people never ceased to acknow- 
ledge Yahwi: as the god of Israel. 

‘ T h e  king’  (mJlek) is, in fact, a common title of Yahwi : see 
Is. 6 5, ‘ the king, Yahwi: of Hosts’ ; Jer. 46 18, ‘As I live 
saith the king, whose name is Yahwi: of Hosts ’ (cp 48 15) ; 
Is. 446, ‘Yahwi, the king of Israel ’(cp 41 21 43 ‘ 5  Zeph. 315); a 
contemporary of Jeremiah hears the name Malchiah, ‘my  king 
is Yahwi:’(Jer. 21 I 38 I), nor is there anyreason to think that in 
the older names Malchishua (son of Saul, I S. 31 z), Abiinelech 
(Judg. 9 I), Ahimelech (a priest of Yahwk, contemporary of 
David, I S. 211: z S. 8 17), mPLeek is to be understood otherwise ; 
note the analogy of haal-names (see BAAL, 5 5).1 

This presumption is strongly supported by the testi- 
mony of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Jeremiah is constrained 
to protest repeatedly that Yahwe had not enjoined these 
sacrifices: the people of Judah built the Tophet‘ 
sanctuary in the valley of Ben Hinnom ‘ to burn their 
sons and daughters with fire; a thing which I com- 
manded them not, nor did it enter into my mind’ 
(731, cp 195. 3235). The prophet’s emphatic denial 
IS thc bcst evidence that those who offered these sacri- 
fices oXered them to Yahwk, as they believed in 
obedience to his command. This conch~sion is con- 
firmed in a remarkable way by Ezekiel : the people 
had obstinately disobeyed the good laws which Yahwe 
had given them (20185)) ,  therefore ‘ I  gave them 
statutes not good and ordinances whereby they cannot 
live, and defiled them by their sacrificial gifts in offering 
every firstborn, that I might fill them with horror’ 
(Ezek.20~5f..  cp v. 31). The prophet does not, like 
Jeremiah. deny that Yahwb had commanded any such 
thing ; he declares that these bad and destructive laws 
were what the people had deserved by rejecting better 
ones. He leaves us in no doubt what the law was, 
for he uses the very words of Ex. 1312, ‘Thou shalt 
offer every firstborn to Yahwk ’ (mn.’, o m  im  ’,J nixvm) ; 
see below, 7. The prohibition Lev. 1821 also shows 
that the ‘Molech’ sacrifices were offered to Yahwe: 
‘ Thou shalt not give any of thy children [offering them, 
viy-r’,, gloss] to the king, and shalt not [thus] profane 
the name of thy God.’ 

The natural, and indeed almost inevitable, inference 
from the facts that have been brought out in the fore- 

Cp also Mic. 66f: Gen. 22. 

6. Whence 

derived 

going paragraphszthe place at which 
wBs the cult the sacrifices were offered, the peculiar 

rite, the time in which the worship first 
apoears-is that the offering of children .. 

by fire at the ‘Tophet’ in the Valley o f k i n n p m  to 
Yahwi: the king was a foreign cult introduced in the 
reign of Manasseh. And, inasmuch as in this age, 
when the relations of Judah to Assyria were uniformly 
friendly, the influence of Assyrian civilisation-which, 
as always, necessarily includes religion-was a t  its 
height, and since other cults which then came into 
vogue can with much probability be traced to Baby- 
lonia,2 it is not surprising that many scholars should 
have thought that the ‘ Molech ’ worship came from the 
same q ~ a r t e r . ~  This conjecture seemed to be confirmed 
by the fact that the colonists from Sepharvaim-long 
identified with Sippara in northern Babylonia-are said 
in z K. 1724 31 to have burned their sons to their gods 
ADRAMMELECH and ANAMMELECH (qq.”. ), whose 
names are obviously compounded with mllek (Adar- 
malik, Anumalik). The divine name or title malik 
was read in many Assyrian inscriptions ; texts were 

1 On these names see Gray Hebuew Proper Names, 1153. 
1 3 8 3  1468 : ;  Kerber HP6rksrhe Eigennamen, 3 7 5  [Cp 
also MALCHIAH SAUL, and Crit. Bib., where a n  attempt IS 
made to go hedind MT, and recover more original forms of 
the names.-T. K. c.1 

2 See QUEEN OF BEAVEN. 
3 So Graf jeremia, Preface, 121. (1862); Tiele, VeugeZijkende 

4 Schrader, Th. St.47 3 - 8  (1874): A d a  or Adrammelech= 
Geschiednis: 6 9 2 3 ;  Stade, ZATWG 308 (1886). 

Saturn = Moloch-Kewan-Sandan-Hercules, etc., p8f: 
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understood to speak of human sacrifice ; reliefs and 
figuws on seal-cylinders were thought to represent it. 

The progrcss of investigation has left but little of this 
seeniingly sufficient demonstration. Sepharvaim is not 
the Rahylonian Sippara (.Wi Habba), but a city in 
Western Syria (sce SEPHAKYAIM) ; the texts supposed 
to speak of human sacrifice were wholly misinterpreted ; 
the representations in art are more than 
A4aZik is an epithet of various gods, probably not, 
however, in the meaning ' king ' (iurru ; e.g., Jar i Z h i  
A b - ;  id. i1fa~duk;  Sin .$ZY i lh i  fa f ami  u ir!itim),3 
but ' counsellor,' ' decider' (prop. mniZZifi),4 or perhaps 
' prince.' 'The cases in which Malik appears alone as 
though a proper name, particularly the inscription of 
Nabu-bal-iddin from Sippara (col. 5 5  4 0  67:1.~ where 
it occurs in connection with kmia8 and BunenP, are 
variously explained;6 but it is at least certain that if 
ma2ih ever became locally a proper name, the god to 
whom it was given occupied no such couspicuous place 
in the Assyrian pantheon as to make it probable that 
his worship should be taken up with so much zeal in 
distaut Palestine, and, so far as our evidence reaches, 
there is no trace in Babylonia of the peculiar child 
sacrifices of the ' Molech worship. 

The O T  represents these sacrifices as Canaanite.' 
The value of this testimony is diminished by the fact 
that from Hosea onwards the contaminating influence 
of Canaanite culture was the common prophetic ex- 
planation of the religious corruption of Israel ; and the 
late date at which the peculiar Molech cult appears 
forbids us to suppose that it was adopted, like the baa1 
worship, from the old population of the land in the 
period of occupation and settlement. But if we may 
take Canaanite in the larger sense in which i t  includes 
the Phcenicians,* this theory of the origin of the cult 
is probably true. For, though there is sporadic or 
inferential evidence of child sacrifice in many parts of 
the world,Q the Phoenicians and their colonists, especially 
the Carthaginians, are the one civilised people of 
antiquity of whom we know that the sacrifice of their 
own children was practised, not as an occasional re- 
crudescence of savage superstition, nor in the hole-and- 
corner rites of some abominable mystery, but as an 
established and proniinent part of the public religion. 
These sacrifices seemed to the Greeks so remarkable in 
their atrocity. that no authorwho touches upon thehistory 
or customs of the Phcenician race fails to mention them. 
And it is of great significance for our question that in 
the descriptions of these rites, whether in mythical or 
historical form, the pit of fire constantly recurs.'O 

The deity to whom these sacrifices were offered is 

1 Sayce, Human  Sacrifice among the Babylonians,' TSBA 
4 2j ; Lenormant, Etudes accndiennes, 3 112 ; see Eerdmans, 
dlelckdiens!, 105 j? 

2 See W. H. Ward, 'Human Sacrifice on Babylonian 
cylinders, diner. /@urn. Arch. 5 3 4 3  (18S9); C. J. Ball, 
PSBA 141493 [18p]; A. Jeremias in Roscher, Lex. 23110. 
3 Del. Ass. HWB, 692. 
4 /bid. 412f: ; A. Jeremias in Roscher, 2 3109. 
5 IC6 3 I ,  1 7 4 x  
6 See Jactrow, ReZ. Bn6. and Ass. 176J; Tiele, Ba6y- 

lonisch-Amy?: Geschichfe. : Jeremias. 1.c. See also Eerd- . -  
mans, 738- 

7 Dt. 12 29--'1 1Sg-rq Ezek.'lG 20 (in the midst of a description 
o f  the corrup;ion of Israel in Canaan; cp v. 2 6 3 ,  intercourse 
with foreicncr5); Jer. 324 19 j (the 'haa1'--i.e., Canaanite 
deity). [Cp PI.AGLES, TEN.] 

8 Sidon the firstborn of Canaan, Gen. 10 15 ; see CANAAN, 
RS T f ag - . I t  

9 See Bachofen, Mufferrecltf, ~ 1 2 3  2293; Frazer, Golden 

10 The  testimonies are collected b v  Miinter. ReZiPion der 
Bou&l2l, 2 3 0 8  

hhrlhager,  1 7 8 ;  Maximilian Miyer, in ' R o s c l k  S.V. 
'Kro?os,' 2 1 5 0 ~ 8  (cp E. hleyer, 3. 1 12232869Jf.-).' The  
most important are :  the Platonic Minos 315 C ;  Kleitarchos 
quoted In Scholia to  Plato, Reg. 1337 h : D i d o r u s  Sicului 
20 1 4  (from Duris of Sainos?), 1386; Plutarch, De Supeusfitione, 
c. 1 3  : Porphyry, De A6stinenfia, 2 56 ; cp Philo-of Ryblos, 
frg. 3, 4 (FHG 3 570). On the fiery pit c p  also the myth of 
Taloa, Sophokles, Daidalos, frg. 163, 2 ; Simonides, frg. 202 A 
Berxk : Eustath. on Odyss. 20 302 (p. 1893), .etc. See hloore: 
JBL,  16 164 (1897). 
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called by the Greeks Kronos. Philo of Byblos tells us 
that the native name of the Phcenician Kronos was El 
(frag. 214, FHG 3567. cp frag. 4,  ib. 570f:). arid relates 
of this god that he killed a son aiid a daughter with 
his own hands, ' so  that the other gods were amazed at 
Kronos' disposition ' (frag. 218, 2.c. 568) ; and that in 
a time of plague he sacrificed his only son to his father 
Ouranos (frag. 224) ; another passage narrates the 
sacrifice of his only son nhen great peril of war 
threatened the country (fragg. 4J, 1.6. 57of:); human 
sacrifices lo Kronos. of which, according to Porphyry, 
the Phcenician history of Sanchoniathon was full, 
followed the example given by the god himself. It 
would be too much to infer from our evidence that the 
' Kronos' sacrifices were always dedicated to the one 
god E l ;  indeed, in the light of what we know of the 
Phanician religion this is altogether improbable. 
Human sacrifices were offered to other gods, for ex- 
ample, to Melkarth, the city god of Tyre, whom the 
Greeks called Herakles. 

Many Phcenicinn proper names are compounded with ?ifel&, 
milk, 'king.'2 l h e  title, like 6a'ai, was doubtless given to the 
divine rulers of different cities ; whether in time it attached a t  
least by eminence to certain among them is not proved, though 
inherently prol)able enough. I n  particular we do not know that  
the god (El) or gods to whom children were sacrificed were 
specifically invoked with this i r r i d q a r c .  At this point the chain 
of evidence connecting the hlolech sacrifices of the Israelites 
with the Phcrnician cult is not complete. I t  is perhaps not 
irrelevant to observe, however, that not only does the Kronos- 
El of Philo of Byhlos reign upon earth in a way that no other 
god in his pantheon does (frag. 2 26; cp 24 28 etc.), hut that in 
Greek authors also the epithet pacrhalir is applied to Kronos in 
a much more primitive sense than to Zeus.3 

W e  should err widely if we imagined that these heart- 
rending sacrifices were introduced. like Ahaz's new altar, 
,. why did in idle imitation of a foreign fashion. 
the Jews The spirit in which they were offered 

sacrifice their is expressed in the words which the 

children ? author of hlic. 6 7 puts into the mouth 
of the people: 'Will  YahwP accept 

thousands of rams, myriad streams of oil ? Shall 1 give 
my firstborn for my transgression, the fruit of my body 
for the sin of my soul?'  The sacrifice of the firstborn, 
the dearest thing on earth, is the most costly and there- 
fore the most efficacious piaculuni by which the wrath 
of God can be averted. I t  is not strange, therefore. 
that these sacrifices should have been multiplied in the 
last age of Judah, when disaster after disaster proved 
how heavily the anger of Yahwe rested upon the nation.4 
If their neighbours, at such a time, offered to their gods 
this uttermost atonement, would Yahwe expect less of 
his people? Nay, did not he demand as much? We 
have learned from Jeremiah and Ezekiel (above, § 5) 
that their contemporaries alleged a law in which YahwC 
claimed these sacrifices, and Ezekiel quotes the law: 
' Thou shalt offer every firstborn to Yahwb' (Ex. 13 1 2 ) . ~  

In  the law books as we have them, this and the parallel 
laws are protected by clauses prescribing the redeinption 
of firstborn children (see, however, Ex. !2229[28]). If these 
provisions attached to the laws from the begini~ing,~ the 
worshippers may have treated them as permissive, and 
thought that a more unreserved devotion would not 
avail itself of the privilege of substitution. More prob- 
ably the safeguarding clauses were added to exclude the 
interpretation of the law-not conteniplated by its framers 
-which became current in the seventh century, accord- 
ing to which it demanded the actual sacrificing of the 
firstborn of men as well as of beasts. 

A story repeated by Dionysius of Halicarnassus presents a 

1 Plin. NH36 39 : cp Quint. Curt. 4 5 .  
2 See Baethg. fieif?-. 3 7 3 ;  E. Meyer in Roscher, Lex. 2 3106x 
3 On the latter point see Max. Maver. in Roscher. Lex. . .  

2 14573 
4 The same causes led to the foreign cults and strange mysteries 

described in Ezek. 8. 
5 See FIRSTBORN. 
6 On this question see Kue. Th. T 153-72 (1867) : Tiele, Ver. 

gelvkende Geschiednis, 695 11. ; against Dozy, Isra2liefen ie 
Mekka, I O J  etc. 
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striking analogy : 1 the Tyrrhenians [Dionys. ‘ Pelasgians ’1 in a 
time of scarcity vowed to Zeus, Apollo, and the Kahiri to sacri- 
fice tithes of all their increase. Their prayer having been heard, 
they offered tithes of their cattle and the fruits of the soil. A 
direr famine, with many other signs of the wrath of the gods, 
came upon them and wheu they consulted the oracle they 
received this resbnse: It was because, when they got what 
they desired, they did not pay what they had promised, hut were 
still owing the most valuable part of all. They did not under- 
stand the response, hut one of the older men interpreted it : The 
gods were just ; they had indeed paid the first-fruits of their 
property honestly hut they still owed the tithe of human kind 
which the gods brized above all.2 There was a division ok 
opinion ahour this interpretation, some rejecting it as given with 
evil intent ; but a second appeal to the oracle confirmed it.3 

If our hypothesis is correct, the religious motive of 
the child sacrifices in Judah came from within ; the form 
of the piacula was foreign, probably Phoenician. 

Jn. Selden, De dEs Syris, 1617 ; in later edd. with additamenta 
by Andr. Beyer ; Jn. Spencer, De Zegibus rifualibus (r685), lib. 

3 ch. 13. Jn. Braun Selecfu smra ch. 8’  
8. Literature. fierm. Witsius, Mi&elZanea sacra’ lib. P: 

diss. 5; Goodwin, Moses e f  Aaron,’ lib. 4, 
ch. 2; dissertationslby Dietzsch and ZiegrainUgolini,Thesaums, 
23861 3 887 8 ; Miinter, Religion der Kurfkager,l2) (1821); 
Movers, Phhizier, 132~-498(r841); Daumer, Feuer- undinoloch- 
diensf der alfen He6riier (1842) ; Ghillany, Die Mennhenojfer 
der alten Hebrier(r842);  E. Meier, Th. St. u. KY., 1843, pp. 
1007.1053 ; Geiger, Ursch:X, 2 9 9 5  ; Oort, He; Menschenoffeer 
in I.sYuZZ (1865); Kuen. Jahveh en Molech, Th.T 2559-598 
(1868), c 8. 1 5 3 8  6915 (1867); Godsdimst van Israid, 1250 fi( 1869 3 = Relzgwn of Israel, 1249 J. ; Tiele, Vergelzjkende 
Geschzedenis, pp. 4578  5 0 8 3  6 9 2 8  (1872); cp Gesch. van den 
Godsdietsf in de Oudhezd, 1228 f: 327 8 (1893); Baudissin, 
Jahweef ik’olock (1874); art. ‘ Moloch’ PREP), 10 1 f f l 3  (1882); 
Scholz, G8fzendiensf u. Zau6emesen, 1 8 2 3  (1877) ; Eerdmans, 
Melekdienst P n  Vereen‘ng uan Hemellichanien in IsraBCs 
Assyrirche Periode (1891); V. Hoonacker, Le v m  de Jeplti  
(1893) ; Kamphausen, Dlrs VerhaZfnis des Menschenojfers zuer 
IsraeZitischen Religion (1896). G. F. M. 

MOLI. AV, I Esd. 847 = Ezra 8 18, MAHLI. 
MOLID (l*$D), a name in the genealogy of Jerah- 

[L]).4 The name of his brother is Ahbar (so read, with 
BB), Ahbar and Molid are, with the help of trans- 
position, carved out of Jerahme’el, like Jerah and 
Almodad (probably) in Gen. 1026. This does not ex- 
clude the possibility that Molid, or perhaps hfolad (cp 
A), may have been regarded as the ‘ father ’ of MOLADAH 
[q.v.], which is indeed probably another record of Jerah- 

See 

See IDOL, 

meel ; I Ch. 2291. (MUHA [B], MUAAA [AI, MOWAI 

meel. Cp JERAHMEEL. za. T. K. C. 

MOLECH and  CHIUN AND SICCUTH. 
MOLOCH (Am. 5 26 AV and RVq.,  Acts 7 43t). 

MOLTEN IMAGE (nlpr)), Dt.912. 

HOMDIS, I Esd. 9 3 4 = E z r a  1034, MAADAI. 
MONEY. 

$ I #  e. 

As in the case of metals, it has been judged 
best not to give a long comprehensive article, but to 
treat the subject in a series of special articles (see especi- 
ally MANEH, PENNY, SHEKEL, STATER ; WEIGHTS 

T h e  Hebrew narrators (J, E, P )  who recast the Hebrew 
legends relating to primitive times had not forgotten the 
advanced civilisation prevalent in Canaan when their 
forefathers entered it ; they presuppose the existence of a 
metallic currency, in harmony with the ancient Egyptian 
tribute lists and the Tell el-Amarna letters. 

A favourite opinion connected with the patriarchal story must, 
however, he abandoned. The notion that the h8iSah of Gen. 
33 19 and two other passages was a piece of preciou; metal, with 
the stamp of a lamb, indicative of its value, is based on the fact 
that a, Vg., and Onk. render ‘lamb’ or ‘sheep’-a very in- 
sufficient ground (Che.; for a better explanation, see KESITAH). 

There is no passage in the 01’ suggestive of anything 
like the Assyrian ingots stamped with ’ the head of IStar 
of Nineveh,’ to which Rabelon (58, quoted by Kennedy) 
refers. At the same time, there can be no doubt that in- 
1 Anfigp. Rom. 123$, from Myrsilos of Lesbos ; see FNG 

4424&$Varr0’s explanation of child sacrifice cited in Ane. Ciu. 
Dei, 7 19: quod omnium seminum optimum est genus humanum. 

3 See also what follows in Dionysius. 
4 BBL suggests (but cp Ki. in SBOT) that the 1 is intrusive. 

AND MEASURES). 
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gots of fixed weight were in use among the early Israelites 
(see, e.g., I S. 98), and in those transactions in which 
the strictest accuracy was required, the money was 
specially weighed. Hence 5e$ (&i&al). properly ‘ to 
weigh,’ often means I to pay ‘--e.g., Gen. 23 16 Ex. 22 16 
I K. 2039 Is. 552 Ezra 825. Gen. 2316 is especially 
interesting, from the vividness of the description of a 
business transaction in the course of which it occurs. 
The meaning, however, is hardly given correctly by the 
commentators whom Kennedy (Hastings, DB 3420 a )  
follows. Methodical emendation of the text brings opt 
a meaning which is far more satisfactory and suggestive -_ 
(see KESITAH). 

The clue to the nrohlem of the kfdifah has been eiven bv a 
mi&&ding of @- inrChronicl&&d in solving this pralem light 
has been thrown on another passage (Gen.2316), where the 
phraseology had not been questioned. I t  was for four Car- 
chemish-minz of gold that Abraham, according to P, purchased 
Machpelah (Gen. 23 16), and for one mina of Carchemish that 
Jacob according to E, bought a piece of land at ‘the city of 
Shecdem’ (Gen. 3319, cp Josh.2432; hut see SHECHEM). 
How important the Carchemish mina was, is seen by the fact 
that it was carried by Phoenician traders to Greece. The 
description of the purchase in Gen. 23 reminds us of many As- 
syrian documents in which the mina of Carchemish is expressly 
mentioned as the standard of money payments (KB, vol. iv.). 

Literafure.-To ascertain the value of the coins in use among 
the Jews in the post-exilic age, we must have recourse to 
metrology. Works relating to this subject are therefore to he 
included here. See especially J. Brandis, Das Mainz-, Maas- Y .  
Gewichtswesen in Z‘orderasien (1866), and ‘Literature ’ under 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 

On the Egyptian and Babylonian use of the precious metals 
for the purposes of exchange, cp Maspero, Dawn of Civilisation 
3 2 4 3  7,493 ; and on the question, ‘Did the Assyrians cod 
money? see the essay by C. H. W. Johns, Exjos., Nov. 1899. 
On Jewish coins see Madden, Coins of fhelerus (1881)’ Levy 
Gesch. derjzzd. ’%‘&Zen (1862) ; de Saulcy, Recherches)swr ZL 
numisnrafigueiudaiue (1854) and Numismafigue de Zu Tewe 
Sainfe (1874) ; and Th. Reinich, Les monnaies iuives (1887). 
See also A. R. S. Kennedy’s excellent monograph ‘ Money’ in 
Hastings, 0 6 3  417-432. On the statement of Herodotus (1 94) 
that the Lydians first coined money see LYDIA, 8 I. 

MONEY CHANGERS. See TRADE. 

MONSTER (]’?n), Lam. 4 3  AV, etc. See JACKAL, 
LILITH, WHALE. 

MONTE, the period from the first appearance of one 
new moon to that of the next-in other words. the Deriod 

, I  

1. of a lunar revolution. Naturally, there- 
fore, when months are spoken of, only 
lunar months can be meant : of any such 

artificial product as the so-called ‘solar’ month the 
of 

terms. 

ancient Israelites took no  more account than d o  the 
modern Jews in arranging their calendar. Both the O T  
words for nionth-&k’eeS ($?i) and yPr& (nr)-corre- 
spond to the natural definition given above. Hide: the 
commoner and specifically Hebrew name, denotes origin- 
ally the new moon (the ‘new’ light), a meaning which 
the word retained throughout in Phcenician (cp-the n. 
pr. mn p=Noup~l )vros ,  of the inscrr.) : yP&, the word 
for month conimon to all the Semitic languages (cp 
Phcen. ni,, Aram. m*, Assyr. ar&, etc.), though com- 
paratively rarely employed in the OT (Ex. 22 Dt. 21 13 
3 3 1 4  I K. 637 38 82 2 K. 1513 Job 3 6  7 3  292 392 Zech. 
1 1 8  Ezra 6 15 and Dan. 4 26 [29]), tells the same story 
plainly enough by its close relationship toyaria4 (D-P), the 
word fo; moon. T h e  appearance of the new moon ($$) 
inaugurated a new period, a new month, and was festally 
observed by the Israelites from ancient times (cp, e.g., 
Am. 85 Hos.211 [r3] Is. 1 1 3 5 ) .  

The mean length of such a month is 29 d. 12 h. 
44 m. 2 . 8 1  sec., and accordingly it was impossible that 
the determination of the month, as long as  it rested on 
direct observation only, could arrive at any absolutely 
uniform result : the observed months inevitably varied 
in length between twenty-nine and thirty days, and the 
order in which the months of twenty-nine days ( $ 5 ,  
.rD,n) alternated with those of thirty days (K?? d$n) had 
not yet been fixed even at the time when the Mishna 
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~- 

was composed; even at that late date, in the second 
century A . D . ,  the point was decided by the first visihilitj 
of the new moon (cp also Jer. 31 6). It was only with 
the introduction of a fixed calendar in the fourth 
century, that a regular order was determined in this 
matter also (see YEAR). 

The oldest names of months of the year preserved in 
the O T  are the following four :-(I) Ahih (y?~?, always 

I Ni-sa-an-nu 

z Ai-ru 

3 Si-va-nu. or Si- 
man-nu 

with d l h  preceding), Ex. 1 3 4  2 3 1 5  34r8  
Dt. 161; i . e . ,  the month of the ripening 
ears of corn, ear month ; (2) Ziw (it n?:, 
I K. 637,  and ii dlh,  I K. 6 1  rwhere also, 

2. Old 

names. 

+ 46 

3h5, ? 2 i Z  (Neh. 615) 

-dn, . : _  ti&i 

Phcenician-Cyprian inscriptions (93 ni?, e.g., at the 
beginning of the inscription of Eshmunazar ; nJnN ni*, 
CIS 1, no. 86 a), and the meaning of all four, so far as 
can be seen, has reference to the regular rotation of the 
seasons of the year as experienced in Palestine. 

Other Phcenician names of months are  preserved on Phcenician- 
Cyprian inscriptions, hut partly only in mutilated form (their 
interpretation also still remains very problematical) : ~ 3 1 ~  or 
PNgiD (CIS 1, no. 11); 113 (CIS 1, no. 92); BD (ClSl, no. 4); 
. . . 3, perhaps=& (d., no. 88); and w ~ w n 3 1  (CIS1,  
no. 13fi1 

It is not probable that the Canaanites understood by 
ydmh a solar month, and had thus accepted the Egyptian 

AGos August 
- 

'Eho6h ( I  Macc. 1427, ropataios September 
not K )  

'Tsepj+pe.raios October 

meaning rain month, but according to others, with 
less likelihood. the month of growing crops. Plainly 
these four names were originally Canaanite, and were 
taken over_ by the Israelites when they settled in that 
country ; E t h h i m  and BB1 are met with on still extant 

:$p?, k i d m  (Zech. 71 
Xeh. 1 I )  

_ _ _ _ ~ - .  

n?p, (Esth. 2 7 6 )  

:ANAANITE. 1 No. 1 BAB.-Ass. 

Xaueheii or -ah. 'Asehhaios December 
( I  Macc. 154)  

TePlBos (Jos. Ant. A~Guvaios January 
xi. 64).  

I ---I 

q$, JZbi( (Zech. 1 7 )  1 Z a p d ~  ( I  Macc. 1614)  1 I I E ~ ~ T L O S  

me, ddrir (Esth. 3 7 )  1 'AGdp ( I  Macc. 743)  ' i A ~ ; U T ~ O P  

February 

March 

1 I u-lu-lu 

8 1 A-ra-ab sam-na 

h I I 1 g I Ki-[i]s[i]-li-mu 

l -  ! 11 Sa-ha-!u 

I IZ IAd-da-ru 
~- 

lunar is undoubtedly suggested by the fact that in 
Phcenician inscriptions, ni? uin3, ' on the new moon of 
the month,' denotes the first day of the month in question 
(cp CZSlr .  p. 9 2 8 ;  the monument is referred to the 
first half of the 4th cent. B . C . ) . ~  Further, that the 

NAMES OF MONTHS 

HEBREW. I Lxx, ETC. 1 MACEDONIAN. 1 SOLAR. 

p, T .  nisin (Neh. 21) N(e)iudv (in Esth.) EavBiK6s I April 

i w ,  &yir (Targ. z Ch. 'Idp (Jos. Ant. viii. 3 1) 'A~T&TUJS May 
T.  

302) 

i June 

irg, siwdn (Esth. 8 9 )  Z(e)roudv (Bar. 1 8  and AaLros 
Esth. 89 [KC."mg.]) 

I IIdvepos 1 July l imn, fammmziz 

i i f r ~ l n , ~  mar&Gwin Mapaoudvr)s (Jos.Ani. Aios November 
i. 33)  

second Adar. 

1 Tothese add(Lidzbarski, Nordsem. E&-. 412) i3n) nr?n, y30. 
2 Even though Di. doubts this translation and maintains that 

the expression means simply 'on the new moon that happens in 
the month in question,' the words cannot be employed as an 
argument for the solar month theory. The  expression could he 
used only as long as one new moon alone in a month was possible, 
or  'new moon' must have lost its original meaning, and in that 
case must be interpreted as meaning simply the first day of the 
month, j u s t  as the Gk. vovpyvia does in later usage. But 
even this later usage also shows that originally the new moon 
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marked the beginning of the month and that the months were 
lunar. Moritz Schmidt's not quite certain restoration of the 
Cyprian-Greek text in the inscription known as Idaliensis I. 
(CIS 1 I ,  p. 1 0 4 3 ) .  a bilingual in Phcenician and Cyprian Greek 
dating from the fourth century B.c., according to which the 
inscription would contain reference to five supplementary days, 
could not in any case be accepted a s  convincing evidence regard- 
ing Canaanite usage. 
3 I Y i n T  I: according to Dalman. 
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mourning period of thirty days, spoken of in Dt. 21 13 (cy 
Nu. 2029 Dt. 3 4 8 ) ,  should be called ’ a month of days 
( D??; n z )  is not impossible where reckoning is made by 
lunar months, and does not necessarily imply acquaint- 
ance with the solar month of the Egyptians. 

With the exile, and the shifting of the beginning of 
3. (Ass.-Bab.) the year (borrowed from the Babylonians) 

to the spring season, the old names of 
the months began to be abandoned and terms. 

their place was taken by the-ordinal numerals. Abib 
now became the f i r s f  month (cp Ex. 134 with 1 2 z ) ,  
Ziw the second (I K. S I ) ,  Ethanim the senenth ( I  K. 8 z ) ,  
and BCII the ez’qhth ( I  K. 6 3 8 )  ; the numeration started 
from the new beginning of the year-viz., spring. In 
course of time the Assyrian-Babylonian names for the 
months began to gain currency ; but without addition of 
their numbers they are met with only in Ezra615 
(Aramaic) and in Nehemiah (11 21 615)’ The latest 
date a t  which they can have first come into use among 
the Jews could be fixed with certainty if in Zech. 1 7  and 
7 I the names really dated from the time of the prophet 
Zechariah. That,  however, is not probable : we must, 
therefore, content ourselves with the general statement 
that they can hardly have come into use with the Jews 
before the fifth century and even then were far from being 
exclusively employed. ’They are not all of them met 
with in the O T  : but their Hebrew form can be recovered 
from post-biblical literature, for example, from the RoZZ 
of Fasts, an Aramaic document dating from 66-70 A . D . ~  
The name of the eighth month (see the table given 
above) shows very clearly on the one hand that these 
names are not of Persian but of Babylonian-Assyrian 
origin, and on the other that they assume the year to 
begin in spring ; for A-ra-ah-Sam-na means the eighth 
mouth (ccra&= m- and sarnna=n~inw). Moreover the 
name of the intercalary month betrays its character by its 
dependence on he name of the preceding (twelfth) 
month ; it is no more than a second closing month that 
is occasionally tagged on. 

These Babylonian- Assyrian names have held their 
own in the Jewish calendar down to the present day. 
4. Macedonian It was only for a short time that they 

found rivals in the Macedonian names. 
One certain trace of this use of the names‘ 

Macedonian calendar we have in 2 Macc. 1 1 3 0  where 
the month corresponding to Nisan is called ,“CU&K~S. 

It is not quite certain whether in z Macc. 11 21 the name 
of the month Aroumpiu8ros, as it is now read, is merely 
a corruption of text for Aburpor (a name which occurs 
in Tob. 212 [K]), or whether it is due to an  oversight 
of the author, or whether it is the name, otherwise 
unknown, of a n  intercalary month to be inserted be- 
tween Dystrus and Xanthicus. Josephus still employs 
a t  pleasure the Macedonian names for the Hebrew. 
Finally, in 3Macc. ( 6 3 8 )  we meet with two Egyptian 
months : Pachon (IIaxdv ; not in V) ,  the ninth Egyptian 
solar month (of thirty days), and Epiphi (’Em+[~]l), the 
eleventh. 

In the foregoing table the post-exilic usage is 
followed and the year reckoned as beginning in spring. 

I - ~- ~. Gomparative According to the autumn reckoning 
which was afterwards returned to and 
still rules in the lewish calendar, the calendar. 

seventh month was the first in the year and the in- 
sertion of the intercalary month was made accordingly 
in the middle of the year. For the mode of insertion 
see YEAR. It will of course he understood that the 
months named in the last column, being solar months, 
correspond only roughly and in a general way to those 
in the preceding columns, which are lunar. 

The  month was divided into decades (‘LGY, iiby) or 
nto weeks (E6zin‘ ,  en$). I t  would be too bold an under- 

1 In Esth. 9 15 17 19 21 the number is not given with the name, 

2 See Dalman, Arum: Dialektprohen (1896), pp. 1-3, 32. 
because in 9 T it is given once for all for AdSr. 
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taking to seek to prove from the division into decades 
6. Divisions that the Israelites were acquainted also 
of month. with the Egyptian month of thirty days, 

and thus had a t  one time even reckoned 
by solar months. The division of the month into three 
thirds of ten days each could have commended itself to 
the Israelites just as easily as one into four fourths of 
seven days each. inasmuch as they too had months of 
30 days as well as months of 29 days. It is only in 
one passage (Gen. 2 4 5 5 ) ,  however, that ‘&ir means a 
space of ten days ; everywhere else, where the word is 
applied in relation to time, it means a the tenth day’ 
(EX. 123 Lev. 1629 Josh. 419 2 K .  251 Ezek. 201 241 
4 0 1 ) .  On the division of the month into weeks, see 
WEEK. These divisions were never made use of for 
dating the day of the month: thus it never was said 
‘ on such and such a day of such and such a decade ’ 
or ’ on such and such n day of such and such a week.’ 
Dates were given simply by the number of the day of 
the month. 

See especially Di., ‘ Ueber das Kalenderwesen vor dem Raby- 
lonischen E d ’  in M S E A ,  1882, pp. 914-939; Schiirer, G/V 

1 (21 623 f: ; cp alho We. Heicf. 89 8 ; F b r .  
7. Literature. KA TP1, 379f:, and W. Muss-Arnolt, The 

Names of the Assyro-Babylonian hlonths and 
their Regents , ’ lBL 11 [1852l, pp. 72-94 and 160.176. K. M. 

MONUMENT. On 2 K. 2317 RV (tl”) and Is. 654 

MOOLI (MOOAEI [BA]), I Esd.847 KV. See 

MOON. The words are : ( I )  ne, ydrF4, from a root 
(see BDB), prohablyconnected with dm~, to travel, wander 

(so MV, Buhl, Lag. BN46, and cp the Eg. name for the moon 
Hunsn, ‘ the wanderer’). 

2. a!?\, Zfl6linlih (4 ‘to be white’ or ‘pale’) occurs three 
times, Cant. 6 IO Is. 24 23 30 26. New moon is dln, &$de;, 
from the root win, to he new, whilst full moon is N@ k i d ;  
cp Ass. kusl’u (=a@), a cap or tiara, the god at full moon being 
supposed to have his tiara on. 

In Gen. 1 1 4 5 ,  where the story is told of the creation 
of sun and moon and stars, the moon is not mentioned 

A V  (n’lly!) see TOMB ; on I S. 15 IZ RV (1;) see SAUL. 

MAHLI. 

1. References. by name ; she is the lesser of the two 
great lights set in the firmament to give 

light upon the earth (w: 16J)). and rules the nightjcp 
Ps. 1369 Jer. 31 35), apparently in independence of her 
fellow. According to the priestly writer the oldest 
Hebrew month and year were lunar (see MONTH, YEAR), 
so that the words of v. 14 (cp Ps. 1 0 4 1 g ) ,  ‘ Let thein be 
for signs and for seasons, for days and years,‘ would 
have a special force when applied to the moon. How 
far the Hebrews attributed to her a permanent influence 
on things terrestrial-that is to say, whether they 
planted and sowed, reaped and felled and sheared, 
according as she waxed or waned-we do not know ; 
in one passage only (Dt. 33 14) is the growth of vegetation 
apparently ascribed to her influence ; hut the correctness 
of the text is very doubtful. It is certain, however, 
that the day of new moon (+in), and in a lesser degree 
that of full moon ( RQ?, cp Ps. 814 [3]. if the usual reading 
and interpretation are correct) were marked with red in 
the Hebrew calendar. (For d?n as a religious festival 
cp I S.205, and 11 n w .  z K. 423 Am. 85 ; /I  iyyin, Is. 
1 1 4  ; [I In, Ps. 814 [3] : see NEW MOON.) In Ps. 1 2 1  6 
(we can hardly quote Hos. 5 7 ,  a very doubtful passage) 
we find a malignant influence attributed to her ; the 
reference may be to the blindness that results from 

1 AV has ‘for the precious things put forth by the moon’ ; 
RV, ‘. . . of the growth of the moons. AV therefore covers 
over the difference between the singular rs‘a$j in a, and the dural 
O’n?: in 6. In the I1 passage Gen. 49, n s a  and 6 together are 
represented by ‘blessings of the breasts and of the womb’ 
(DE O:?<), again an inconsistency of number, but one that is 
of no exegetical significance. d?:, gdye;, rendered in RV 
‘growth,’ is a Plr. hey.,  and is suspicious. 

. .  
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MOON 
sleeping in the moonlight with uncovered face (so 
Carne, Letters from the Bast, 77 ; but see Macrob. 
Saturn. f 1626). The  word ueh~via{bpLrvos in Mt. 4 2 4  
and uch~vcdjesai  in 1715 testify to the prevalence of 
the belief that the moon caused epilepsy. 

She 
is the emblem of beautv (Cant. 6 TO). and of the order that does 

References to the moon are frequent in Hebrew poetry. 

MORDECAI 
Micah (Mic. 1 I AV, RV Xorashtite), and supposed to  
mean a native of a place called Moreshrth. a dependency 
of Gath, in the maritime plain (so Driver, hfrod .  Is), 326 ; 
cp MORESHETH-GATH). This, however, is not \cry 
plausible ; it would seem that 'Gath '  (m) in hlic. 1 1 4  
must necessarily be corrupt. In Mic. 1 1 3  Lachish IS 

called the prime occasion of sin to the people of Zion 
(liar na). 
cause of the sin which spread from Lachish) thou wilt 
have to bid farewell (lit. to send a parting present, as 
to a bride) to Moresheth, 0 people of Zion' (nx %is 
corrupted into ni, and in fell out of the text).' More- 
sheth, or rather Morashah. appears to be another form 
of Mareshah, adopted to suggest the meaning ' be- 
trothed' (ng2kc). I t  corresponds to nzb'iirt'i (m!?) in 
v. 15, which should most probably run thus:- 

Then Micah continues, 'Therefore (i 

~ ? K Y $  nawi' +*lfi b i p y  
itt:~: iim Nisi hcn?,-iy 

'Un to  a (new) betrother will I conduct thee, 0 community of 
Mareshah ; 

T o  Jerahmeel shall the glory of Israel corne.'a 

That  in much later times a place with a name like 
Morasthi (?), distinct from Mareshah, was pointed out 
to Jerome, does not prove that this is the place intended 
in Mic. 1 1 4 ,  or the place of which Micah was a native. 

Robinson's reasons (BR 2 423) for distinguishing Moresheth 
from Mareshah are, ( I )  the difference of the names, which come 
from different roots (but this is surely a mistake; Mareshah is 
properly niNyb, Josh. 1544), and ( 2 )  that they are both given 
in the same context (hut the writer had an  interest in pronounc- 
ing the name the second time Mareshah-viz., to produce a 
fresh paronoma5ia). Robinson however may be right in think- 
ing that the church which, ahord ing  tb Jerome, covered the 
site of the supposed sepulchre of Micah, was the church 20 
minutes SSE. of Bet Jibrin, the ruins of which are now called 
Sanda Hanna or St. Anne (see ELEUTHEROPOLIS). 'Close by ' 
he says, 'are  the ruined foundations of a village, which may dr  
may not be ancient.' This  village may in truth have been 
eafly Christian, and have been called Morasthi to  please pil- 
grtms. C p  Che. /QR 10 576-580 (1898). T. K .  C. 

MORDECAI ('3?7p [Baer, Ginsb.], 43, 83, 
M A ~ A O X A I O C  or - X E O C  [BKALI). 

I. The cousin and foster-father of Esther, and one 
of the chief personages in the book of Esther [q.v.] 
(Est. 2 5, etc. j. H e  is described as Jeminite (q-ry). i . e . ,  
virtually a Benjamite, and as descended from Jair, 
Shimei. and Kish, the last two of which are well-known 
Renjaniite family names. His name, however, if  cor- 
rectly transmitted, is genuine Babylonian (cp Bab. 
MardukZa), and means belonging to MARDUK ' (see 
MERODACH).~ The day of ' Mardocheus' (RV a of 
Mordecai' ( z  Macc. 1536,  r e s  papboXaiKer [A, but 
papboXoiKes \'I ++as) IS a designation of the 14th 
of Adar, the first and greatest of the days of Purim; 
see ESTHER.  The fact, however, that in Esth.215 (cp 
9 29) Mordecai's uncle is called Abihail (+nqN), 
which is most probably a popular corruption of Jerah- 
meel (see NABAL), that Shimei is an  ethnic=Shimeoni, 
and that Kish probably=Cushi, makes it highly prob- 
able that Esther's foster-father derived his name not 
from Marduk but from Jerahmeel-ie., that he belonged 
to a family of old Jerahmeelite extraction. His true 
name may be Carmeli or some one of the parallel 
forms. 

This result compels us to give serious consideration 

1 The  alternative is, if we keep the text, to  make "la vocative : 
'Therefore shalt thou, 0 Gath, hid farewell to Morehheth' (so 
We., Nowack), which seems to have no propriety in this context. 
G. A. SmithJ1896) finds no satisfactory explanation of hlT. 

f A captivity In N. Arabia (here called Jerahmeel) is in the 
mind of the writer, who is probably not Micah, hut a post-exilic 
writer. 
3 Tg., perhaps avoiding reference to a heathen deity, sees in 

the name N;?? r?n, 'pure myrrh,' a figurative description of 
Mordecai. 

4 MARDOCHEUS is the form of the name in the AV apocrypha. 
5 65's ' Aminadab,' if we prefer this reading to 'Ahihail,' is 

See MICAH ii., 0 4. 

also an  ethnic name=p27>, cp NnDnm. 
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not change (Ps. 72 5 7 i9-37). Th; she should stay her course 
(Josh. 10 12J Hab. 8 11) is a crowning evidence of God's might ; 
that  she should suffer eclipse (Is. 13 IO 24 23 Joel 2 I O  Mt. 24 29, 
etc.) or turn to blood (Joel231 quoted Acts220 Rev. 612) 
betokens that  the day of God's wrath is a t  hand. T h e  nioon shall 
not ' withdraw herself' (Is. ti0 m), but ' he r  light shall be as  the 
light of the s u n '  (cp Enoch7237), when 'Yahwh binds up  the 
breach of his people and heals the wound of its stroke' (Is. YO 26). 

The moon's very splendour was a danger for religion 
(Dt. 4 19, cp Wisd. 13 zf: ). The Assyrians and Baby- 

2. Moon- lonians had for ages been addicted to the 
worship. worship of the heavenly bodies, and such a 

that sun-worship was practised among the Canaanites. 
possibly through early Babylonian influence ; the names 
JERICHO and JIIRAHMEEL [qy.~ . ]  we abstain from 
quoting. ' Among the Hebrews,'says Robertson Smith 
(ReL Sern.P), 135, n. z ) ,  ' there is little trace of [astral 
worships] before Assyrian influence became potent,' 
and he would be a bold man who would argue from the 
problematic astral elements in some of the O T  narra- 
tives (cp Winckler, G12), or from doubtful proper 
names like LABAN, MILCAH, SARAH, or from the real 
or supposed origination of the Hebrews in two famous 
seats of moon-worship ( UR [q. 21.1 in  S. Babylonia and 
HARAN [g.v.]) that moon-worship--a religion of more 
venerable antiquity in Babylonia than sun-worship- 
must have been one of the chief temptations of the 
primitive Hebrews. Something, at  least, we do know : 
from the time of Ahaz onwards a syncretistic ten- 
dency, though checked for a time by Josiah, gained 
more and more ground in the kingdom of Judah. 
Striking evidence of this is given in Jer. 82 1913, and 
even though z K. 1716 comes from a late writer (see 
Kittel in HK).  the truth of its statement cannot be 
doubted (Ani. 626 is not here quoted for a special 
reason; see PHCENICIA, 12). Certainly, moon- 
worship is but once explicitly mentioned in the O T ;  
but the one proof-passage, though post-exilic, is of 
great importance. It is the famous passage in Job 
3126 relative to the hand-kiss to sun and moon. W e  
must not say that the language is merely dramatic, 
as if the writer aimed dispassionately a t  reproducing 
primitive times with strict accuracy. In this section 
of Job, especially, the poet is thinking of his own 
time ; his heart throbs as he writes. W e  may add that 
the imported cultus of Tammuz, which is attested by 
Ezek. 8 14, almost certainly presupposes moon-worship, 
Tammuz and the moon. as Winckler has pointed out. 
being closely related. Nor is it unfair to suggest that 
the crescents worn by the women of Jerusalem in later 
times (Is. 318, part of an  inserted passage') had a 
heathenish connection. 

The QUEEN OF HEAVEN mentioned in the Book of 
Jeremiah (718 4 4 1 7 )  forms the subject of a special 
article. 

See Jensen, Kosnzologie der BaCyZonier, ior-io8 ; ZA,  1896, 
pp. 298.301. Winckler, G I 2  (e.g., 2 3 8  5 7 8 ; ) ;  Hommel 
A H T ,  and A t f i u f z e ,  bk. ii. (xyo),  also Der G a t i d t e n s t  de; 
alien AraCer(a lecture, 1900); G. Margoliouth, 'The  earliest 
religion of the ancient Hebrews,' Contern#. Rev., Oct. 1898; 
Goldziher, Hebrew MyfAology, 77-76, 204-6, 35r A The  
mention of these books by no means implies acceptance of the 
theories, sometimes not very strictly critical, expressed in them. 

MOOSIAS. RV Moossias (MOOCC[€]lAC [BA]), 
I Esd. 931 =Ezra 1030  MAASEIAH, 13. 

MORASTHITE, THE ($g'b!b;I ; TON TOY MWP- 

AC%l P I ,  MwpAe[€]I [AQ*19 MWpAhelN [Q"g.], in 
Jer .2618  M W ~ A ~ E I T H C  [BKAQ]), a phrase used of 

1 See Che. Zntr. Is. ~ g f :  ; Marti, /es. in KHC 44. 
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name as BETH-SHEMESH [$7V. ]  Suggests 

On the name Sinai, see SINAI. 

A. C. P. 
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